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EATURE THE Le, DEE 

The Brand that New-Home Prospects Accept with Confidence 

The Sales Appeal of the Celotex Name these Celotex boards great strength and insulat- 

i value. 
Helps You Cl n a 

P u Close More Jobs and 3. Only Celotex cane fibre insulation board prod- 

Make More Profits ucts are protected against termites and dry rot by 
the exclusive Ferox Process. 

You can depend on it! New-home prospects are 
“sold” on Celotex Building Products! By establishing these facts, Celotex has also estab- 

“sold” b as c lished leadership! And Celotex continues that leader- 

They a = vag oi a a a = — © ship today by making available a complete line of 

CORGINERE SEVEITING Bas Ore Chem Chese wmpor building products under one famous name. 
tant facts: ; ; es 

1. Gel + ch ' : Celotex is maintaining its high quality standards, 

b, Sites be a only manufacturer of cane fibre too—by continuing research and steady improve- 
uilding boards in this country. ments in manufacture. See your Celotex dealer now 

2. The long, tough interlocking cane fibres give for Celotex Building Products. 
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Buy an EXTRA Bond Today... and « 

and Keep ALL the Bonds You Buy! OTHER CELOTEX PRODUCTS 

Celotex Asphalted Building Board Celotex Insulating Sheathin 9 9 g 
E I OT E. 4 Celotex Insulating Lath Celotex Insulating Interior Finishes Cemesto 

‘ Celotex Roof Insulation Celotex Triple Sealed Shingles 
ee oe ee , *s Celotex Triple Sealed Roll Roofing Celo-Rok Plasters Celo-Rok Anchor Lath 

BW ARAAG RPARVWAGIS Celo-Rok Sheathing Flexcell Expansion Joint 

ee a  |SCTTHE CELOTEX CORPORATION, CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS 
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in these NEW 

FENESTRA BUILDING PANELS 

Here is a system of steel flooring that is designed right... and 

priced right . . . for tomorrow’s houses, large or small, built 

individually or in large groups. 

SAVE TIME. Fenestra Building Panels can be laid in single 

spans in small homes—from center beam to foundation or wall 

in larger houses. They interlock to a tight fit... with a smooth 

steel surface, ready for application of hardwood flooring, or 

plywood and carpet or linoleum. 

SAVE FIELD LABOR. No special skill is required to lay 

Fenestra Panels. The sections are uniform. They come to the 

job cut to specified lengths, ready to lay. 

A BETTER FLOOR THAT WILL APPEAL TO HOME 

BUYERS. They'll like the extra fire protection of steel between 

floors... the trim appearance of the basement ceiling . . . the 

strength of these sturdy floors. 

Get all the facts. Mail the coupon now for our free folder 

that gives details as to sizes, weights, load-bearing qualities 

and other data. 

mal Fenestra 

NOIS | 7% 

ie FLOORS 

ce covers ploced efter 
es ond ducts 

i ‘ * 
TYPE A. Two channels with top TYPE B. One flat surface, two 
and bottom plate which, with serv- channel-type ribs. Flat side up or 
ice cover, form two-cell box beam. down, inside or outside. 

peal 

TYPE C. Horizontally or verti- HOLORIB. Steel Roof Deck with 
cally, for walls. Normally filled triangular-shaped ribs 6" on cen- 
with insulation at the factory. ters, 114" deep, for spans to 8’. 

Standard width of Type A, B and C Panels, 16°, in #20 to #10 
xages. Holorib in #20 and #18 gages. 

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, 
Building Panels Division (formerly Holorib Div.) 
Dept. AB-5, 2260 E. Grand Boulevard, 
Detroit 11, Michigan 

Please send me, without obligation, information on Fenestra 
Building Panels. 

Name____ 

Company a — 

Address 



@)t’Ss HOME SWEET H 

‘ WITH THE 

Home Sweet Home originates right at the bottom of 

it all—in the basement where a streamlined furnace 

that harmonizes nicely with finished surroundings effi- 

ciently produces cheery warmth for the entire house. 

A J & C Furnace will healthfully and economically 

heat a home—and it will do the job efficiently. J & C 

Furnaces contain a blower system that floods the 

house with warm filtered air and changes it as often 

American Builder, May 1945 

OME IN THE BASEMENT 

| ) FURNACE 

as every ten minutes. Its 90% direct radiation surface 

enables this sturdy unit to produce more heat on 

less fuel. It easily can be adapted to burn either coal, 

gas, or oil. Its sound construction of heavy gauge 

steel insures long, dependable service. 

Dealers and home owners alike will want to profit 

from a J & C installation. Write for complete partic- 

ulars. 

JACKSON & CHURCH COMPANY 

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 
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Designs that last 

deserve the permanence of steel 

\s long as grace, charm and simplicity have architectural currency, many 

traditional forms are going to retain an important place in the home- 

building picture. They have survived drastic changes in customs and 

ways of life in the past, and will probably survive them in the future. 

But adherence to traditional design does not preclude progress. The most 

important developments will take place within—where Stran-Steel framing 

introduces new permanence, fire-safety and rigidity. Alert architects and 

builders are thinking in terms of Stran-Steel as a medium for better homes, 

better values. 

(he Stran-Steel framing system, new and improved, is versatile, efficient, 

speedy. Serving today as the steel “backbone” of the Navy’s famous 

(Juonset hut, it is ready for its assignment in tomorrow's homes, housing 

projects, apartments, commercial buildings and industrial structures. 

YOU NAIL TO STRAN-STSEL 

Think in terms of 

TRAN 

TEEL 

SERVING TODAY IN THE 

QUONSET HUT 

GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION 

Manufacturer of the Famous Quonset Hut for the U. S. Navy 

STRAN-STEEL DIVISION - 37™ FLOOR PENOBSCOT BUILDING 

DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN 
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serious notice now of the large number of Lanes 

Upson wall and ceiling jobs you can sell oy 

P ails hoa ateris ~ectrict: : P va : loes and install when material restrictions With Upson Panels, coilig nie treoted in o sons 

are lifted. score of ways to lend charm and dignity to the room. ane 
han 

For, what other type of job will you he : shea 
Application is simple and profitable. The finished job ats 

have a chance to sell to one home owner od ther 
is beautiful to look at—and permanently crackproof! lep 

in every four? . ; ase san 
Upson Kuver-Krak Panels, 14” thick, are made of radi 
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by The Famous Blue-Center 



Wants better basements 

To the Editor: Strictly as a “layman” may | offer some 
remarks and suggestions: A young friend, living in a 
neighboring suburban community, built his house just 
before the present war. In the modern practice his first 
floor is close to grade. He has had endless trouble from 
ground water. A cellar pump was the only (immediate) 
solution. And the pump is running merrily at the present 
time—he is frightened on thinking what would happen if 
it failed. Most of his neighbors are in the same fix. 
And I know of other communities where similar condi 
tions prevail. 

All this brings to mind the thought that the modern 
practice of setting the first floor close to grade is a 
mistake—and was so recognized by older generations. 
Was it Ruskin who remarked that architecture that dis- 
regarded utility was bad practice—regardless of beauty 
o9f exterior design?—ALFRED COCHRAN, Ridge- 
wood, N. J. 

From a pleased subscriber 

To the Editor: The various plans that you have been 
showing in your magazine of recent months we have 
found to be very fine. In fact we have been assembling 
them together with many other of the ideas and How- 
To-Do-It items which you have been publishing and now 
nave quite an assortment which we feel will be very help- 
‘ul from time to time. 
We wish also to take this opportunity of expressing 

uur appreciation of the splendid amount of material 
which you have been giving in your magazine. You are 
‘ertainly covering the many problems confronting our in- 
lustry in a very complete manner.—R. H. REDDING, 
Rock Island Lumber Co., Rock Island, III. 

Asks about leased homes 

To the Editor: Your article on lower monthly pay- 
ments, in the March issue of the American Builder, was 
interesting in that it proved that there isn’t much 
possibility of going much further along this line. A dol- 
lar or two may be shaved off here or there—but that 
doesn’t make much difference to the occupant of such a 
house, who in the meantime is going onto the payroll for 
a new radio, or $40 a month payments on a new or second 
hand car. When you see nice cars, not the lowest price 
group, parked day and night in front of old cold water 
flats in New York City, as I have for years when I lived 
there, you will realize that the market for homes doesn’t 
lepend entirely on income, as there are hundreds of thou- 
sands who can afford houses but who prefer to buy cars, 
radios, and all the rest of the luxuries, and live in a 
lump. 

[ understand that in England, the only title many 
lave to a home is a 99-year lease. Isn’t some such ar- 
rangement the solution here, rather than nominal owner- 
ship under a 40 year amortization plan?—PHILIP W. 
PORRITT, Stamford, Conn. 

Against 40-year loans 

To the Editor: I’ve just read your article in the March, 
1945, issue of American Builder, advocating 5 per cent 
lown payments and 40-year amortization for home loans 

(Continued to page 128) 
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EASIER 

to apply 

EASIER 

to sell 

The efficient design of precision- 

built INSELBRIC cuts hours of labor 

from every job. Yet the superior 

results achieved keep your cus- 

tomers sold and add to your rep- 

utation as a reliable builder. Cash 

in with genuine INSELBRIC, the 

nation’s fastest selling insulated 

brick-design siding. 

CONVENIENT INSELBRIC UNITS 

GET CONTRACTORS’ HEARTY O.K. 

Left: Wire-cut Slab 
gives two-tone 
effect. 

Below: Belt Slab 
for start or second 
floor line. 

Corner Units 
are reinforc- 
ed, air-tight. 

he Nations Fasles? Selling Insulated Brick-Design SVAN 
7, 

NEN f & 

w i ’s 43 H /DU - 

Make Selling Easier 

ANCHORED FACE 

© ENCASED NAILING 

© REINFORCED CORNERS 

© PRECISION SHIPLAP 

© TERMITE and ROT-PROOF 

Soldier Course 
Slab 

Trim Unit 

Write for details of our NEW INSELBRIC STORE PLAN 

MASTIC ASPHALT CORP. JONES & BROWN, INC. 
Makers of Inselbric and Inselstone * National Distributors of Inselbric and Inselstone 

SOUTH BEND, IND PITTSBURGH, PA 

line 
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hd they'll expect modern-as-the-minute HEATING 

Here skillful engineering, modern design and careful construction means real 
tong-lasting heating efficiency. 1. Complete factory assembly on most models. 
2. Unexcelled Amplifire burners. 3. Long-life Cast iron Multi-Thermex Tubes. 
4. Large capacity blower and filters. 5. Famous Janitro! controls. 6. Ready 
accessibility of ol! operating parts and controls. 7. Positive Thermo-drip 
humidifier 

E at Surface Combustion have always insisted 

that you can’t provide real home comfort without 

completely automatic heating. 

And for over 30 years Janitrol has directed every 

effort to make available the finest gas-fired heating 

equipment that modern engineering and research 

skill can produce. 

This unique experience has resulted in developing 

equipment that is today unmatched in advanced design 

and performance. This has been Janitrol’s contribu- 

tion to a higher standard of living . . . it promises an 

even greater measure of comfort and heating economy 

for more people when wide scale building gets under 

way again. 

The compactness and simplicity of design, plus the 

great flexibility of Janitrol Gas-Fired equipment will 

make it practical to install these units in modern de- 

signed homes. Continued heating economy will be 

assured by the combination of high combustion effi- 

ciency, proven performance and reasonable gas rates. 

Remember, no other gas heating equipment has all 

the advantages Surface Combustion engineers have 

combined in Janitrol! 

For further information on the complete line of 

heating equipment Janitrol will offer as sooa as pos- 

sible, write Surface Combustion, Toledo 1, Ohio. 

GAS-FIRED 

HEATING EQUIPMENT 
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Miami-Carey was first with 
piano-type hinges and one- 
piece mirror frames. 

ON 

ROSETTES "WENT OUT” when 

Miami-Carey introduced the 
mirror clip—now standard in 
the industry. 

Built-up Roofing . 

THE PHILIP CAREY MANUFACTURING CO. 
LOCKLAND, CINCINNATI 15, OHIO 

Careyduct . Industrial Insulations 

Who first “706 someting 

American Builder, May 1945 

of a “hole-in-the-wall’? 

MIAMI-CAREY did. Until Miami- 

Carey introduced the first real bath- 
room cabinet in 1925 (complete with 

electric lights), a box-in-the-wall 
was the height of convenience. 

Since then, most of the ‘‘firsts’’ 
in cabinet design have come from 
Miami-Carey. 

Further, no one approaches Miami- 

Carcy in range of models, sizes, prices. 
Nor in the quality-features that have 
made these cabinets the best buy for 

over two decades . . . steel construc- 
tion that won't rust, plate-glass 
quality mirrors guaranteed § years 

against silver spoilage, high quality 
finishes, solid brass hinges, mirror 
frames and many others. 

For information on models cur- 
rently available write— 

Rock Wool Insulation ° Asbestos Shingles and Siding 
Roof Coatings and Cements ° 

Expansion Joint + Asbestos Wallboard and Sheathing + Corrugated Asbestos Roofing and Siding 
Waterproofing Materials 

"= | | £14 ' Y 

- au AP
 

- j—=—C/ ~- Cite a 
ie \ \E a 

ry , i 

CONCEALED LIGHTING — gn- 

other Miami-Carey first in 

beauty and convenience. 

THE ROUND MIRROR CABINET 

another Miami-Carey first 

THE MIAMI-CABINET DIVISION 
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO 

° Asphait Shingles and Roofings 

Asphalt Tile Flooring ° Pipeline Felt 
Miami-Carey Bathroom Cabinets and Accessories 
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THE 

iullow 

RESET METHOD 

V4 ether you are talking toa 

prospect about a new home or 

about modernizing an old one, 

the Moduflow Reset Method 

provides you with a forceful 

sales feature. Exactly the proper 

amount of heat is supplied to 

offset the loss from the home. 

With the Moduflow Reset 

Method, the thermostat meas- 

ures the rate of heat loss and 

automatically re-sets a limit con- 

trol to cause the burner to in- 

crease or decrease the boiler or 

furnace temperature to balance 

the heat lost . . . The result — 

even room temperature without 

Honeywell 

overheating or underheating. 

Actually, this new develop- 

ment by Minneapolis-Honeywell 

accomplishes — automatically — 

what would manually require the 

services of two engineers — one 

watching the thermometer and 

ordering heat and the other 

setting a limit control which 

determines the amount of heat 

to be delivered. 

The booklet offered in the 

coupon shows you the many 

advantages of Moduflow Control 

and points out how you can pre- 

pare for this latest home heating 

development. Send for it now. 

Name 

Address 

City 
0 RTE TO RE 

~ 

aw 

MINNEAPOLIS- HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO, 
2842 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota 

Please send my free copy of the new ‘Engineering 
Guide of the Moduflow Control System for Home 
Heating and Air Conditioning.” 

State 
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Is There a Fireman in the Houser 

FIREPROOF 

WELDED WALLS 

UsS 

fe 

St 

Gypsum .- 

Fireproof WALLand CEILING PANELS 

THE BOARD « ° 
You can’t build a 

live fireman into a 

ry house, of course. 

But you can build 

in fire protection with Sheetrock 

wall and ceiling panels. Sheet- 

rock is made of gypsum, the fire- 

resisting mineral that cannot 

burn. Sheetrock panels shield 

the framework over which they 

are applied till help has a chance 

lo arrive. 

Sheetrock may be decorated 

with any finish that’s brushed, 

sprayed or painted on... and you 

can start the minute the last panel 

is nailed up. Plus that, you can 

have sweeping, unbroken surfaces 

with the Perf-A-Tape system or 

make an asset of the joints with 

the decorative beveled edge 

Sheetrock. You can apply Wood- 

erained Sheetrock that’s finished 

in faithful woodgrain reproduc- 

tions of knotty pine, bleached 

mahogany or walnut. Available 

now. For more problem-solving 

information, write us today. 

United States Gypsum, 300 West 

Adams Street, Chicago 6, Illinoi-. 

Sheetrock and Perf-A-Tape are trademarks owned by the United States Gypsum Compan) 

lime « Steel « Insulation - 

United States Gypsum 

For Building - For Industry 

Roofing + Paint 
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Yes! Beefsteak with onions can be a complete surprise! 

Apartment cookery is often a smelly operation. 

Long before serving, everybody in the apartment 

—or in adjacent hallways—knows the bill of fare. 

But not so with Parsons Pureaire Kitchen! 

For Pureaire cooks BEHIND CLOSED STEEL 

DOORS. Its patented ventilation feature pulls 

all odors, vapors and surplus heat into a flue and 

the outer air. Even beefsteak with onions can 

be a complete surprise. 

Tenants also like the amazing completeness of 

Pureaire. With all its compactness—it uses less 

than 8 sq. ft. of floorspace—Pureaire does every- 

thing a conventional kitchen will do. 

Yet Pureaire cost—thanks to standardized vol- 

ume and expert production engineering—is little 

if any more than that of an old-style kitchen of 

scattered units. 

Save room, increase revenue, HOLD TENANTS 

by planning Pureaire Kitchens into every apart- 

ment of 3 rooms or less. 

{RCHITECTS:— Your Sweet's Catalog carries full Pure- 
aire specifications. Or write us 

THE PARSONS COMPANY 

15000 OAKLAND “ DETROIT 3, MICHIGAN 

PARSONS 

KITCHEN 
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Time Subscriber 12-75-AHHO8-238—WILLIAM C. 
OTTER owns this house in Chestnut Hill. It has been selected 
by the editors of Architectural Forum as one of the recently 
constructed U.S. homes most likely to influence new trends. 

Architect: J. Linerd Conarroe 

Sracaling 

Photo C.V. D. Hubbard 

THE SHOW-ROOM HOMES of lhe Nalion 

T HE OTTER HOUSE IN CHESTNUT HILL, one of Phila- 

delphia’s choicest suburbs, is a show-room home—one 

of the large or small, modern or traditional homes of the 

more-than-a-million readers of TimME—homes in which 

748,000 TIME families entertain one or more guests per 

week — homes where your best prospects will first see the 

building products you want them to want—being used and 

enjoyed and boasted about. 

With almost twice the U. S. income (they own 

108 cars per 100 families), TIME'’s million alert, 

progressive families can afford to own more 

homes and better homes—the kind of homes 

that will be admired and copied by 30,000,000 

other U.S. families. In a very real sense, this 

market of a million sets the home building pace 

for the rest of America. 

Surveys made among test-groups of TIME families in seven 
large cities show that 180,000 TIME families are already plan- 

(ME ning to build; 109,000 more, to remodel! 

GATEWAY TO THE BUILDING MARKET 
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rease the output of 

money and valuable 

5B—by using a MONARCH 

RADIAL SAW WITH 

e Countersunk Cutterhead at- 
* > 
bched directly to motor. 

Diagrams on this page show a few 

of the common building and shop 

operations that can be done quickly 

and smoothly wth this simple attach- 

ment on a precutting production basis. 

Note how both angles of rafter notch 

can be cut at one stroke—six or more 

rafters at a time. This in addition to 

UNI-POINT’S tremendous time saving 

features on all angle cross cutting 

operations, due to the unique engi- 

neering principle of one-point cutting. 

Learn full details of this safe and permo- 
nently accurate woodworking machine, the 
choice of successful contractors. Send for 
Catalog 60. 

MONARCH £7 

UNI-POINT BADIAL SAW 

With 

-Knife Cutterhead Attachment ! 

4a 

) 

Rabbeting 

Chamf ering 

Deep grooving 

a 

Moulding with knives ground to pattern 

Glue jointing with knives ground to pattern 

‘ 

ee 

Scarfing 

Eased edging with knive: 

ground to pattern 

AMERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY mERY Co. 

60 MAIN STREET BACKETTSTOWR, N. J. 



Room by room, for each of four groups of homes in 

the popular priced class, the minimum outlet require- 

ments are clearly outlined in this new Home Wiring 

Handbook. 

For example, by referring to Chapter III you can 

quickly specify the correct number, type and location 

of fixed lighting outlets, switch controls, duplex con- 

venience outlets and other service outlets to install. 

Every electrical wiring detail required in homes for 

Westir ghouse 
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERY WHERE 

BETTER HOMES DEPARTMENT 

as a part of its consulting service to the home building pro- 
tession, offers the following FREE BOOKS: Electrical Living in 
34X — Professional Edition; Manual of Better Home Wiring 

liver. tl Builder. Vay 194 

full convenience Electrical Living is explained and 

summarized in the same comprehensive, concise way 

Control centers, feeders, circuits, circuit protection, 

signal systems, and facilities for telephone and radio 

are included. 

Every architect, engineer, builder, prefabricator 

and electrical contractor in the housing field will 

value this timesaving, 120-page guide to what people 

really want, electrically. J-91529 

__————— ORDER YOUR COPY NOW ancien 

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. 
Extension Training—Industrial Relations Department 
306 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Gentlemen 
I enclose $1.00 for a copy of your ‘‘Hame Wiring Handbook 

Name 
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THE EA ST ROOM TO SELL 

You sell a house as a whole, but the sink, catches every woman's 

prospect is soldonitROOMBYROOM. fancy. The streamlined, sturdy, 

¢ When the kitchen is modern, all- sound-insulated cabinets are 

— steel by Youngstown, there is little | quality to the eye and to the touch. 

way left to be said aboutshat room. “ty seer" 0 ~—@ Send for the new “Builder's 

= ¢ The im ‘ glistening, “== Kitchen” catalog and see what 

YoungstowW Kitchenaider, builders all over the nation say 

ser instead of an old fashioned about Youngstown Kitchens. 

eople 
The TREE American Way 

J-91529 ‘MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
WARREN, OHIO 

Design Engineering Service - Large Pressed Metal Parts - Porcelain Enameled Products 

YOUNGSTOWN KITCHENS 
MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
Dept. AB 545, Warren, Ohio 

: Jog ff Please send me booklet entitied, “Builder's Kitchen” 
— oundgsto Wit Kik& FLEMLA. Builder [| Contractor [|] Architect [] 

} ‘ m 

by Mullins. 
Street, 

rare Os oe City County State 
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Where 

PRIVACY 

Is a “Must” 

Here’s how doors of 

Ponderosa Pine can help you! 

Tired of war-crowded homes... faced with the 

problems of growing families ... people today 

yearn for privacy. And providing greater pri- 

vacy in the home you are designing is a job for 

doors of Ponderosa Pine. This is pointed out 

in the ““New Open House’’— 32-page, profusely 

illustrated idea book. Mail the coupon today 

for your free file copy. 

American Builder, May 1945. 
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PRIVACY IN THE DINING ROOM— 
Note how the louvered doors of Pon- 
derosa Pine increase the effect of restful- 
ness and quiet, yet without sacrifice of 
ventilation. Stock design doors and win- 
dows of Ponderosa Pine will be available 
in designs for every need and purse. 

PRIVACY FOR BEDROOMS— Privacy 
is gained without sacrifice of ventilation 
with the use of louvered doors. Such doors 
add a delightfully informal note to this 
hallway, yet have plenty of dignity of their 
own. Note also, in the foreground, the 
double doors of Ponderosa Pine. 

PRIVACY FOR YOUR DEN OR LIBRARY— /z 
could have been an open archway, but this beau- 
tifully proportioned door of Ponderosa Pine pro- 
vides seclusion for quiet rest or study. Note also 
the well designed Ponderosa Pine stock design 
window 

@ 

Wee 

WOODWOR K 

THE BEST IS YOURS ... WITH PONDEROSA PINE 

SEND FOR THIS FREE IDEA BOOK!? 

The “New Open House” contains valuable suggestions 
on using Ponderosa Pine doors, windows and wood- 
work for every room of the house. Profusely_illus- 
trated. A copy is yours for the asking — mail coupon. 

eoeeteee#ee#eee#e#e#eeee#e#eee#e#e#sesese#ee##* # *# ° 

PONDEROSA PINE WOODWORK ° 
Dept. MAB-$. 111 West Washington Street ° 
Chicago 2, Illinois , 

Please send me a free copy of ““New Open House.’ . 
_% 

Rae AAS bed beSd sine b heed ceWared creek a ‘ 

I Os cen are aie ated ee ae oa Pe oe 
. 

DA ckitiiwededs dead sews ee eweddsneeussbeuals Rs eer ere ® 
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NILs E. JOHNSSON 
REALTOR 

WRAL GSTATE AND 
Contractor and Builder 

2080 SILVER AVENUE ¢ SAN FRANCISCO 

Decesber 7,1944 

Wheeler Osgood Co. 
Tacoma 
Washington 

Gentlemen: 

Thies replies to your letter which you state you are 
Sending to several other builders across the country 
to obtain a general consensus of builder's opinions 
@s to the post-war acceptance of Tru-Sized doors. 

If our experience is a criterion, and we certainly 
believe it should be, the response to your inquiries 
will reveal the greatest bunch of boosters ever on 
your list of consumers. It took the war to show us, 
but now we know that for plain all-around common 
sense, Tru-Sized doors are the one and only buy, and 
they should have become the custom years ago. With 
your range of designs you offer to meet the taste and 
price, you should feel every confidence in a souring 
post-war demand. That goes for every man in our 

: 5 
sah See ae 

wheik Tete. <i: 

Read What Nils E. Johnsson 
Leading San Francisco 

Builder Says— 

- so el 

a gaaceinent Each Tru-Sized Door is precision made to 
exact book opening and requires no saw- 
ing—no planing—no fitting. This saves 55 
minutes hanging each door. If ordered 
fully machined for hardware the saving 
is increased to 70 minutes. 

Very truly yours, 

Tru-Sized Doors are the product of the 
master craftsmanship of America’s largest 
door manufacturer. The result is uniformly 

high quality—the best in modern de- 
sign and workmanship. 

For these reasons, more and more 
progressive builders are enthusiastic 
users of Tru-Sized Doors—they find 
they obtain better, more uniform re- 
sults at lower cost. 

©  NOSAWING 

©  NOPLANING 

@® = NOFITTING 

ler, Osgood Co
m 

adheny, Washington 

free litera 
lease send me 

ames Tru-S
ixed Doors. 

i tor 

ture and detailed guide sheet 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City.---——
— 
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In War or Peace 

- MORE BUILDERS BUILD FASTER 

“AT LOWER COST with 

ey A SKILSAW than wit 

any other portable electric saw! 

_ 

FACTORIES 

rican 

REMODELING 

© The quick cuts that SKILSAW makes in 

all building materials mean short cuts on everything 

you build. On every sawing job . . . on foundation 

forms, masonry products, flooring, studding, joists 

... SKILSAW saves time, labor and material handling, a 

helps you build more structures more profitably. 

SKILSAW’S superiority in design, engineering 

and construction pays off in easier handling, more cuts perhourand \waxg 

longer trouble-free life on the job. No wonder more SKILSAWS es 

are in use than all other makes of port- 

able electric handsaws combined! PORTABLE ELECTRIC 

SKIL OOLE 

MADE BY SKILSAW, INC. 

SKILSAW, INC. 

5033-43 Elston Ave., Chicac> 30, Ill. 

Factory Branches in All Principal Cities 
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WHAT DO I THINK OF INSULITE? 

“| built my own home 

with it!” 

‘says Adam Schad 

OF SCHAD BROS. CO., 

Contractors of Peoria, Illinois 

DOUBLE INSULATION 

plus 

VAPOR CONTROL 

That’s What the Approved Insulite 

Wall of Protection Gives You 

On outer - walls, Insulite 
Bildrite Sheathing builds a 
wind - proofed, weather - 
tight wall of high insula- 
tion efficiency, superior 
bracing strength, and a 
wall free from cracks. 

On inner - walls, Insulite 
Sealed Lok-Joint Lath builds 
a second wall of insula- 
tion, a strong, rigid plas- 
tering surface. Lath marks 
cre eliminated, plaster 
eracks reduced. 

Sealed Lok- Joint Lath, 
with barrier against the 
studs, retards vapor travel. 
Bildrite Sheathing, being 
permeable to vapor, per- 
mits what little vapor es- 
capes the barrier to pass 
towards the outside. 

—
\
\
N
S
n
 

\ 

“‘When I started in the 

contracting business,’’ 

says Aglam Schad, “I 

used Insulite from the 

outset. I always liked 

Insulite products. 

**Insulite Sheathing is 

a time-saver — the big 

boards go up quickly, 

they are easy to handle, 

and save a lot of labor. T! 

Joint Lath is one of the mos 

ing in recent years. Wher 

The home of Adam Schad, Peoria, Ill., 
constructed with the Approved Insulite 

Woll of Protection. 

1e vapor seal on Insulite Lok- 

t important advances in build- 

1 I build with the Approved 

Insulite Wall of Protection, I’m certain that I'll never 

have trouble with moisture 

‘*“That’s why I built my « 

way—the complete Wall 

For complete details on the 

tection, send coupon below. 

@ Apply Bildrite Board over stud- 
ding. Commence nailing down one 
side. Gradually bend and nail along 
top and bottom and to intermediate 
stud. Nails should be placed closer 
than on flat surface nailing. 

————_————_ 

\ 
ont ctor a\ 

Made Exclusively From 

» in the walls. 

»wn home with Insulite all the 

of Protection.” 

Approved Insulite Wall of Pro- 

@ Start at top and work down. Nail 
in center to hold, then nail securely 
with 5 nails per stud on 18” width. 
Loks to face down so next unit can 
be inserted beneath. Even, level sur- 
face makes plastering easier. 

INSULITE, Dept. AB5S5 fem) 
Minneapolis 2, Minn. —, 

Please send me your free booklet, 

Wood “Scientific Facts.” 
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Foresight in the KITCHEN 

Many a Postwar Home! 

Cc — 
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Just a /ittle foresight now in planning your post- 4 "ih ; with he 
war homes might make the difference between _*. ; : explain 
quick, profitable sales and slow, costly sales! | , s hard 
Keep in mind the fact that most people want - e. the kin 
Electric Ranges, so plan to wire your houses for . fs = ved in 
this modern convenience during building! , nerself 

LOOK AT THESE FACTS! 

ein 1941, ten times as many consumers de- 
manded Electric Ranges as in 1933. The trend 
ts rapidly towards Electric Cooking. 

e The OFFICE OF CIVILIAN REQUIREMENTS’ re- 
cent survey showed that 2.7 times as many 
families want an Electric Range as now own one. 

e The large and rapidly growing swing to Elec- e The additional cost of wiring for an Electric Range 
tric Cooking is also shown in surveys made by adds less than 12c a2 month to payments on a 20-year 
HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE, McCALL'S MAGAZINE F.H.A. loan! Learn the details. Write—today—for 
SUCCESSFUL FARMING, and others. FREE bookler. "WIRE AHEAD”. Address 

Electric Range Section, NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, 155 East 44th 7 Street New ork 

A-B STOVES * ADMIRAL © ELECTROMASTER * ESTATE HEATROLA * FRIGIDAIRE * GENERAL ELECTRIC * GIBSON rr ' 
THE RANGE SERVICE OUTLET 

* HOT POINT © KELVINATOR * MONARCH * NORGE * QUALITY * UNIVERSAL * WESTINGHOUSE « 

¢ 

FOR EASIER SALES 

A SYMBOL OF THE 

MODERN POST-WAR HOME 
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T1S AND IT AIN’T—TVhe othe: 
ight Patrick Sullivan took 30 min 
ites in Chicago to deny everything 
aid about him in a recent magazine 
article dealing with out-of-date 
building codes. Toward the close of 
brilliant burst of oratory Sullivan 
ommitted an error that came as a 
surprise from such an experienced 
latform campaigner. After denying 
everything he made the mistake of 
ying to explain, and admitted that 
was going to protect the citizens 
Chicago from building materials 

mpregnated with rat That 
mnstituted an admission that at least 
ne of the charges made against him 
vas valid. The scattered applause 
robably came handful of 
lasterers present 

poison 

irom a 

the 
overt 

HATS FOR WOMEN— Ore oi 
hings the happiness boys 
voked in promising Mrs. America 

i revolutionary push button dream 
ome right after the war is the dif 

ferent attitude Mrs. A. has when 
buying a hat and buving a house 

he wants to startle her neighbors 
with her bold individuality, and that 
explains her hats. But she knows it 
shard enough to handle a family in 
the kind of house they have always 
ved in without trving to teach both 

nerself and the tamily how to live 
vith a battery of push. buttons 
Then, too, Mr. A. is a pretty con 
ervative guy, and she knows it 
hat is only one thing that was over 
ioked by the happiness clan 

MENTAL RECONVERSION— 
learning how to live under war-time 

trictions was not an easy chore 
Ve did it, but I wonder if we did it 
thoroughly that learning how to 
under peace time conditions is 

to be just as hard. The rea 
wondering is a number of tor 

for small post-war houses | 
seen recently. Too many of 
are just minor variations of 

tandard war time shelters—not 
muses. Of course there has been a 

st of emphasis the minimum 
e, but post-war will see a great 

emand for the adequate house. 
oes this prove a need for mental 
reconversion ¢ 

on 

HOUSING RESTRICTIONS— 1h 
‘nd of Germany will be the begin- 
‘ing of production for civilian use 
of many items of building material 

That does not mean 
probably 

nel 

and equipment 
‘he end of L-4] It will 

mean some lifting of the limits on 
modernization, more items avail 
ible for maintenance and repair 
The principal business will continus 
to he the total defeat of 
as lumber becomes available, 

slowly for a 
pect gradual relaxation and no run 

I he 
intended to 

lapan, but 
perhaps 

very while, we can ex 

iway program of public work 
production program is 
start stock piling for the day when 
huilding gets the green light 

thre G.I. CORRESPONDENCE |' 
letters | get from the 37 boys in the 
\rmy and Navy with whom I cor 

re pond represent the attitude oO} 
most of the men in the service the 
great matoritv intend to come hack 
home, pick up where they left off 
ind live in the kind of houses they 
vere raised in—with the normal im 
provements that can be expected 
Had a combat veteran living in my 

for a month while he was on 
le AVE Whe n he came he looked and 
felt pretty tough. When left he 
vas the same round faced easy going 
kid he had been before four major 
battles. For my money most of them 
vill slip back into civilian life just 

Aas quickly and easily as they slipped 
into military life 

home 

he 

LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS— \V or! 
from Texas indicates what amounts 

organization on. the 
part of builders. A half dozen local 
issociations are reported to be 
formed, forming or contemplated. It 
is doubtful if anything was needed 
to prove the value of organization, 
but if proof was needed, the war 
provided it. The problems of peace 
are likely to be as grave as the 
problems of war, and thus the need 
tor builders’ organizations equally 
important 

to a wave ot 

WAR MEMORIALS —\\ hat has 
happened to the erstwhile vigorous 
opponents of marble blocks and 
bronze tablets for veterans’ me 
morials? I hope that their sudden 
quiet is because they have won their 
case. I have no quarrel with the 
well intentioned people who financed 
and erected the blocks and tablets 
that sprang from earlier wars, but 
we have outgrown that kind of ap- 
preciation. Let us have the so-called 
living memorials —schools, play- 
grounds, camp sites, libraries, any- 
thing that contributes to the kind of 
better living for which the dead of 
this war gave their lives 

Already 

in Step 

behind the 

Stott I DES EO EH. 

WATER HEATER 

The march is on! With right foot forward 
35% of today’s home owners who plan to r 
place their present water heaters, intend to 
buy an electric water heater (according to a 
survey made for the National Electrical Man 
ufacturers Association). 

And here's why. The electric water heater i 

SAFE— Flameless, fumeless 

CLEAN— Smokeless, sootless 
EASILY INSTALLED — Requires no fluc 

vents, or lengthy hot water pipe 

TROUBLE FREE—as electric light! 

Be sure you give home buyers and builders 
what they want. Install electric water heater 
in all the homes you build. Then you’// be 
in step! 

ELECTRIC WATER HEATER SECTION 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

CLARK © ELECTROMASTER * FRIGIDAIRE © GENERA! 
ELECTRIC * HOTPOINT © HOTSTREAM * KELVINATOR 

* MONARCH © NORGE * PEMCO * REX * RHEEM * 
SELECTRIC * THERMOGRAY * THERMO-WATT * 

UNIVERSAL * WESTINGHOUSE 

A House Wired For 

ELECTRIC RANGE 

An 

Is Already 

WULE 

for an 

WATER HEATER! 
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Explanation: Massive appearance with heavy shadow lines is a feature of Bird Master-Bilt 

asphalt shingles. Combined result of extra-thick butts and deeply embedded 

mineral granules. Available in a wide range of modern high-lighted colors. Per- 

manence of color, longer life,.freedom from repair assured by Bird’s exclusive 

method of Controlled Production. Gives a luxury look to medium-priced homes. 

P. S. These shingles meet all F. H. A. requirements, TIME-SAVING SPECIFICATION DETAILS FOR 
and are approved by Underwriters’ Laborato- 
ries, Inc., as fire-resistant. BIRD Master-Bilt ROOFS — Eave Treatment 

Get full details from Sweet's File, Architectural T - "I Install rigid drip ed ’ i tend- 
(A. 8 catalog 8 b/1. Send for a descriptive folder to Eo “00 “y- a F Be * sal 

Bird & Son, inc., East Walpole, Massachusetts, an ing %" beyond facia board. 
Dept. CD-45. Use galvanized iron painted 

both sides. As starter strip use 

Bird Black Mineral Surfaced 

Roofing at least 6” wider than 
Master-Bilt SHINGLES 

Master- Bilt Shingles, ina wide variety 
of colors and blends, are only one 
of Bird’s many quality products for 
building, repairing and modernizing 
homes and industrial buildings. See 
also Sweet's File, Architectural, 8 a/3 
for Bird Built-Up Roofs, 9 b/1 for Bird 
Neponset Black Building Paper for 
use as vapor barrier with insulation. 

roof overhang. Lay parallel to 

eaves with lower edge flush 

with drip edge. Spot nail in 

place. Apply shingles. 

ferro] 

1795 —OUR 1 5O+h ANNIVERSARY — 1945 

ASPHALT SHINGLES + INSULATED SIDINGS + INSULATION BOARDS 

FLOOR COVERINGS ° WALLBOARDS ° BUILDING PAPERS 

RUBBERLIKE FLOOR RUNNERS - INDEX PRESSBOARDS - SHIPPING CONTAINERS 
SHOE CARTONS < BUILT-UP ROOFS ~- BIRD-FIBRE WOOD FRAME CASES 

BIRD & SON, inc., East Walpole, Mass. - NEW YORK - SHREVEPORT, LA. - CHICAGO, IL 
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This door, custom-built by 
Crawford, is a four-section, two- Pel 
car unit, mounted in Crawford i 
standard hardware. The sections "af 
consist of a sturdy framework 
covered with plywood in which - 
the design is reproduced by rf 

_ routing. S- 

~ NY, 

Y Un Ming 

AN WY SPOR 

though Crawford stock doors for residential garage applica- 

on are so designed that they fit gracefully into all the popular 

nd accepted architectural styles there will still be in postwar 

ears as in previous years, a certain percentage of instances 

hen doors of individual design will be indicated, especially so 

hen the garage front is an integral part of the front of the 

ouse, as in the example illustrated. 

treating garage doors of individual design for mounting in 

tawford standard hardware is sound architectural practice 

ecause it permits complete latitude in individual expression 

ombined with the structural, installation, operating and servic- 

g advantages of the standard Crawford mechanism which has 

toved its superiority in so many thousands of installations during 

e past 15 years. 

tawford Door Company, 401 St. Jean, Detroit 14, Mich. 

‘on Custom-Built Garage Doors... 

ord 

UPWARD-ACTING 

Residential Garage Doors 

Commercial & Industrial Doors 

Hand or Power Operated Doors 

* Craw-Fir Doors * 



of Postwar Home Buyers Will Be Able 

to Afford Electric Kitchens ! 

American Builder, May 1% 
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HE United States Chamber of Com- 
merce predicts: “More than seven 

out of ten postwar homes will cost 

$3,000 or over.’ With that price range 
probable, tomorrow’s modern home 

will demand an all-electric kitchen. In 

the building boom after the last war, the 
fancy of the public was caught by the 

ultra-modern bathroom. Today Mrs. 
Housewife is well aware that the mo- 
dernity of her home is set by her kitchen. 

Electric Kitchen Inquiries Pour In! 

Proof of the interest in, and consumer 
preference for, the planned electric kitch- 

en is seen in the thousands of requests 
each month for theH otpoint Planning 

HOTPOINT REGIONAL SALES OFFICES 
EASTERN: 570 Lexington Ave., New York City 22, 
Plaza 3-9333. SOUTHERN: 304 Red Rock Bidg, 
Atlanta 3, Walnut 2959. CENTRAL : 1456 Mer- 
chandise Mart, Chicago 54, Superior 1174 
WESTERN: Western Merchandise Mart, 1355 
Market St,, San Francisco 3, Underhill 2727 

IN MOST STATES. ALL HOTPOINT KITCHEN EQUIPMENT CAN 

... Planned, Functional Kitchens 

Are Capturing Mrs. America’s Heart! 

Guide “Your Next Kitchen.” Many 

prospects, inspired by Hotpoint’s hard- 
hitting advertising campaign, are pur 
chasing war bonds now for postwar 
building. The response has been tremen- 

dous and the campaign is continuing. 

Plan Now for Profitable 
Postwar Building 

A a purchasing power of over a 

hundred billion dollars will be available 
in America when Victory comes. Your 

new home market is unlimited . . . plan 
now to design and build homes with 
modern, functional kitchens. You'll find 
they speed turnover and reduce financial 

costs in speculative building. Another 

Horpoin 
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Hotpoint ~~ DIVISION nanos it LIANCE CO., INC. | A AL AAIT 
EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC APP CHICAGO, VO) st. 5400 ¥ TAYLOR 

profitable market is the remodeling ‘ 
homes... still another is the replacin 

of old, worn appliances witha complet 
all-electric kitchen. 

Write Hotpoint Today 

@ @ Hotpoint’s expert staff of kitchen de 

signers is ready to offer you suggestio | 
on any kitchen planning or constr 

tion problems. Write for details of th 
“Hotpoint Kitchen Planning Service. 

Edison General Electric Appliance Co., It 
5641 West Taylor Street, Chicago 44, Il 

totpoint Dependability 

Assured by 40 Years Experience! 

ELECTRIC 

KITCHENS 

REFRIGERATORS * RANGES * WATER HEATERS + HOME FREEZERS * WASHERS AND IRONER 
CLOTHES DRYERS «+ DISHWASHERS »* GARBAGE DISPOSALLS + CABINET-SINK « STEEL CABINE! 

BE INCLUDED IN F.H. A. INSURED MORTGAGE 
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J. A. White Distributing Co. 

Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Tells Why Dealers Pret 

27 

er To Handle Coleman Heating Line: 

“Dealers Stay With Coleman Because 

Of Unequalled Sales Support And 

[=a 

“The Coleman Heating Appliance 
line has always been a ‘top-notcher’ 

with us, and we recommend it highly 

to our dealers. Coleman Heating Ap- 
pliances are beyond comparison; they 

give utmost satisfaction in heating per- 

formance to the user. Coleman dealers 

with Coleman because factory 
tales support is unequalled, the line 

meets their every requirement, and 

stay 

\ THE COLEMAN LAMP AND STOVE COMPANY - 

gives them a satisfactory margin of 

profit. We and our dealers are very 

proud to recommend all Coleman 

products.” 

Coleman franchise dealers are being 

appointed new by America’s leading 

distributors for post-war sales of these 

Coleman Heating Appliance lines: Oil 

Heaters; GAS, OIL and LP-gas Floor 

Furnaces, Water Heaters, and Central 

THE “HOT” NAME IN HOME HEATING 

Finest Performance For The User!” 

Heat Plants. This franchise is awarded 

to aggressive dealers who can qualify 

and handle the volume of Coleman 

business they can easily develop. Write 

us for the name of your Coleman dis- 

tributor, who can tell you the complete 

story of the Coleman opportunity in 

the waiting billion-dollar home-heating 

market. Coleman Lamp and Stove Co., 

Dept. AB-40X, Wichita 1, Kansas. 

WICHITA 1 * CHICAGO 11 * PHILADELPHIA 8 * LOS ANGELES 54 + TORONTO, CANADA 
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These Are Truscon Advantages to You! 

1. As soon as our wartime obligations are ful- 

filled, Truscon will have available for your use 

a wide range of quality steel building products 

from one source of supply, that will enable you 

to profitably meet every demand of your build- 

ing market. 

2. These quality steel building products will 

be delivered to you with the greatest possible 

speed and efficiency, from many Truscon Deal- 

ers and warehouses throughout the country. 

'. Experienced, technically-trained Truscon 

men will be ready to assist you in solving your 

COMPANY 

building problems and in many other ways 

materially aid in increasing your business. 

4. Sizes and types of many Postwar Building 

Products have been decided and literature is 

rapidly becoming available. 

The Truscon Steel Building Materials so noted, 

now are available in limited quantities. Just 

as quickly as conditions permit, we will sup- 

ply additional products, and ultimately the 

entire line will be available to you. Builders 

wise Irusconize ... start your postwar plan- 

ning with these well-known Truscon Steel 

Building Products now! 

YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO 

Sales Offices and Warehouses in 
principal cities 

Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation 
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_—SAVE Space and 

COST in Garage} Ol 

Constructio 

Requires onty 2” of headroom 
above the opening. Saves from 

124" to 16” of sidewall con- 
struction on all four sides P 
from $9 to $35 in actual building 
costs. 

This new improved Craw-Fir-Dor will be 

ready for production the moment war restric- 
PREFIT TO SIZE 

One size only. Prefit to 
standard 8 by 7 foot resi- 

tions are lifted. Low in cost — within the reach 

dential garage openings. of every home owner — it will be easier to in- 

stall, easier to operate, strong, durable and at- 

tractive. Backed by a large industry — approved 

Attractive 

Designed to blend with any 

style of architecture. 

Strong 

Made of durable Douglas fir, 

structurally strong! 

Weatherproof 

Panels are of Exterior plywood 

—the type used in PT boats! 

Easy-to-Install 

Easy to Install! Hardware 97% 

pre-assembled. Installed in less 
than 45 minutes! 

Few Tools Needed 

A hammer, screwdriver, level, 

saw, brace and bit do the job! 

and sold as a standard product by the eight lead- 

ing fir door mills in the United States — Craw- 

Fir-Dor will help you speed and improve every 

postwar garage job. 

Put Craw-Fir-Dor in your plans — now. 

AVAILABLE EverYWHERE In THE Unitep States 

Craw-Fir-Dor is sold by lumber 

dealers in every part of the country. 

Keep in touch with YOUR dealer; 

he'll have Craw-Fir-Dors the moment 

conditions permit! 

For special residential or industrial installations, write: Crawford Door Company, vac 
Detroit, Michigan—maker of a complete line of sectional overhead-type doors. 

FIR DOOR INSTITUTE [''' 

Tacoma 2, Washington real 

The National Association of Fir Door Manufacturers 
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Clients will thank 

ou for this new kind 

of bathroom... 

TWIN-DUTY 

ase ** win-Duty’’ bathrooms 

Brovide the perfect answer to 

e popular demand that every 

ire toot be made to count. 

rough ingenious layouts of 

vo compartments, the custo- 

Space 1s made to serve two 

le at the same time, with full 

icy tor each. 

tured prominently in ‘‘Save- 

--a-Lome’’ displays at leading 

ngs Banks, these bathrooms 

ilready drawn wide praise 

for the ‘* }win-Duty’” idea from 

many sources. 

From our book of sketches 

comes this practical and compact 

design. One compartment has 

a tub, the other a water closet, 

while each has its own lavatory. 

Entrances from the hall and 

master bedroom, and inter-com- 

municating door. Piping is all 

in one location. 

W. A. Case & Son Mfg. Co. 

Buffalo 3, N.Y. Founded 1853. 

Style with 

Case 

Lifetime Plumbing Fixtures 
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* In most plywood mills a Reziting machine is used to treat * A mono-rail basket in operation. Materials to be treated are 
panels. This is a flood-spreader type of machine for the applica- carried in a weighted cage and “dunked” in Laucks preservative 
tion of Laveks plywood treating solutions. _ weter-repellents. This type of fank is generally used for the treat— 

ment of sash, doors, etc. 

« This is a hydraulic-plunger type of operation. In this mode! * Mechanical dip tank. Timbers as large as 6 x 8 inches can be ) 
dead weights are eliminated, submerging is achieved by top side handled over the chains, which have a speed of about 30 feet per ¥ 
pressure. Tanks of this type ore used for structural members and minute. Formerly used in mills for dipping to prevent sapstain, s 
for fabricated pre-shaped stock, such as the Quonset arches these tanks are now used to dip pontoon stock, siding, dimensional é 
pictured. Quantities of stock handled per immersion are com- lumber, etc., in FUNGISEAL. These tanks are generally 10 feet g 
paratively small. wide and are made any length to suit conditions. ‘ 

2 

Four ways to apply 

REZITE AND FUNGISEAL 

For best results in any wood treating operation the 
proper dipping equipment, as well as the proper wood 
treating materials are required. In advancing the use 
of Laucks, two outstanding wood treating chemicals, 
Rezite and Fungiseal, Laucks wood treating experts 
have been privileged to work with leading wood 
treatment operators for years, devising the most 
practical methods . . . of which the four presented 
here are typical. May we help you? 

SUBMERGING WEIGHT SCHEDULE 

MAPLE 

FIR 

—_REDOAK LF. LAUCKS, INC, 
PINE A Subsidiary of 

COTTONWOOD 7 Monsanto Chemicet 
Cempany 

(Weights per M board feet of lumber at 12°) moisture content) 

in the West: In the Fy | tn Conede: | 
| Leaucks Ltd. 

* ‘ \Vancouver, B.C. 
. . ’ - Los Angeles 1, | Portsmouth, Stanbridge, | 

Collif. b Qve. 
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THE DRESSETTE FLOOR PLAN 

Right or left-hand installations provided. 
Junior Dressette offers spacesaving 

features for the small bat m or 
powder room 

The Eljer Dressette combines a 

high-quality and modernly de- 

signed lavatory and closet in an 

efficient unit... an Eljer spotlight 

feature that gives profitable dis- 

tinction to your bathroom plan- 

ning and building. 

In the Dressette, the usual 

visible tank is replaced by a 

separate unit built under the 

shelf of the lavatory. The water 

flows through a concealed pipe 

to provide an extremely quiet 

flushing action. The flush lever 

is on the side of the lavatory. 

The same principles are offered 

in a smaller size by the Junior 

Dressette. Both are made for 

right or left-hand installations. 

These Dressette units repre- 

sent the sound foresight found 

in all Eljer planning and en- 

gineering. Assure yourself of 

client and customer acceptance 

..- specify Eljer and build with 

Eljer plumbing fixtures. 
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HEATING MEDIUM FOR RADIANT PANELS 

(or, for that matter, any other kind of radiation) 

Radiant Heating has taken a firm grip on the interest of 
both home and industrial builders. More freedom in plan- 
ning room arrangements—greater cleanliness—more com- 
fort at lower air temperatures—lower operating cost... 
these are a few of the reasons people are asking questions 
about this completely concealed kind of heating. 

Successful Radiant Heating depends upon the use of 
comparatively large heating surfaces at low temperatures! 
What other heating medium can satisfy these require- 
ments as easily, accurately and economically as Forced 
Hot Water! 
The chart below shows the range of heating medium 

temperatures required by Radiant Heating. Forced Hot 

Water can be positively controlled to circulate through the 
panels at any of these lower temperatures—xsing only the 
simplest kind of equipment! It can be circulated at any level, 
either above or below the boiler. 

And, in addition, the B & G Forced Hot Water System 
provides a year ’round supply of low-cost hot water for 
every houadiatd use. No separate heater needed—the same 
boiler that heats the house also heats the domestic water. 

For years, the insignia ‘“B & G” has stood for pioneering , 
work and continuous improvement in forced hot water 
heating systems. It is logical, therefore, to look to this 
organization for new developments which will further 
advance heating comfort and fuel economy. 

PRACTICAL TEMPERATURE RANGE 

FOR RADIANT PANEL HEATING 

FREEZING 
POINT 

Americ 

BELL & GOSSETT COMPANY 
Morton Grove, Illinois 

&G 

115 Dupont St., Toronto 
Canadian Licensee: S. A. Armstrong, Ltd. BR G 

SEND FOR THIS 
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET 
ON B & G FORCED HOT 

WATER HEATING 
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Throughout the land, American Distributors 

> carry a complete stock of Gen- 

“ uine Replacement Parts for 

all American floor machines. 

Some new machines will soon be 

available. Send for descriptive lit- 

. erature and details about our prio- 

) rity plan. No obligation—just write: 

THIS MAN IS 

Ne 

IF YOUR FLOOR 

SANDER REQUIRES SERVICE 

He's a factory trained service engineer and when it 

comes to keeping your floor sanding equipment in 
tip-top condition, he is without equal. And he really 

is your neighbor too, because you can easily find him 
in any one of the many service departments main- 

tained by American Distributors in all principal 

cities in the United States. 

Only the American Floor Surfacing Machine 

Company offers floormen this dependable, time and 
money saving service on such an extensive scale. 

If an American machine requires parts or service 

you can find an American Distributor nearby. Cor- 

respondence with a home office or factory a couple 

of thousand miles away is unnecessary, for if there 

isn’t a distributor in your city there is one just a short 

distance away. Mail will always reach him overnight 

and your orders can be filled from his stock and 

shipped back to you the same day they are received. 

Thousands of American owners have found from 

experience that this service pays real dividends 

because it keeps their machines on the job. Con- 

tinuous operation, without loss of time waiting 

for parts, naturally means greater profits. Pre- 

sent conditions may occasionally cause some 

inconvenience, but American owners will tell 

you, OUR SERVICE IS UNEQUALLED 

THROUGHOUT THE LAND. 
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It’s Homemaking Time Again 

HIS little home-building, feathered fellow with 

his jaunty Defoe yachting cap and his pretty 

mate symbolize what thousands of American fam- 

ilies would be doing about now if this were a 

normal, peaceful spring. 

@ @ Perhaps next spring will be—and you will 

be building a new home. In the meantime, you 

can keep adding to your nest-egg of War Bonds 

which will help finance it. And we at Defoe can 

plan ahead for the surprising and thrilling things 

we will be able to build into it for you. 

@ @ Of course, Defoe’s engineering experience 

and production facilities are now being used only 

HOUSING DIVISION —- DEFOE SHIPBUILDING 

to build more warships and badly needed cargo 

ships for the Navy. However, the postwar plans 

of our Housing Division are progressing. New 

methods of manufacture are being worked out 

and a host of building materials put through a 

series of exhaustive tests to make certain that the 

new Defoe homes will set the pace for living 

comfort, efficient functional design, beauty and 

individuality of exterior treatment. 

@ @ Follow the story of Defoe’s little home- 

making birds in subsequent advertisements and 

let them lead you to eye-opening developments 

in a new concept of housing for Americans. 

BACK THE ATTACK 
—-BUY WAR BONDS 

dhindiedidl 
the Navy *‘E”’ Award won by Defoe workers. 

COMPANY, BAY CiTyY, MICH 

SHIPS FOR VICTORY 
SERVANTS FOR PEACE 

—{NA 
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This man weighed 150 lbs. 

—but Cotton Insulation woulda ¢ pack / 

When the weight was removed, the insulation 

came back as light, fluffy, and efficient as 

ever. 

Cotton Insulation made from the live, springy 

fibers of specially treated cotton possesses 

phenomenal qualities of resiliency. Neither 

time nor yibration will cause it to pack or 

settle —it only increases its fluffiness. 

More efficient by from 4% to 36% (U. S. Gov't. 

tests), Cotton Insulation has many advan- 

tages. Light in weight. Safe to handle. Flame 

proof. Easily installed. 

New construction everywhere is demanding 

Cotton Insulation. Existing structures are tak- 

ing advantage of its easy adaptability. Full 

details are given in the book, "COTTON 

INSULATION”, Send for it. 

NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA 

COTTON INSULATION ASSOCIATION 
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HANDLES EASILY 
One person can insulate on attic in a 
few hours, or experienced applicators 

3 

ore available to instoll Cotton Insulo- | 
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tion, 

SIMPLE TO INSTALL 
To lay it flat, just unroll it like o rug. 
For upright installotions, you simply 
clip it on. Not abrasive. Harmless to 
skin and clothing. 

MAXIMUM INSULATION 
Exceeds other moterials 4% to 36% 
in insulating effectiveness. Can cut fuel 
bills up to 30%. 2B Sset= 

LIGHT IN WEIGHT 
With 20% to 25% less bulk required, 
Cotton Insulation represents a structural - 
load factor 40% to 90% less than the { 
some thickness of other materials. ; 

~~ pret SCC 

RSet Rade! het tiles 

WILL NOT BURN 
Even a blowtorch ot 1800° will not 
make it burn. Nor will freezing offect 
it. Does not attroct vermin. ST ae ee) 

- . one =e 

bah tedn eh Sans ths 

WILL NOT PACK DOWN 
It stoys fluffed and efficient with per- 
monent resiliency. Neither age nor vi- 
bration will pack it down. 

s MADE TO GOV'T STANDARDS 
i 4 Production is government inspected 

; FHA ond FPHA approved. No priorities 
needed. a ale 

Nae ITE T T 

SEND FOR THIS BOOK TODAY! 
In this book you will find the full 
amazing story of Cotton Insulation and 
a full detailed account of government 
tests. Every architect, contractor, builder, 
ond deoler con benefit by it 

National Cotton Council 
P. O. Box 18, Dept. 71 
Memphis 1, Tennessee 

Please send me your book containing govern- 
ment analyses of the properties and use of Cotton 
Insulation 

Nome 

Occupation 

Address 

City State 



A PERIOD SETTING 

ANDERSEN COMPLETE WOOD WINDOW UNITS 

Windowalls...windows that function both 
as wails and windows...can be placed to 
bring the beauties of the outdoors into the 
comfort of the indoors. 

In this attractive Columbus, Ohio home, 
an angle bay of Andersen Casement Window 
Units, including a picture window, forms 
an intimate dining space looking out on 
ever-changing scenery. Meanwhile, the wall 
section formed by windows is weathertight. 

Gundersen 

BAYPORT, 

FOR 

The Andersen Casement ishighly regarded 
by architects because of its superior weather- 
tightness, its convenience of operation and 
its precision construction. 

Andersen Casement Units, Number 2418, 
placed at a 45° angle with Andersen Case- 
ment Picture Window Unit, Number P-5411. 
Over-all rough opening width: 9’ 9!4”. 

For additional details, consult Sweet’s 
Catalog, or write Andersen Corporation. 

MINNESOTA 
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blueprint 

strategy... 

House & Garden recognizes that remodelling will play the 

first part in post-war building. New schemes and workable plans 

for home owners are regularly featured in the section, 

Blueprints for Tomorrow. The May issue presents the revolutionary 

idea of “Sun in Your Cellar”, accompanied by practical floor plans. 

Good design converts a once-dank storage space into a sunlit garden room 

After the war, 30% of House & Garden readers will remodel. 

45% will build or buy. Some will do both. Here is a market 

that is vitally interested in new building developments. 

Tell your story to the most alert families in America. 

House & Garden readers have money to spend. Blueprints for 

Tomorrow shows them how to spend it...on better planned homes. 

House & Garden 

A CONDE NAST PUBLICATION 
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trade them 

rooms 

for space! 

41 

Home owners have set aside a lot of 

money for post-war remodeling —but the 

ideas and the planning will have to come 

from you. 

Show them how to change waste space 

into useful rooms . . . an unfinished cellar 

into a game and hobby room, a cluttered 

attic into a double-duty guest-and-play- 

room — and how the smooth, versatile 

Masonite* Presdwoods can do most of 

the job, going up right over old construc- 

tion. As wall, ceiling and furniture panels, 

durable work and play surfaces, they 

may be finished for any effect you want. 

Bright, new modern kitchens, remade 

bathrooms are high on the list—you can 

make major changes easily and at mod- 

est cost with the Masonite hardboards. 

Specify them smooth or with pressed-in 

tile patterns, custom-finished or ready to 

paint, wax or varnish on the job. Grain- 

less, splinterless, resistant to moisture 

and heat, dense and hard, you'll prefer 

them for many purposes. 

Write for complete data on all the 

Masonite building products — Masonite 

Corporation, Dept. AB-5, 111 W. Wash- 

ington Street, Chicago 2, Illinois. 

Masonit i trade-mark regiater n the U. 8. Patent 
Office and signifies that Masonite Corporation ia the source 

' the product 

MASONITE lt so.ne rover 
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Survey Reveals Strong Trend to 

Fluorescent Lighting in the Home 

Owners Show Particular Interest in 

Kitchen, Living Room Installations 

Preliminary reports of the impartial sur- 
vey conducted by a leading market re- 
search organization—at the request of 
Sylvania Electric’s Sales Research De- 
partment—indicate that the postwar era 
is likely to see a considerable expansion 
in residential use of fluorescent lighting. 

To determine the public’s interest in 
this type of illumination, more than 3,000 
personal interviews were conducted. Of 
those interviewed, only about 10% now 
have fluorescent lighting, but almost half 
of those plan further installations after 
the war. Of the homes now without fluo- 
rescent lighting, 16% plan to install it. 

As a guide to builders in planning for 
home fluorescent lighting, the survey 
also covered public preference by room. 
Among those not having fluorescent, but 
planning to install it, the kitchen is the 
most popular room by a wide margin. 
(The chart below shows the relative per- 
centages in this group.) Living room, 
bathroom, bedroom, dining room and 
basement follow in order. 

Among those now having fluorescent 
and planning additional installations, the 
kitchen also ranked first, with bathroom 
second and living room third. The order 
in the rest of the list was the same. 

American Builder, May 194 ; 
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SYLVESTER SURVEY 

~ 

“You plan to have fluorescent lighting 
in both the kitchen and bathroom. 
Now, how about the basement?’ n spite 

ance 

DID YOU KNOW.... ropert 

ble an 

Why 

e€ Owl 

That 79°% of the people having fluore 
cent lighting in their homes express¢ 
themselves as entirely satisfied with it 

Barre 

era 

non-c 

appl 

Here 

ved 

urs f 

VAN IA ELECTRI 

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., Salem, Massachusetts 

MAKERS OF FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES; INCANDESCENT LAMPS; RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES: ELECTRONIC DEVICES 
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7) he and her husband bought an old house eight years ago and planned to fix it 

p—but the children’s expenses were too heavy. Today, the family has a greater 

come than ever before, and the house now definitely needs repair. But they still 

put it off! He’s too busy, and she doesn’t know how to go about it. You can 

make it easy for both of them. Tell her about the quality materials you sell, and 
194! 

he expert services and experience you can make available. 

This woman 

wants 

to know you 

eet 
lighting 
throom. 
vent?” fn spite of war and material and manpower shortages, essential main- fags 

enance and repairs must go on. Unfortunately, however, many f ’ : 

V ... property owners don’t know that necessary products are avail- f | 

ble and that the Government wants property values protected. 

eS Guore Why not canvass the likely prospects in your community? Let 

with # he owners know that you can supply genuine Barrett products 

Barrett Roofings and Sidings, Rock Wool Insulation and / 

ther aids to property protection. These products are on the 

}faon-critical’”’ list, and most of them are in the “‘ready- 

o-apply” class that minimize the manpower shortage. 

Here’s a way to build profitable business today! Triedand /7 
or 

broved promotional material on all Barrett products is 7 

yours for the asking. And Barrett advertising in The Satur- 

M Bay Evening Post, American Home, Farm Journal and 

aLlumether publications is in there pitching for you, too! 

an Wine mF swat ia a 

utr. , 

mpell these Barrett Extra-Profit Products Now 

Barrett Shingles and Sidings 

Barrett Rock Wool Insulation 

Barrett Roll Roofings 

Barrett Protective Paints 

ent 

| THE BARRETT DIVISION 
ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

2800 So. Sacramento Avenue Birmingham 
> DEVICES Chicago 23, Ill. Alabama 
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A Glutton for Punishment 

@ Unlike old-fashioned type screens, LUMITE, the new plastic 

screen cloth woven from Saran*, takes a beating—and likes it! 

Durable—because of its extreme resiliency, LUMITE will not dent or 

bulge! Long-lasting, because LUMITE will neither rust nor corrode! 

Unaffected by smoke, salt air, rain, snow, heat or cold, this 

revolutionary new plastic screen cloth is non-staining, saves fre- 

quent repainting of sills and sidewalls—and never needs painting 

itself. A simple wipe-off with a damp cloth restores its fresh look, 

immediately. 

LUMITE is a proven scientific advance that makes old-fashioned 

window screening obsolete —lasts longer because it withstands 

wear from natural causes! 

Tested daily by the Armed Forces under every possible climatic 

condition through actual use, LUMITE is well worth waiting for— 

and planning for—in the postwar building that’s ahead. Your job- 

ber can’t ship any LUMITE until after the war, but we will gladly 

send samples and information, now! 
*A product of the Dow Chemical Co. 

TESTED IW WAR 

2eADY FOR PEACE 

Not just a postwar dream product... 
millions of feet of LUMITE are now in 

actual use, protecting the Armed Forces 

against disease-carrying insects. 

* Will not rust or corrode, long-lasting 

* Non-staining ...no streaking of sills 

or sidewalls 

& Strong, resilient...no dents or bulges 

* Unaffected by smoke or salt air 

* Non-inflammable 

* Will be priced competitively with 
better grades of wire screen cloth. 

The new plastic insect screen cloth 

LUMITE 

CHICOPEE MANUFACTURING CORP. Lumite Div. 40 WORTH ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

World’s Largest Manufacturer of Plastic Screen Cloth 
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, Conservation of Space 

er Efficiency in Service 

both depend on 

TRADE MARK REG. U. S$. PAT. OFFICE 

The installation of STREAMLINE Copper Pipe and 

Solder Type Fittings under normal water condi- 
tions assures many, many years of trouble-free, 

efficient service at low cost. Copper and bronze 

do not rust. STREAMLINE Pipe is made from pure 
copper. STREAMLINE Fittings are manufactured in 

copper ond bronze. 

Conservation of space is a very important consid- 
eration, especially in large public buildings and 

hotels. The more space that can be utilized, the 

more income produced. Since STREAMLINE Fittings 
are not connected by flaring or threading, no room 

is required for wrench play to tighten the Fittings 
into place, nor need any allowance be made for 

protruding valve stems, which on threaded pipe, 
must be swung in an arc to secure. Valves and 

fittings are installed in a minimum of space, they 

ore located exactly where required, and soldered. 

Copper Pipe loses less heat by radiation than 
ferrous piping, particularly if the surface is kept 

polished, although copper itself is a very rapid 

conductor of heat. Therefore, it naturally fallows 
that there is considerably less heat loss when the 
heated element, water or steam, is being conveyed 

from the point of generation to the points of 

distribution through copper pipe of uniform, un- 

clogged, internal conducting area. 

Plan on specifying and installing STREAMLINE 

Copper Pipe for your postwar construction—or 
for replacement. 

. Pp 

SEREAMLINE 

PIPE WED RITTINGS DIVISION 

> MUEMEER BRASS CO. 

Le PORTWEERION, MICHIGAN 
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tool gain three more 

BECOME PARTNERS IN 

DRESSER INDUSTRIES, INC. 

wer? wd 

Dresser Industries continues its growth toward 

more efficient, more comprehensive service to 

customers. Three new partners now enlarge our 

scope of usefulness to the gas and oil industries. 

Day & Night Manufacturing Co., supplies 

a remarkably efficient hot water heater for the 

home. Payne Furnace Company is unexcelled, 

particularly throughout the West, for its gas- 

fired steel heating equipment. These two com- 

panies perfectly complement and augment 

Bryant Heater Company, a Dresser Industries 

member which for 35 years has produced fully 

automatic, quality gas-fired heating appliances, 

most extensively used in the East. 

Kobe, Inc., makes an ingenious hydraulically 

actuated oil-well pump, a fundamental de- 

velopment in view of the nation’s need to go 

ever deeper for oil. This pump dovetails with 

oil-well drilling and production equipment 

offered by two other Dresser Industries mem- 

bers, Pacific Pumps, Inc., and International 

Derrick & Equipment Company. 

Dresser Industries is now a team of thirteen 

companies pooling their resources for better 

products. better service to their customers. 

Dresser Industries, Inc. 

Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio 
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ee PENNVERNON , 

USE . “\Mindow Glass 

aR ge AM. 

rdon; William G. Kaelber, Consulting 
0 § 

Architect: Myron A.J 

G JOBS..-- 
GOOD FOR BI 

a 

BIG BUILDINGS? Pennvernon has the trans 

parency, beauty, and good visional properties 

to assure quality glazing —as in this Penn 

vernon-glazed Central School at Richfield 

Springs, New York. 

’ MODEST HOMES? The same high standards of 

Pennvernon quality make this window glass 

ideal for residential glazing. 

For big buildings or small, use Pennvernon / 

.. the window glass that has made a name 

for itself! 

PENNVERNON Window glass 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
2237-5 GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH 19, PA. 

PITTSBURGH’ stands for Quality Glass and Print G 
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BUILD BETTER HOMES 

with 

MESKER STEEL WINDOWS 

Jiffy Installation 

Post-war home buyers the country over have a place 

for Mesker Steel Windows in their plans. And this 

means much to you, for Mesker Steel Windows 

can be installed in a jiffy... saving you time and 

labor, reducing building costs. To install the window 

merely set it in the rough stud opening, resting it 

on the sill. Then plumb it, wedge it, nail it on. All 

in less than 5 minutes! Satisfy your customers, sat- 
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ait isfy yourself... build a better house... use 

pPerties Mesker Steel Windows! 
> Penn 
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AltA. or Le 
Here's the solution to your customers’ biggest win- “SILL: 
dow problem. You can now use steel windows in 
your homes and eliminate WINTER SWEATING. Even with storm sash 

vernon For Mesker Steel Windows can be furnished with on the outside, notice 
a close-up hinge that allows room for storm sash on how much room is left 

a name the outside, any low cost stock storm sash will do. for recessing VENE- 
Here also is the answer to making your homes easier to 
sell... equip them with Mesker Steel Windows. For 
further information on how to eliminate WINTER 
SWEATING, use the coupon below! 

TIAN BLINDS into the 
window reveal. 

COUPON 

Mesker Brothers, Dept. AB 55 
430 S. Seventh St., St. Louis 2, Mo. 

Please send me information on how to eliminate WINTER 
SWEATING of steel windows. 

Metter 

STEEL WINDOWS 
Nome 

Address 

City and State 

MESKER BROTHERS * 430 SOUTH 7TH ST. * SAINT LOUIS (2) 
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The Navy’s “Sweetheart” 

m every port— 
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A Quonset Hut Insulated with KIMSUL 

Official U. S. Navy Photo 

When the Navy puts a man ashore for 

land duty—whether it’s on a tropical 

island in the South Pacific or an arctic 

port in the Aleutians—the sailor knows 

that he'll probably eat, sleep and work 

in a Quonset hut. Spread all over the 

globe, this ‘world’s largest housing 

project ’’ uses KIMSUL Insulation for 

protection from the rough and tumble 

elements, to make as comfortable a 

life as possible for its men 

The same advantages that make 

KIMSUL ideal for the Navy's use, make 

it best for home use also. The low cost 

of KIMSUL and its ease of installation 

are important. But equally important ts 

its economical storage and shipment 

KIMSUL comes compressed to only one- 

hfth ics installed length 

KIMSUL, with its many-layer con- 

struction, provides one of the most 

effective blocks to heat and cold 

known to science —KIMSUL has a “k’ 

factor of only 0.27! This, combined 

with its resistance to fire, moisture, 

vermin, insects and fungus, makes it 

the insulation to do the same job for 

your homes as for the Navy 

[ake a tip from the Navy—specify 

KIMSUL and give homes lasting comfort 

winter and summer 

For complete technical data on KIMSUL Insulation refer to Sweet's 1945 Catalog, or write to 

Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wisconsin. 

WRAP THE 
POSTWAR HOME 

IN A KIMSUL 

BLANKET 

*KIMSUL (trade-mark) mean 
Kimberly-Clark Insulation 

A PRODUCT OF 

| Kimberly 

|| Clark 
\ RESEARCH 

———— 

Amert 
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@ Any home-owner whose house costs too much to heat may find 

eens himself “out on a limb” when he tries to rent or sell. 
~) 

job for One of the best ways to guard against that, when you build, is to 

make sure you get an adequate chimney. This means a chimney 

big enough to handle all fuels equally well. Because then you Nl 

+ ae alw ays be free to switch to any fuel you might choose—including 

comfort the most economical and depend: ible of them—Bituminous Coal. AN ADEQUATE CHIMNEY lets you 

: at wi i i ; Coal—whic 
That’s an important point, because today’s expensive fuels may heat with Bituminous Coal—which 

become even more costly in the years ahead—and America’s 3000- can save you enough hard dollars 

year supply of Bituminous Coal means this fuel will alw ays be to pay a good share of your taxes 

plentiful and economical. The extra cost of a chimney big enough or mortgage interest: And, when 

2 to supply the natural draft needed for Bituminous Coal is only used with a modern coal stoker, 

about $16 for the average 7-room house. this most economical fuel is not 
avk) mean 

ulation About 4 out of every 7 homes in the U. S. burn coal for steady, 

uniform, dependable heat. And your architect or builder will tell and odorless in operation. 

you that a chimney adequate for Bituminous Coal is also effic gee: 

for any other fuel. Talk it over with him—it will pay vou to do so! 

only “automatic,” but also clean 

BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE, 60 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK I7, N. Y. 

(This is one of a series of advertisements now appearing in home-makers’ magazines) 



Simplicity Tteelf 

(1) Hangers have roller bearings for easy operation, 
fibre wheels for silence. Can't be derailed. (2) 
Power springs are over-size. (3) Channel iron 
arms transmit spring power through a smvoth arc. 
(4) Automatic brake stops door at full open or 
closed position. (5) “Automatic opener’ starts 
door upward as latch is released. (6) Steel weather 
strip keeps weather out; simplifies and speeds instal 
lation by locating holes for bolts and lag screws. 

American Builder, May 1945 

Home of Elizabeth Gauld, Van- 
couvet, Wash. Glenn Stanton, 
Architect, Portland, Oregon. 

The dream of millions of Americans ... to own a 

completely modern home .. . will seek fulfillment as 

soon as the war is won. “Over-the-Top” Door Equipment 

will be a part of many of these homes... adding the last 

word in convenience, permitting perfect harmony be- 

tween house and garage. Then there is the market among 

thousands of newly built war worker’s homes which await 

the addition of a garage. And, as soon as priorities per- 

mit, car owners who are now struggling with swinging 

garage doors will be modernizing with “Over-the-Top” 

Door Equipment — because it can be so easily and quickly 

applied to old doors as well as new. ‘“Over-the-Top” 

Door Equipment is available now for commercial and 

industrial installations through proper priority, in sizes 

up to 12’ high and 18’ wide. Write for information. 

FRANTZ MANUFACTURING CO. ¢ STERLING, ILLINOIS 

FRANTZ 

Guarariteed BUILDWARE 

If you have experi- 
enced any difficulty 
in obtaining Frantz 
Products, it is due to 
breference being giv- 
entoW ar Production 

\" € 

Amert 
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L Ly g pe o “ area additions’ vers, they ® ° ® 

i net oN te FOO CAVE: he Touver®. Sy illustrate latest application ens * ~ Where scree" r ~ engpect es artis of cox : — “cc . ” 
should be eee nay quires only #0Pre oe practices—give pointers 

Z In wint entilatior of net OPED Tee : ° ° 
Z OPENING since Winter Vo" gare inch OF MEteic Moor # on applying insulation for ww EA mately a pet square 

highest efficiency—contain 

information difficult to get 

elsewhere. These sheets are 

prepared in the interest of 

better application practice 

by Wood Conversion Com- 

} pany, makers of Balsam- 

Wool. Start your file now— 

mail the coupon for a set of 

Balsam-Wool Data Sheets. 

poor 
gwitch 

: | Celaan Wood 

SEALED INSULATION 

1. WINDPROOF 
2. MOIsSTURE-PROOFED 
3. Fire Resistant 

4. LasTING 
5. NON-SETTLING 
6. HicHiy EFFicienT 

aa ee 

wv & BALSAM-WOOL «+ NU-WOOD ° 

Products of Weyerhaeuser A“ ch 
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BUILDERS...INVESTIGATE TODAY! 

ALUMINUM 

WINDOWS 

ofeLe MYol (=X Ve) of-Yo] 

DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS 

IN 9 STOCK SIZES 

tree A tree B trrec C 

OPTIONAL MUNTIN ARRANGEMENT 

TT 4 a i en 2-0" 3-0" 

. rt ——— ——= —— 

7 LJ nm le — —_—— 

-— ——__—_—_——_— — = i 

AVAILABLE STOCK Sizes 

KoMol aan aleleiy= 

| | 

ALWINTITE aluminum windows will increase the salability 

of any house you build. Their smart-looking appearance 

adds visible value and means quality construction to every 

home buyer. 

Neutral in color, these new aluminum windows blend 

harmoniously with any type construction—brick, frame, 

stone, or stucco. They will be available (as soon as Govern- 

ment restrictions on residential building and materials 

are lifted) in both double hung and casement styles and 

will come in stock sizes—9 double hung and 8 casement- 

to fit the most popular size window openings. 

These new ALWINTITE aluminum windows will be sold at 

prices you’d expect to pay for any good window. Despite 

their low cost they will embody the best design and 

construction features. They will have patented built-in 

stainless steel weather stripping and will be supplied 

completely assembled, adjusted, and ready to install. 

Plan now to include these new ALWINTITE aluminum 

windows in every home you build. For complete details 

write today for a Free copy of our new descriptive book- 

let, ““A Better Sales Outlook.” 

THE ALUMINUM WINDOW CORPORATION 

A subsidiary of General Bronze Corporation 

34-21 Tenth Street Long Island City 1, N.Y. 
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© “Certain-teed Way — 

mse ik fy and Protect Your Property” 

ability 

sw} "This litthe coupon 
‘O every 

om goes to market! 

frame, 

yovern- 

aterials a ici and brings back thousands of Each month thousands of these prospects “clip the 

les and ; ; coupon below” ... send for Certain-teed’s' Farmer's 

-‘ment— immediate and postwar leads Handbook and “Certain-teed Ways to Beautify and 

to Certain-teed Dealers! Protect Your Home”—both packed with repair, remodel- 

sold at ing and new building ideas. Thus—Certain-teed adver- 

Despite Month after month Certain-teed advertising is pre-selling tising is doing a double-barrelled job for you: making 

gn andy Sour prime prospects—7,000,000 Farm Families and Certain-teed a preferred name in building products 

built-ing [!ome Owners who read American Home, Country through year-in-and-year-out promotion, plus uncovering 

ipplied Gentleman, Successful Farming, Progressive Farmer, and cultivating interested prospects with follow-up 

all. Hoard’s Dairyman and Poultry Tribune. sales literature. 

minum 

details () 

_ ERTAIN - TEED 
—— 

— a 
TION ay ; 

BUILDING ‘ 
1, N.Y. 

PRODUCTS 

— CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 120 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago 3, Illinois 
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Now you can double the appeal of glass in your post- 

war houses. 

Offer the better light and exciting beauty of big Picture 

Windows. They make enjoyment of the outdoors a part of 

indoor living—a feature of proved salability. Add the appeal 

of heat savings and greater comfort made possible by 

Thermopane, the windowpane that insulates. 

Thermopane helps keep rooms warmer in winter, cooler in 

summer, and tends to shut out street noises the year “round. 

ght. 

To help your planning, get our new Thermopane book, con- 

taining full information on the sizes, thicknesses and types of 

glass with which it can be made. Write to Libbey?OwensF ord 

Glass Company, 1155 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio. 

The benefits of Thermopane are described briefly at ri 

LIBBEY- OWENS - FORD 

a Great Name in GLASS 

the windowpane that insulates 

Makes big windows practical in any climate 

Thermopane provides ef- 
fective insulation because a 
layer of dehydrated air is 
sealed hermetically between 
its two panes of glass. 
Thanks to the patented 
Bondermetic Seal, used to 
prevent dirt and moisture 
infiltration, there are only 
two glass surfaces to clean. 

This double-glass windowpane fits into a 
a modified sash, just like a single pane of 
regular glass...stays in all year. It’s a mod- 
ern, practical way to provide the benefits of 
bigger windows, with assurance of winter 
comfort and heating economy. 
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“Slick bathroom! . . . let’s snitch a few ideas!”’ 

“Pretty swank . . . that business of 

having two wash bowls. And darn practical, too. . . 

with our houseful of kids. The long wall in 

our bathroom would take ’em nicely!” 

-_ ‘ 
PLAN FOR TOMORROW — BUY MORE WAR BONDS TODAY FREE BOOKLET—" Planning 

your Bathrooms and Powder 
Room.” Write for yours today! 

“That safety bottom bathtub with shower would be 

swell in the bathroom we're planning. I'd put my dressing 

table across from the lavatory and build closets on each 

side of the door as you come in. And that Briggs 

Beautyware in blue is a happy thought for the 

7 > pink and blue color scheme I have in mind!” 

y i 

“My problem is to modernize an old bathroom 

And I can’t think of a quicker, slicker way to 

do it than with Briggs Beautyware! It’s so 

smartly styled and is so easy to keep clean . . . bet you 

I'd never be ashamed of my bathroom again!” 

Whether you re planning a bathroom for a new home or modernizing an 

old bathroom . . . Briggs is working hand-in-hand with you! Ou? design- BRIGGS Dr« 

ers have done wonders with those formed metal plumbing fixtures you Cay wae 

already like so much. When you see them again, they'll be the last word ——EE 
BRIGGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, PLUMBING 

in style and convenience . . . and, as always, built to last! WARE DIVISION, DETROIT 11, MICHIGAN Ceor. 1008 

This advertisement, in full color, appears in: 

House Beautiful, June; House & Garden. July 
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fads abo 

the new “Standard” Duo-Use Bathroom 

They’ll tell you why they want it in their home of tomorrow! 

“Gives me two bathrooms in one!” “Saves space!” 

“Ideal for a big family!’ That’s what you'll hear if you 

ask the ladies what they like about the new “Standard” 

Duo-Use bathroom. This new idea in bathroom de- 

sign provides for a dividing wall that enables two 

people to use the bathroom at the same time, each in 

complete privacy. One section contains the bath and 

shower. The other, containing the lavatory and water 

closet, makes an ideal powder room. No extra fix- 

tures or piping necessary! 

You see above just one of the many ways in which the 

Duo-Use idea can be adapted. Extra doors can be 

added for accessibility, extra cupboards and closets 

for convenience. And the new “Standard” Duo-Use 

bathroom is just as practical for hotels and apart- 

ments as it is for homes. Follow American -“Standard” 

advertising in leading magazines for new 

suggested stylings. As an architect or builder 

you ll find many an idea that can be put to prac- 

tical use in planning the home of tomorrow. 

AMERICAN & Standard 

Sanitary 

New York CORPORATION Pitbsburgh 
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Prefab Houses... 

 YOUF Product can 

2 ” * 

with a Kimpreg Surface 

\ revolutionary new alloy-like material 
is achieved by fusing to plywood’s sur- 
face a cured plastic skin of KimprREG. This 
resultant material is not a plywood in the 
ordinary sense, not a conventional plas- 
tic laminate. It is a brand new, better 
structural medium with countless appli- 
cations in many products— including, very 
probably, those you plan for post-war 
production. 

With KIMPREG, plywood is converted 
into an improved substance which can be 
machined, formed and fastened like ordi- 
nary wood—yet has a plastic’s smooth, 
tough surface and beautiful, permanent, 
paintless finish. 

Kimprec adds the following advantages 
to plywood: 1) increases durability and 
flexural strength; 2) provides resistance to 

imong the users of KIMPREG are: Buffelen Lumber & Manufacturing Company; Olympic 
Plywood Company; Washington Veneer Company; and The Wheeler, Osgood Company; ali of 
whom are currently producing a Douglas Fir Plywood surfaced with KIMPREG. This product 

sold under the trade name of Inderon. 

moisture and vapor; 3) armor-plates 
against extreme abrasion; 4) diminishes 
grain-raising effects; 5) makes the material 
scuffproof, splinterproof, snag-resistant; 
6) affords a stainproof, washable, “‘wipe 
clean” surface; 7) creates resistance to 
chemical action, decay, temperature-ex- 
tremes, fire, vermin, and mold. Moreover, 
it is warm to the touch, does not have 
the chill ‘‘feel’’ of metal surfaces. 

be improved 

Today all Kimprec is required for mili- 
tary needs, ranging from airborne “pre- 
fab” huts to glass-smooth tables for pack- 
ing parachutes without snagging. Hence, 
the wartime color of KIMPREG is a soldierly 
olive-drab. Post-war, however, it will be 
offered in a variety of appealing hues. 

Now is the time to investigate the pos- 
sibilities of KIMPREG-surfaced materials for 
your peacetime requirements. 

"TRADE MARK 

é 

impreg 

TRADE MARK <) a ensover or. 

\\ Kimberly 

| Clak 
\ RESEARCH 

Send Coupon for FREE KIMPREG Book to: 

Kimberly-Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wis. 
AB-545 

Name 

Firm 

Type of Busi — - a 

Address 

City State 
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HERE'S WHY YOUR CUSTOMERS i . 

WILL INSIST ON WELDWOOD: } : 

STRUCTURAL ADVANTAGES ie Post-war home buyers will have happy about the waiting-for-the- I 

Dri-wall construction cuts ae definite wants’. They ll want lasting plaster-to-dry period . . . doors still to 

time as much as six weeks . . a beauty, comfort, utility all at be hung, the danger of warped wood- 
‘nates dangers of warping, aa aaah moderate cost. work. Weldwood Plywood — plus dri- 

and cracking in sash lg sleenat sie tee ati si i at wall construction — eliminates all that. 

due to the tons r _— of Douglas oa hese a ” satisty t ae with 

walls, All standar oe Weldwood’s Weldwood Plywood and dri-wall con- As to beauty and charm, Weldwood 
Fis a sat pe vara struction. Plywood offers endless opportunity for 

neuen FEATURES From cellar to attic this technique ag | ng —— pipe 
DE -- senuine mahogany, saves time and cuts costs. ee © eee 
Weldwood . . . in genut Geured gum, ' will be available at moderate cost. 
walnut, oak, knotty pine, DENT ig. Briefly, the remarkable economies ef- 
birch and Weldtex  eananilt and fected by Weldwood Plywood all stem For painted or papered walls, Weld- 
wood ) : ee rooms at un- from the far fewer pieces needed to wood Utility Panels give you a per- 
beauty of — Modern stream- build a house. It takes 300 to 400 manently-smooth undersurface, free 
ee pune Poe Bi has made this pos- pieces of standard lumber for sheath- from grain rise and unsightly checking 
<r ieee ing and sub-flooring in a small house; P 

: . _— W eldwood Utility less than 70 pl) wood panels are re- And, best of all — Weldwood Plywood 
Inexpensive “smooth hardwood quired. is proof against future wall trouble. 
Panels, with ere wall surfaces for Weldwood Plywood Panels are guar- 
faces, provide idea never show un- Coupled to this matter of savings are anteed for the life of any structure in 
paper of iia , or grain-raise. two equally vital “musts” for post-war which they are used. 
SS construction speed and beauty. 
ECONOMY balanced against invest- Nobody concerned has ever been Why not get full information now? 
ea > s balanced agé 
—_ — Weldwood — —, : 

struction to give far more va ue - 

dollar than old-fashioned materials. ; Waterproof Weldwood, THE MENGEL FLUSH DOOR 

Because Weldwood can be — ‘ so marked, is bonded with | Light ... Strong ---Per- 
rapidly . . . inside and pe as t sec phenol formaldehyde syn- manently beautiful. 

ing time is cut down, with resuite thetic resin. Other types of u ater-resistant Matches perfectly with 

savings in labor cost. W eldwood are manufactured with extended E Weldwood Walls. 
urearesins and otherapproved bonding agents. 

DURABILITY — 

Weldwood Pl) wood Panels qeiktong 
anteed for the life of the puilds f- 

W’eldwood walls are permanent we WEL DWO OD PI wood Ps requiring no upkeep costs. y ne 
Weldwood Plywood and Plywood Products are manufactured and marketed by yf 

as UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION THE MENGEL COMPANY ste 
New York, N. Y. Incorporated 

Louisville. Ky. hat 

Distributing units in Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, High Point, Los Angeles, Newark, New York, Oakland, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh 
Rochester, San Francisco, Seattle. Also U.S.-Mengel Plywoods, Inc., distributing units at Adanta, Jacksonville, Louisville, New Orleans.Send inquiries to nearest point 
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BEFORE rebuilding with Insulux. This building had been AFTER rebuilding with Insulux. These lustrous panels of 
damaged by fire. In remodeling, the owners wisely decided to Insulux diffuse light far better than ordinary construction yet 
install panels of Insulux Glass Block instead of window sash. provide privacy along with light. They are fireproof — non- 

‘or-the- Insulux is a practical as well as beautiful building material. combustible—and do not rot, rust or corrode, 

s still to 
1 wood- 
slus dri- 

tl There’s real money for you 
eld wood 
inity for 
Walnut, ° ° ° © i 

of the in ad jo ixe IS 
them 

' 

COST. 

9 Weld- 
1 a per- Wuy NoT get your share of the ordinary construction yet provides 
ce, free an current remodeling business? Make privacy along with light. It does not 

hecking extra profits installing panels and rot, rust or corrode. And it is easy 

— partitions of Insulux Glass Block. to clean and to keep clean. 

trouble. Insulux is in great demand. It is Mail coupon below for full infor- 

re guat- available now. And—it is compara- mation. 
cture in tively easy to install. 

Panels of Insulux are being 

— installed in hundreds of buildings OWENS -~ILLINOIS 
throughout America. In factories, 

stores, offices and homes! 

DOR The reason? Insulux is a 
- practical as well as a beau- 

tiful. tiful building material. It 
y with diffuses light far better than GLASS BLOCK 
. 

MAIL THE COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET 

| | OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY 
; | Insulux Products Division, Dept. B-151 

Insulux Glass Block is a func- Toledo, Ohio 
? ina ral _ Gentlemen: Please send me, without obli- 
ial building material : | gation, your book entitled, “Rx for the 

d by not merely a decoration. It ts | Improvement of Buildings.’’ 

| lesigned to do certain things | Nome ond Title 
that other building materials — 

cannot do. Investigate! 
Pirtsburgh ” { City State 
rest point 
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APAC is a USEFUL structural sheet 

material that just naturally moves fast. It is economical, 

easy to handle, quick-building. It is the ideal material for 

all sorts of farm structures. 

[t is useful for making hog houses, barns, poultry houses, 

brooder houses and range shelters. It is completely resistant 

to fire, weather, vermin, rats and rot. ‘Thousands of builders 

have used “Century” Apac successfully . . . thousands more 

will use it for roofing, siding, ceilings and partitions. 

Look into K &M “Century” Apac’s possibilities NOW. 

“Century” Pre-Drilled Apac...which has automatic nail 

spacing, and provides a ready layout guide. Both are sure- 

fire sales items. Both can be supplied by your Keasbey & 

Mattison dealer. 

Apac, in plain or pre-drilled form, comes in sheets 4’ x 8' 

and in thicknesses of 3/16", %4" and %”. 

KEASBEY & MATTISON 

COMPANY - AMBLER - PENNSYLVANIA tT 
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HOUSANDS of American families are planning now to build or buy a new home as soon 
eo the removal of war restrictions makes construction possible. They are looking for 
quality in their home—they recognize that one of the things that can mean much to their 
future comfort is the heating system. 
You will find that a complete Crane heating system will mean much to your prospects. They 

recognize the name of Crane as standing for tops in quality; and on the heating systems you 
install, it will add sales value to your homes. 

To the builders of tomorrow’s homes, Crane Co. will offer a com- 
plete line of boilers for steam and hot water; furnaces for warm air; 
radiators, controls, valves, fittings, oil burners and stokers—every- 
thing necessary for every type of heating system. 

Right now there are necessary limitations on heating equipment; 
however, by the time it is possible for you to start construction, your 
Crane heating dealer will be able to offer the latest and most ad- 
vanced types of heating from the complete Crane postwar line. 

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO'S, ILL 

PLUMBING © HEATING © PIPE + FITTINGS + VALVES 

IA NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS AND HEATING DEALERS 
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STEEL, as you know! Slender 

frames and muntins permit 30% 

more glass area. Steel casements 

flood homes with light, and fresh 

air...completely control drafts. 

For Cape Cod, or Modern, Ceco 

steel windows give more light and 

ventilation! 

WHAT WINDOW HAS THE 

TIGHTEST WEATHER SEAL? 

STEEL!... According to a recent 

scientific study of the Metal Win- 

dow Institute. So when you design 

or build a home specify Ceco case- 

ments and save on fuel and air 

conditioning costs. 

WHAT WINDOW 

COSTS THE LEAST? 

STEEL! In steel casements the 

initial cost is the final cost. In 

other windows there are hidden 

costs you are likely to overlook— 

hardware, accessories, additional te 

labor costs, etc. So save on win- tain ae mr 

dow cost...specify Ceco Steel 

casements! 

we. «ee _ i shee : 
Concrete Engineering Division: Meyer Steel forms, adjustable sh ores and 
clamps, reinforcing bars, fabric, etc. Manufacturing Division: steel windows CECO STEEL PRODU CTS CORPO RAT! 
and doors, metal lath, metal weatherstrip, metal frame screens. steel joists, Manufacturing Division—5701 W. 26th St., Chicago, lil 
steel roof deck. Highway Products Division. Sneet Steel and Wire Division. : 

ENGINEERING MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE IN CECO CONSTRUCTION PRODU 

a — ‘poesnallll Jott : 7S iz 
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There are Zee lines of Pittco Metal 

— each distinctively Jayulae 

pittco Since its introduction several years 

—— ago, the Pittco De Luxe line of store 

front metal has won a hearty endorsement from 

architects. Careful planning of the line as a 

whole, all at one time, resulted in unusual unity 

of design—a harmonious relationship between 

each Pittco De Luxe unit and all the other 

members in the line. And the extruded method 

of manufacture assures rugged strength, clean, 

sharp profiles, lasting color and perfect finish. 

This unrivalled combination of characteristics 

accounts for the continued popularity of Pittco 

De Luxe. It is first choice with architects whose 

clients demand sales-winning store fronts which 

reflect high quality. 
lj 

i 
Hy 

i 

pitTCcO Recently, Pittco Premier was intro- 
EK 

duced to satisfy the need for a 

a 

~~, 

lightweight, moderately priced line of store 

front metal. The same careful planning and har- 

monious styling which have made Pittco De Luxe 

so popular are evident in the Premier line. Pittco 

Premier also was designed as a unit... each 

piece styled to complement and heighten the 

beauty of the other members with which it is used. 

Pittco Premier can be set easily and quickly from 

the outside, effecting a substantial savings in 

setting time. And the self-adjusting clip always 

maintains a firm grip on the glass, no matter 

what its thickness. These practical advantages 

plus the high degree of architectural beauty in 

the Premier line promise success comparable to 

that already attained by Pittco De Luxe. 

ip ITTCO STORE FRONT METAL 

G PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

PITTSBURGH standa for Dualeiy Glued and Paint 
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Don’t overlook the garage! Used a minimum of twice 

every day, the convenience and labor-saving 

devices of a garage can be as important a ‘‘sale 

factor as those in the bathroom or kitchen. . 

and a house that comes equipped with an Avco 

Automatic Door Operator on its garage will 

definitely have a plus in sales appeal. 

x, 

The Avco Automatic Door Operator By pressing these buttons, the householder can open or close and lock his 

can be quickly and inexpensively garage doors automatically, and turn on or off the lights in his garage 

attached to any type garage door. This eliminates struggling with stubborn doors, getting out in the rain, and 

It is controlled by two buttons— gives extra convenience and protection through automatic lighting. Contro 

one in the car, one in the house. of yard flood lights and entrance lights to the house is an optional extra. 

AVCO 

DOOR OPERATORS 

THE HORTON MANUFACTURING DIVISION 

The Aviation Corporation, Detroit 9, Mich. 

A SPECIAL CONVENIENCE like this 
can well be the deciding factor tha 
turns a prospect into a client. It costs 

so little and adds so much that man! 

architects and builders have alread! 

written for full details, planning t 

incorporate it in their plans... We 

be glad to send you full details to 

neru 

( 

Fr 
7 

f 
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, . tile by tile, 

jern floor (Kentile) 1 a swan Om 

_ 

The moc r in sheets Except ¥ e e colors rile) i ag ree ‘e uee 

instead OF yminate som en ely inst temporarily elimina! AA Jain and oder? (oot \ “ " call aal ra . de. 

dito ce, Kentile to made i © t 8 <p THE gd alk jen YE 

and sizes, Kentile 1 15 tile sizes plus piste and ® eve © 
mes and }: a - al 

I marbleized colors ipe Therefore—Parr” 
right oF co 

— 

i s of feature — lutely .) gets a new 
widths “ sons are abso r (Kentile K atile has 

d color combinanio™ ~ The modern floo vor instances entile has 

an resistanee- or 15 years withou 

for wear all corridors for \: 

sd in Us} 
served 1 : 

showing wee: 

x The modern floor (Kentile) can be cleaned by 

1D: simple mopping and its luster is maintained by 

just an occasional waxing. 

_ . Th 7 Tr 
| Ave rn floor (Kentile). since it is laid tile > c y tile, may be altered piece by piece in Separate areas \ ithout disturbing 

. 
more than the affected sections. 

An £ ren advantage of Keatile is 
the greaseproof tile —entirely 

Fesistant to grease, fat and oil. It costs only a 
few cents more and is available in 16 standard 
Kentile colors so it can be combined with 
standard Kentile and used only where needed. 

posactes. Advantages all told in 
garage 

pode these New color folders: 
ontro 

mene You should know ALL the modern “ABC’’s 

Ki of floor quality—the Kentile standards. We 

R \ couldn’t list every one in this ad but we do tell 

\ ~~ 43° the whole story in a new series of informative 

. 

letails to 
Kennedy Inc.,61 Second Avenue, Brooklyn 

15, New York. 

ndende color folders. Each folder illustrates Kentile’s 

owes we \" % advantages in various building categories. 

priya We'll gladly send you the folders that will help 

ve alread Ry you. Without obligation, write on your letter- 

lanning ' x \ head, telling us the types of interiors you are 

Miccetee ge especially interested in. Address David E. 



"So much more — for just a few 

cents more" — yes, when you in- 

stall Dexter-Tubular 5-Disc Tumbler 

Cylinder Locks, you install Guar- 

anteed Security into the homes 

you build. They provide the fea- 

ture of desired Security, espe- 

cially recommended for grade and 

rear doors, ordinarily equipped 

with only common mortise locks, 

easily passed with most any skele- 

ton key. 

Guaranteed, because, like al! 

Dexter-Tubular, these 5-Disc Tum- 

bler Cylinder Locks, despite their 

moderate cost, are squarely backed 

with the written Lifetime warranty. 

The sturdy 5-Disc Tumbler Cylinder 

Locks manufactured by National 

Brass Company are designed to 

meet the demand for a good, 

moderately priced lock for grade 

and rear doors on a new construc- 

tion, 

On replacement work, they make 

a better appearing job than the 

ordinary rim lock for they install 

into — and not onto —the door. 

There is no unsightly, clumsy-look- 

ing exposed case. And Dexter- 

Tubulars are so easily installed by 

boring a few holes with brace and 

bit. 

Reasonably prompt shipments are 

being made to your dealer. Ask 

him for complete information. 

Available: Dead Bol 
(type H) or Spring Night 
Latch (type M). Choice 
Finishes: Polished Brass 
Dull Brass. Purnished 
with 2 keys. Keyed indi 
vidually. Keyed alike on 
pecial order 

NATIONAL BRASS COMPANY, Mfrs. 

Grand Rapids, Michigan 

MAKERS OF BUILDERS, CABINET, SCREEN DOOR AND SHELF HARDWARE 
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ay | | Trimmed, Gained and 

€ Bored or Mortised 

on Special Order 

Three Big Reasons 

Why Douslas Fir 

FACTRI-FIT Doors 

Help You Build Faster 
Douglas fir doors are also offered 
in two other classifications: STAN- 
DARD (made oversize for fittin 
to inexact openings) and PRE-FI 
(trimmed to size, but without 
other machining) 

Check the advantages of now—today—for a limited 

ordering Douglas fir doors range of essential building. 

FACTRI-FIT. They'll help When war restrictions are 

you build faster and better lifted, these FACTRI-FIT 

and here's why features will help you speed 
Bol . , 
light FACTRI-FIT door is trimmed, every job. Savings you'll 
,OiCe re-fit to standard opening 
vee lie Gata eoudies onl make more than offset the Dewgias fir FACTRI-FIT decors 

; : . ini . h th d Rod fitting is eliminated slight additional cost of this a oe Ahn Bigg : 
indi = - - better installation every time : 
¢ on FACTRI-FIT door is gained precision machining 

or hinges. The work is done 

at the mill by high-speed pre- Plan to use FACTRI-FIT 
cision tools 

doors! Send for catalo 
A FACTRI-FIT door is bored g 

@-: mortised to your specifica- showing the complete line H 
j tc i> Gl | - ° ° . % 
an adil iis of Douglas fir interior doors, { 

. Tru-Fit entrance doors and 
You can use Douglas fir ” 

: new s ecialty items. No reason for dull tools or unskill- 
FACTRI-FIT doors right P ed workman to mar or ‘butcher” a 

FACTRI-FIT door. The work is 
done at the mill. It's sharp, clean- 
cut, precise 

D las Fi 

RE Oo ; Douglas fir doors are edge-stamped 
Tacoma 2, Washington for grade. Douglas fir PRE-FIT 

and FACTRI-FIT doors are scuff- 
stripped for protection in handling 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIR DOOR MANUFACTURERS and shipping. 



OF THE 

BERRY re Fave GA 

Ts sealed mechanism makes possible these 

exclusive features found only on the Berry Door: 

NO COSTLY SERVICING 

All operating mechanism is sealed in oil in a 

compact box built into the door — requiring 

no servicing for it receives a lifetime lubrica- 

tion at the factory. 

NO HEAD ROOM REQUIRED 

Door does not raise into garage. It can be 

installed in garages where the ceiling is plas- 

tered flush with underside of opening—a desir- 

able advantage in basement garages or those 

with a second floor. 

FASTER, EASIER INSTALLATION 

All installation hardware attached at factory. 

To hang— center the door in opening and 

fasten two hanging brackets to jamb with only 

four lag screws — attach lock, striker plate, 
and weatherstrips and it is ready for operation. 

Anyone can install it. 

Berry Doors are low in price. Their high 

quality makes them an exceptional value. They 

fit any need, including the most modest build- 

ing budget. 

At present Berry Door production is 100% on war 
contracts—but as soon as we get the “green light” 
we are ready to resume manufacture of our specialty 

the finest garage doors ever offered at any price. 

BERRY DOOR COMPANY 

Yecialettt for Geoare 

IN GARAGE DOOR ENGINEERING 

BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN 

American Builder, May 1945. 

PUTS ALL OPERATING MECHANISM IN THIS COMPACT 

"Od-Seated Unit 

SIMPLIFIED MULTIPLE DOOR 

INSTALLATIONS 

The new counterbalancing principle makes it possible 
to hang the door from the header — making multiple 
door installations without columns, posts, or other 
obstructions between the doors — allowing for freedom 
of movement inside the garage —a safety factor for 
the inexperienced driver. 
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W.P.B. Sets Up ‘‘C.P.O.”’ Plan 

for Industry Reconversion 

Amer 
V-E 

ay under the announced 
(.P.0O. (Committee for Period 
One) plan of War Produc- 
tion Board. Period QCne is th 
ime expected to elapse between 

UICK reconversion of 
ican industry is set for 

newly 

ictory in Europe and victory 
ver Japan. The Committee in 
udes 16 top W.P.B. 
nd the setup is 

officials 
that 

defeat 
similar t 

last fall when the 
Germany seemed imminent 

Ever conscious of the vast 
d speedy re-employment poten 
lities tor returning servicemen 

displaced war workers 
the construction industry 
\.P.B. places transitional plans 

that industry among. th 
to be carried out. Chairman 

\. Krug has 
ain that his 

esire te 
siness; and 

Nrector of W 
Bureau backs that up with 

stated time and 
has no 

Americal 
Haynes 

‘onstruc 

agency 
“Spx 01 feed” 

John 1 

the statement tha is ureau §s 
it + ’ + } @ Ss ( tC ef re DUSTNESS 

1 nd the requirements de 
} - seal “$< ’ ed by materials shortages 

Outline of Plan 
War requirements demand 
at details of the plan be con 

| ket for remodel ng 

this 1s written, but 
informed opinion in Washington 

that its broad outlin« 

fidential as 

indicates 
will be 

1. No complete removal of 
This is due to the 

shortage in 
to the iact that no one 

he military, can say 
definitely as yet what quantities 
will be required for crating, west 
coast war housing, and other es 

ases of the Pacific war 
apparent and 

requirements 
to allow more materials 

the civilian economy, 
tion of controls will 

example 

restrictions 
‘ » | continued lumber : 

7 due als 
not even t 

sential ph 
\s these be come 
as «military slack 
on. oft 

relaxa 
accelerat 

hus, foi liberaliza 
f room-size_ restrictions 

ncrease in board feet allowances 
and other 

of controls may be expected 
> 

per structure, e€asins 

\n opening up of the mar 
, repair, main 

tenance This will be accom 
plished by a broadening of the 
war-time definitions of what 
may be done under these head- 
ings; by an increase in_ the 
amount of money that may be 

and by a loosening 
up in the quantity and kinds 

Continued ti hage 126) 

spent on jolt Ss. 

Maryland Builders Offer 
. . 

Building Code 

Amendments 

\ special committee of the 
ne Builders Association of 
yland, headed by Vice-presi 

t John L. Tregellas, has in 
reviewed the 

re County 
new Bal 

building code and 
ered approximately tifty 
ndments to the county com- 

ssioners Builders’ ire has 
particularly by a 

ision forbidding new house 
issuance of a 

certificate 
ve Railders’ engineer 

C. Braddock Jones has beet 
inated for membership on 

\.H.B.’s Board of Directors 

| roused 

upancy until 
pletion 

+1 
eccupancy 

Robert F. Bready has been 
ted a dire tor of the local 
up, succeeding i ] Gal- 
her, Jr., resigned 

Montgomery County (0.) 

Builders On Citizens’ 

Housing Committees 

Foll 
operation 
Montgomery 

wing its policy of co- 
with civic groups, the 

County Builders’ 
Association has a member on 
each = the sub-groups of 
Dayto Citizens 
Committee. 
and their committees 
Walter Vitzker, 
quality of housing < 
tion: Fred Halteman, 

f Paul of houses: 

agement and 

seven 
Housing 

Builder-members 
include 

and 
mstrin 

cost 

financing 
Brunner, man 

maintenance of 
rental housing; J. B. Haverstick 
(N. H.B vice-president 

ing standards and ordi- 
nances; Robert H. Keltner, ca- 

local industry ; 
tin Brenner, 

Quen- 
owner and tenants 

Armand Archer 
analysis 

resi- survey, 
dential 

Merrion Visits Southern, 

Southwestern 

Associations 

Joseph E. Merrion, 
President, left 
April 19th, direc- 
tors’ meeting in that citv, ona 
month 
south and 

N.A.H.B 
Washington on 

following the 

long sweep through the 
southwest. Organi- 

zational and charter meetings 
were the order of the trip 

Arriving in Atlanta on April 
20th for luncheon and 
conclaves, Merrion’s itinerary 
included Chattanooga and Nash 
ville, Tenn.; Birmingham, Ala. ; 
Miami and Jacksonville, Fla 
Krom there he west to 
ward New Orleans, La.; Hous 
ton, San Antonio, Dallas, and 
Fort Worth, Texas; thence to 
Tulsa and Oklahoma City, Okla 
homa; and winding up at Mem 

May 16th 

dinner 

turns 

phis, Tenn., o1 

100,000 New Small 

Construction Firms 

Needed Post-war 

More than 100,000 new 
business enterprises in the con 
tract field will be 
needed enable the 
industry to provide its full share 

returning 
This state 

small 

construction 
post-war to 

of employment for 
veterans and others 
ment was made recently by 
Senator James E. Murray of 
Montana, chairman of the Sen 
ate’s Small Business Committe 

The Small Bt 
has initiated 
aimed at the removal of 
cles to the use of the industry’s 
full capacity to provide employ- 
ment. These are under the di 
rection of Frank Piovia, econo- 
mist, on leave from The Pro 

Council, Inc., co-operat 
Murray's 

isiness Committee 
series of studies 

obsta- 

ducers’ 
ing with committes 

Fossier Heads 1945 

Ticket Of Chicago 

Home Builders 
Arthur E 

nominated for the 
the C} 
Builders 

Fossier has been 
presidency ot 

icago Metropolitan Home 
Association. He 

as treasurer during 1944, 
tion is on May 8, 1945 
officers to be 
; it 

Sel ved 
Elec- 
Other 

elected include the 
Edmund 

president; 

1 ] owing nominees 
J. Sullivan, first vice 
Charles E 
president; Lau 

Nathan 
Fossier 

second vice 
ance H. Mills, 

Manilow, 
St rved as 

1944 

Joern, 

Sec ret iTV, 

treasurer during 

NOMINEES for Chicago Metropolitan Home Builders’ 1945 officers, 
left to right. are Nathan Manilow, treasurer; reti 
Cummings Lindop, congratulating Arthur E. Fossier, new president; 
and E. J. Sullivan, first vice-president. Joseph F. Merrion, chairman 
of nominating committee and president of N.A.H.B., beams his 
satisfaction on a job well done. 

men are to be 
A. O. Al 

The following 
elected as directors 
drich, George Arquilla, Irvin A. 
Blietz, Robert J. Bluett, Louis 

Burgener, Roy Davis, Joseph 
B. Ford, Hilding Johnson, John 
R. Lewis, John Cummings Lin 
dop, E. C. Mal Joseph E 
Merrion, George F. Nixon, 
Louis Schorsch, Fred J. Walsh. 

Directors nominated for the 
National Association of Home 
Builders of the United States 

mney, 

include Irvin A. Blietz, Arthur 
FE. Fossier, Jol R. Lewis, 
George F. Nixon, E J. Sullivan, 
first alternate; and Nathan 
Manilow, second alternate 

iring President John 

Election takes place on May 8. 

— i ae 
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RALPH S. DUKE, Regional Vice- 
president and immediate past 
secretary of N.A.H.B. and a past 
president of the Builders’ Guild 
of St. Louis, brings to his local 
and national duties more than 21 
years’ experience as an active | 
builder. He is a firm believer in 
local and national organization 
of builders to present a solid front 
“not for the purpose of special 
privilege, but to meet honestly 
and forcefully the threat of pub- 
lic housing and bureaucratic con- 
trol.” Builders, he feels, must 
“take their proper place in the 
national economic picture and 
answer the demands of Amer- 
icans for homes of their own 
choice, in order that they may 
not be regimented into barrack 
type buildings.” 

Denver Group Co-operates 

To Aid Returning G-ls 

The Denver Association of 
Home Builders has tied in with 
other agencies and associations 
related to building in that area 
to aid returning veterans who 
have been and are in danger of 
being fleeced of their savings by 
“so-called builders.” 

Instances have arisen of veter- 
ans contracting for homes that 
eventually took all their savings 
and their G.I. loan, and wiped 
them out. Arrangements are 
now going forward with veter- 
ans’ groups in the area to refer 
G.I.s to the Home Builders and 
other responsible co-operating 
groups for assistance and advice. 
This is a sound public relations 
and public service effort that 
should commend itself to other 
local N.A.H.B. associations 
throughout the country. 

Used Lumber Under 

Ceilings 

O.P.A. authorized its regional 
and district administrators to 
establish ceiling prices on used 
lumber effective April 2nd. Es- 
tablished on a community basis, 
the order replaces regulations 
“freezing” prices at 1942 levels, 
and calls for posting of ceiling 
prices in dealers’ vards 

Support Grows For F.H.A. 

Separation From N.H.A. 

With a return to home build- 
ing on a_ scale approaching 
peace-time proportions not too 
far in the future, support is be- 
ing gained rapidly for a move 
designed to divorce F.H.A. from | 
the National Housing Agency, 
to which it has been subject 
now for more than three years 
under the terms of a war-time 
presidential directive. 

Latest effort in this direction 
is a bill (H.R. 2681) introduced 
by Congressman Mike Monro- 
ney of Oklahoma. As we go to 
press, a companion bill is set for 
introduction to the Senate by 
Senator George L. Radcliffe of 
Maryland. 

Has Substantial Support 
Several national organizations 

interested in the home building 
field are lending their support 
to the measure, including the 
United States Chamber of Com- 
merce and National Retail Lum- 
ber Dealers’ Association. Com- 
pelling factors which are 
expected to appeal to an econo- 
my-minded congress is F.H.A.’s 
record of paying its own way, 
without cost to the government, 
and its recent announcement of 
a dividend to certain home-own- 
ing members of its mutual mort- 
gage insurance fund. 

Alameda County (Cal.) 

Builders Prepare For 

Post-war Construction 

An estimated post-war mar- 
ket of 38,785 units, both homes 
and apartments, will be required 
in the Alameda County area, 
according to a survey just com- 
pleted by Pacific Power and 
Light Company. As _ reported 
by George H. Sharp, Executive 
Vice-president of Associated 
Home Builders of | Alameda 
County, slightly more than half 
the new homes will be in the 
$5000 to $7500 bracket and only 
9.3 per cent below the $5000 level. 

In a constructive effort to 
meet this demand by intelligent 
planning, Oakland’s Residential 
Development Committee of the 
Chamber of Commerce, after 
consultation with the builders’ 
group, petitioned the city’s 
Planning Commission to study 
all factors essential to a sound 
program, including future resi- 
dential developments, industrial 
areas, downtown business areas, 
retail trade centers, schools, 
utilities, sewage disposal and 
transportation problems, and 
come up with a master plan for 
meeting this need. Included 
were demands for study of 
building code and zoning re- 
strictions for their effect on such 
a program. 

| 
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Cleveland Builders To 

Offer Model Plan Book 

The Advisory Board of the 
Home Builders’ Association of 
Greater Cleveland, under the 
direction of Nicholas Colmar, is 
preparing to publish and dis- 
tribute a book of house plans 
suitable for use in the Cleveland 
area. Covering homes in the 
$6000 to $12000 bracket, the 
book will include plans offered 
by association members and be 
devoted only to homes suitable 
for erection in that area. Also 
under way is a study designed 

and specification forms 
At its last monthly meeting, 

the group heard Wayne J. Culp, 
Heating and Ventilating Con- 
sultant, on the subject: ‘Why 
Clevelanders will Demand Air- 
conditioned Homes.” 

South Florida Association 

Active On Many Fronts 

The Home Builders Associa 
tion of South Florida reports 
that after many months of con- 
sultation, its recommendations 
to various municipalities on 
building code amendments are 
nearing adoption. 

Other activities, as reported 
by Executive Secretary M. 
Neumann, include substantial 
progress by the committees on 
research, new materials, and 
construction costs. 

The group now seeking 
larger quarters for a display 
room for manufacturers’ prod- 

1S 

lardize buildi i— to standardize building contract | provement with private funds 

Indiana Act Would Clear 

Slums By Local Action, 

Private Builders 

Indiana’s newly-passed Rede 
velepment Act, according to the 
United States Chamber of Com- 
merce, holds out “the most 
promise for aggressive and ef- 
fective local action” in the clear- 
ing of slums. Embodying prin 
ciples long advocated by the 
national chamber, the act em 
powers cities, through appropri 
ate legislation, to clear slums 
and blight areas and encourage 

redevelopment and im 

Under its terms, Indianapolis 
is already setting up a Redevel- 
opment Board with local tax 
funds to enable the city to ac 
quire blighted areas, clear and 
replat them, and sell them to 

| private interests for rebuilding 

M. | 

ucts, and a plan room to be | 
available to subcontractors. A 
model home will be built as soon 
as conditions permit. 

N.A.H.B. President Joseph E. 
Merrion’s visit, scheduled for 
April 27th-May Ist, included 
luncheon and dinner meetings, 
as well as an open meeting for 
all those interested 

Happy Days Return As 

Rochester Builders Dance 

GOOD NEWS featured the 
annual banquet and dance of 
Rochester, N.Y., Home Build- 
ers’ Association, recently held. 
Initial H-2 priorities for the 
area were announced that week, 
marking first new building ac- 
tivity in the city in three years. 
Chairman of the meeting was 
Norman J. Huyck, the new 
Rochester President, who intro- 
duced J. Harold Genrich, N.A. | 

| cussion which will H.B. Regional Vice-president. 
John Percy, newly elected presi- 
dent of Niagara Frontier Build- 
ers’ Association was among the 
guests. Rochester group spon- 
sored Post-war Priority Plan 
for Home-owners as described 
in American Builder, Novem- 
ber, 1944 

in accordance with the 
plan. 

city’s 

Large Savings Expected 
William H. Book, Executive 

Vice-president of the Indianapo- 
lis Chamber of Commerce, 
points out that the city’s contri- 
bution will be only the differ- 
ence between what it receives 
for the sale of the land, and the 
purchase price and cost of clear 
ing. He states further: “We 
believe that within 10 years oi 
operation under this law, with a 
gross expenditure of $5 or $6 
million, and a net expenditure 
of very much less, we can really 
clean up the slums in this com 
munity.” 

Copies of the Indiana Rede 
velopment Act may be obtained 
free by builders and groups in 
terested in the subject, by ad- 
dressing the Construction and 
Civic Development Department 
United States Chamber of Com 
merce, 1615 H. St., N.W., Wash 
ington, D.C. 

Editor To Appear 

Before Buffalo Chapter 

Associate Editor John E. M« 
Namara of American Builde 
will appear before the Buffalo, 
N.Y., Chapter of N.A.H.B., the 
Niagara Frontier Builders’ As 
sociation, at its weekly meeting 
May 3. 

The new financing plan, pre 
sented elsewhere in this issue 
by John Cummings  Lindop. 
prominent Chicago builder, wil! 
be made the subject of the dis 

follow a 
presentation of the proposed new 
method to displace public hous- 
ing. 

From many sources proposals 
of this type are now being 
pressed upon the N.A.H.B. as a 
positive approach against publi 
housing. McNamara said 
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Mahoning Valley (Ohio) | Portland (Ore.) Group 

Goes On Record Against 

Meeting; Hear Goudreau |N.H.A.’s Bulletin No. 2 

Builders Hold Charter 

More than 175 builder mem 
rs and others connected with 

home building industry in 
Mahoning Valley, Ohio, attend- 

} 

ed the Home Builders’ recent 
Charter Meeting held at the 
Central Y.M.C.A. of Youngs- 

wh 

loseph Haverstick, Regional 
Vice-president of N.A.H.B., pre 
nted the group with its na 

ional charter while 
Goudreau, President of the Ohio 
State 
sented 
(,ceorg¢ 

Mahoning Valley group 

George 

Juilders’ Association, pre- 
the State Charter to 
Hartman, president of 

Socialism in Housing? 
Goudreau addressed the gath- 

ering on “Private Enterprise or 
National Socialism in Hous- 
ng?” while Haverstick urged 
all concerned with the building 
industry to join in the fight 
against public housing. Mr. W. 
B. Walters, District manager of 
Johns-Manville, spoke on the 
post-war home and_ warned 
igainst the public’s expectations 

a “miracle home.” 

The turnout spoke well for 
he future of the group, organ- 
ed in September, 1944 

Dallas Association 

Installs New Officers 

Newly elected officers of the 
Home Builders’ Association of 
Dallas, recently installed, in 
lude J. B. Cozzo, former Fed 
ral Reserve Bank Board mem- 

president, t Hugh 
FE. Prather; A. Pollard Simons, 
ce-president; Wilson Brown, 

treasurer; and M. M. Frost, 
secretary. Grover Godfrey, the 

Dynamo,” 

succeed 

Dallas was named 
executive secretary for his sec 
nd term 

Speakers betore the 
cent meetings have 

Wheeler, the “Sizzling” 
ilesman, and G. C. Potter, of 
ratt and Lambert, on “Color 

Will Sell Your Homes.” 

group's 
included 

Imer 

| to establish 

In a formal resolution passed 
at a recent meeting, the Port 
land Home Builders’ Associa 
tion went on record as opposed 
to Bulletin 2 (Where The 
Housing Dollar Goes) of the 
National Housing Agency. Stat 
ing that the Bulletin “evinces a 
theoretical, 
rance of the 

impractical  1gno 
tacts oft 

misleading in its 
statements and erroneous in its 
conclusions,” the resolution calls 
it an attempt to prolong the life 
and jurisdiction of N.H.A., to 
establish governmental compe 
tition with free enterprise, and 

complete control 
over the building field. It urges 
all N.A.H.B. members to call 
the attention of legislators to 
this “threat to the second larg- 
est industry in the nation.” 

basi 
building, is 

St. Louis Builders’ Guild 

Helps Frame New Code; 

Sponsors Forum 

Seven effort were 
culminated with the 
sign-passage of a new building 
code for St. Louis. In the for: 
front of groups working on the 
code was the St. Louis Builders’ 
Guild. Framed with a view to 
greater flexibility, the new reg 
ulations permit the use of new 
materials which pass rigid tests 

strength and fire-resist 
ance, in contrast to the old re 
quirements for use of named 
materials only. 

vears of 
recently 

as to 

Forum A Success 
More than 1200 persons at 

tended the Guild’s recent Con 
struction Forum. Intended to 
show how all components of the 
industry could work together 
for better home-building, the 
forum presented six nationally- 
known authorities in the build- 
ing, manufacturing and financ- 
ing fields. Copies of literature 
used in developing the forum 
may be obtained from Ralph S. 
Duke, at 829 Warder Ave., 
versity City 5, Mo 

Uni- 

NEWLY elected directors for 1945 of the Home Builders’ Associa- 
tion of Northern New Jersey include the following. from left to 
right: Carl Carlson, Leo Cosden, Charles H. Reis, Uriah H. Cole 
and E. M. Spiegel. Officers were to be elected later. 

Cortright’s 

Column 

By Frank W. Cortright 

Executive Vice-President, Na 
tional Association of Home 
Builders of the United States 

The untimely death of President Roosevelt caused 
consternation and deep sorrow here as throughout the rest 
ot the nation. Officialdom was temporarily thrown into 
a state of shock at the loss of their great leader who for 
more than twelve years ruled with such vigor. In spite 
of pe iodic revolts a deep basic loyalty existed and depend- 
ence upon the President's final judgment had become a 
habit. Now in retrospect it is possible to fully evaluate 
this. Never before has there been a time when so many 
momentous problems are in the offing and from here on the 
team itself must play the game. Lacking its accustomed 
coach and captain, it will have a new leader who, although 
lacking experience in some fields, is universally accepted 
as a man of great courage, integrity and sound judgment 

President Truman wi! lean to the right of center. Re- 
sembling Calvin Coolidge in some respects, his rural, prac- 
tical background assures sound common sense administra 
tion and firm resistance to impractical liberalism. Recog- 
nizing the magnitude of his job, he will delegate responsi- 
bilities to a revised Cabinet and some new administration 
leaders. Of great importance is the fact that the peace 
settlement will be made in the closest and most harmonious 
relationship with the Senate where the President is highly 
regarded. Labor’s position will be properly recognized, 
but it seems a good bet that pressure tactics from this 
quarter will not succeed. Of the three major factions 
within the Democratic party the strongest, headed by 
Committee Chairman Hannegan, will have great influence. 

Many resignations will be offered and some wil! be 
lf former Justice Byrnes returns to the number 

two position, as it Is presumed he will, the revised line up 
will be somewhat different than if this is not the case 
Senators Vandenberg, Bailey, Wheeler and Clark are all 
excellent prospects for key Cabinet posts. It is a good bet 
that Secretaries Morgenthau and Perkins, Postmaster 
General Walker, and Attorney General Biddle will relin 
quish their posts. Whether Secretary Wallace will move 
up or down is a subject of considerable interest and specu 
lation. Such key officials as Bowles of O.P.A., Krug of 
W.P.B., Davis of Economic Stabilization, Taylor of the 
War Labor Board, Vinson, Mobilization Director, N.H.A. 
Administrator Blandford, Federal Communications Com- 
missioner Porter and others may or may not be retained 
according to the new President’s judgment and the politi 
cal pressures which are applied. It is presumed that some 
White House Secretaries and members of the President's 
unofficial family, such as Harry Hopkins and Judge Rosen 
man, will receive important assignments but thei 
term ot great power may be ended 

accepted. 

long 

N.H.A. takes stock oj war housing construction to 
date. Examination of the figures, both public and private, 
disclose a number of interesting facts. New construction 
of 1,791,822 war housing units would indicate that at least 
six million people essential to war production have been 
housed. Other accommodations provided through “more 
intensive use of the existing housing supply” an estimated 

Continued to page 118) 
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17TS LIKE THE THRILL OF YOUR FIRST DATE /" 

EMEMBER what a thrill that was... vour first date? than 152 related building products... guaranteed and sold 

It was one of the big moments in a lifetime! And under the famous Gold Bond name. 

that’s just about the same thrill you'll have after the war in Plan now to vet the thrill of your life out of postwar liv- 

the home the building industry is planning for you. It will ing. Take your local architect, contractor and Gold Bond 

be designed and built for the needs of your particular Dealer into your confidence. They'll be able to show you 

family—for a life of increased leisure and comfort. many ways to plan right and build right. And when the 

One of these things that will make new and modernized suggest Gold Bond Materials, you'll be getting the best! 

homes better will be the new and improved line of Gold National Gypsum Company, Buffalo 2, New York. 

Bond Building Products made by National Gypsum Com- 

pany. High-efficiency Gold Bond Rock Wool will permit 

you to live more comfortably the veal around and Save BUILD BETTER WITH 

money on fuel bills. too. Whatever the exterior finish. 

Fireproof Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing beneath will add GOLD BON D 

fire protection at no extra cost. Plaster walls and ceilings 
Wallboard ...Lath...Plaster...%ime...Metal Products 

will be kept repair free and better looking longer with the Well Palas ...teeutesion...Qeund Cnatec 

help of the Gold Bond Floating Wall System. In all, more 
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HIS is being written on April 14. For the first 

time since the war started military operations 

in Europe indicate an early collapse of or- 

ganized German resistance. Large scale resist- 

ance seems already to have collapsed. On the 
other side of the globe Japanese war lords must 

know how hopeless their cause has become in 

the last six months. Both of our enemies have 
only one decision to make, and that 1s whether 

to give up now and try to save something for 

national regeneration, or fight on to inevitable 

national suicide. 
Regardless of what decision either makes, the 

uropean war, past its decisive stage, is near an 

end, and the Asiatic war, rapidly gearing to its 

decisive stage, will end much sooner than many 

of us thought possible a year ago. 

Many of the left wing planners in Washington 
knew or guessed shrewdly several months ago 

what the military situation would be this spring. 

And while industry and commerce, the leaders 

and the rank and file, have been immersed in the 
business of winning the war, the Washington 

apostles of perpetual government control of busi- 
ness have used the time to prepare effective 

assaults on free private enterprise. 

It is not surprising that home building should 

have been selected to receive the first major 
assault of the all-out left wing social planners. 

Home building is generally conceded to be the 

first approach to peace time economy. For that 

reason alone it would have to be the first sector 

on the private enterprise front to be attacked. 

In addition, however, it is peculiarly vulnerable, 
because it is not, in fact, a united industry. It is 

a heterogenious collection of thousands of large 

and small business enterprises. No one of its 

several major divisions has ever been organized 

for either attack or defense, and the corollary 

to that is is that the major divisions have never 

united to present a solid industry front. It re- 
quires nothing beyond an elementary knowledge 

of the principles of battle to know that such a 
collection of contributing factors to home build- 

ing is vulnerable, and to say the least the Federal 
public housing advocates know elementary prin- 

ciples. 

Not a United Industry 

The time has come, with both war fronts de- 
veloping in such a way that the beginnings of 

reconversion are not far off, for the home build- 

Time for Home Building Offensive 

ing industry to divert some of its thinking and 

planning, if not some of its energies, to launch- 

ing an offensive against those who would tear 

down free private enterprise, and thus destroy 

the principles that have enabled us to fight the 

war successfully. Most of us have known that 

the day would come when we would have to 

launch a home front offensive against the left 
wingers who seek to use the.war for planning 

the destruction of everything we are fighting to 

preserve. Most of us have known that military 

victory, all important as it is, cannot mean final 

victory unless we safeguard the time proved 

economy of free private enterprise. And most 

of us have known that the timing of the home 

fight to preserve our institutions would have te 

he calculated to a nicety in order not to prolong 

the war by as much as one second. That time, 
in our judgment, is here. 

Opposed to Government Regulation 

The time has come for the home building in- 

dustry to marshal its forces, assemble its facts, 
and prove the case of private home building, a 

case which has seemed to us so self evident that 

it needed no proving. The determination and 

organization of the forces arrayed against us, 
however, require attention. We see no cause for 
worry. We are not too late, and the industry can 

assemble a logical array of facts that will be in- 

controvertible. We do see cause for. intelligent 

concern, and we urge that concern be translated 

into action without delay. 

American Builder opposes the creation of a 
home building department and the appointment 

of a cabinet officer to head it. We oppose the 

formation or post-war perpetuation of any bu- 

reau or other government agency with power to 

regulate or direct home building in any way. We 

stand, as always, convinced that the best interests 
of the country will be served in the future as they 

have been in the past, that American housing 

standards will continue far in advance of stand- 

ards anywhere else in the world as they have been 
for a century and a half, only as long as indi- 

vidual initiative is unhobbled by government 
interference in business. 

The time has come to join the ranks of the 

home building industry for an economic victory 
at home that will match military victories 

abroad, and without which the military victories 
will have been in vain. 
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A LIVING 

ROOM IS 

HEART OF 

THE HOME 

THIS living room 

of the Blueprint 
House, featured 

on the preceding 
pages, is planned 
for enjoyable 
hours by the 
whole family. It 
is set off by it- 

self with adja- 

cent living porch. 
Fireplace and 
graceful bay are 
nicely detailed. 

giving 
s their 
count 
trainec 

A HALL THAT”. 

SAYS WELCOME 

HALL area in this home 
W. H. Carpenter. V@ 
Nuys, California, is of a 
ple proportions. Guests 
not feel that they are bei 
crowded into a closet, a 
the excellent handling 
the clear Western 
paneled walls sets a k 
note for the rest of vag 

house. The entrance ¢ i 

ee & 

is detailed below: parti 
larly interesting are 

louvered doors that , 
off the dining room. 

9 

= 

BETTER DETAILS OF 

THE BLUEPRINT HOUSE Leaded 
Cifers 

IN selecting this California home for complete 
presentation as a feature design, the com- 
pleteness of planning was the determining 
factor. Careful study shows that facilities it 

throughout have been arranged for enjoy- 

able living: there will be a profitable market 
for thi bling t f home after the war. s rambling type o er T Wood 

Panels 

DETAIL OF ENTRANCE DooR 
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A return to the apprentice system is recommended 

by this director of a Pennsylvania trade school 

By H. Frederick Heckler 

entry and Building Department, William. 
rade School, Delaware County, Penn. 

E great building boom that is 
ire to come with peace will de- 
and more trained mechanics in 
building trades than ever before 
is country. The problem will be 
nd them. 
e young men who, in peace times, 
Id have been busy learning their 
es the past several years have 
giving their talents, and some- 

s their lives, to the protection of 
country. Many of them have 
trained, true, in actual construc- 
operations with the Seabees, 

y Engineers, and other military 
ices. Many more will doubtless 
advantage of courses offered in 
field before or after their separa- 
irom service. However, | feel 

>THAT to meet the potential demand 
war there must be a return, by 
ligent leaders in the _ building 

‘COM and by craftsmen themselves, to 
apprentice training system, in 

that worthy youths may be 
is home 
iter, Vi 

, is of a 
Guests 
are bei 
closet, a 
andling He". x 
tern 

ets a k 
st of 

ance 
Ww: part 

| are 
that 

‘oom. 

DVAL of inner wing walls of barn being transformed into gymnasium. 

made ready for careers in this field. 
In this connection, the work of 

our Williamson Trade School in Dela- 
ware County, Pennsylvania, may be ot 
interest. We have graduated more 
than 2,600 men since the school was 
endowed in 1888 by Isaiah V. Wil- 
liamson for the purpose of “training 
worthy young boys in a mechanical 
trade.” Our graduates include car 
penters, masons, interior decorators, 
painters, power plant operators, 
machinists, 

Admission to the school can be had 
between the ages of 15 and 17, and 
our courses run three years. All in- 
structors are men of wide and proved 
experience. As will be apparent from 
the series of progress pictures that 
accompany this article, we do not neg- 
lect the practical side of work at the 
school though we do insist on deep 
and thorough study of fundamental 
theory. About 75 per cent of all work 
done is necessary and useful to the 
running of the institution. 

In my own department of carpentry 
and building, emphasis is placed upon 
the following: 

1. Knowledge and use of tools, 
hardware and materials. 

79 

Post-War Building Needs Trained Men 

2. Ability to sketch, make, read and 
interpret shop sketches, construction 
drawings and blueprints. 

3. Ability to lay out interior work 
and plan progressively. 

4. Ability to lay out sites with the 
use of a transit. 

5. Ability to do form work. 
6. Ability to do framing. 
7. Ability to handle the steel square 

(rafters, simple and difficult, hips and 
valleys, stair work). 

8. Ability to produce excellent in- 
terior and exterior finish. 

9. Ability to flash, shingle, job. 
10. Above all, ABILITY TO 

THINK. 
\ drawing course relevant to his 

trade is given te each apprentice, as 
well as a short course in simple esti- 
mating, during his last year. All de- 
partments conduct a _ foremanship 
training session in this final year in 
which, by rotation, we shoulder the 
young mechanic with supervision of 
an individual job, after giving him 
the “low-down,” and enough help to 
get it done in a given time. 

The drafting room, too, plays a 
large part in the education of our 
apprentices. Shop mathematics, the 
intricacies of drawing, instruments, 
the slide rule, the use of related ma- 
terials, materials’ strength, building 
laws and codes—all are stressed in 
proper proportion. His constant as 

(Continued to page 122) 

Inside, three rolling scaffolds were used, with trip down the 
or longitudinals and trip back for headers, Celotex and electrical work. At bottom, application of new roof and cornices and finished job. 



AMERICAN BUILDER TECHNICAL SECTION — 

NATIONAL HOMES FOUNDATION shows how to continue home 

_ building with proven products and « minimum of critical materials. 

Building With Steel During Lumber Scarcity 

[DER use of light gage steel structural sections in 

home buildings is an entirely logical corollary to the 

greatly increased use of these sections during the war. 
Before the war, these sections were used extensively in 

structures ranging in size from small dwellings to large, 
garden-type housing projects. In the war period, archi- 

tects and designers have relied more and more on light 

steel construction for barracks, task force buildings and 
other military and industrial buildings. An outstanding 
feature of these structures has been the speed and ease 

of erection. 
Light steel constructions can be utilized with standard 

collateral building materials such as conventional roofing 
and siding, interior wall, ceiling and floor finishes to 

provide a Colonial, Cape Cod or modernistic home or to 
give any other desired architectural effect. 

The light structural steel sections used are made by 
forming sheet and strip steel in angle, channel, “I” and 

other patterns or into panel constructions. Strength and 

rigidity of the sections have been definitely determi 
by engineering calculations and tested under service q 

ditions. They can be used for studs, beams, sills, raf 
and braces and as such, erected easily on the job—p 
by piece or assembled in unit frames. Any type of 

lateral materials can be applied. Some manufactu 
designs of these sections permits nailing in conventig 

manner. Other manufacturers use different systems 
fastening collateral materials. 

Under other construction methods, these sections 

be factory-assembled into panel units for wall, partit 

floor and roof use. Dimensions harmonize with 

modern modular system for building materials and n 
bers are sized to provide walls and floors of comma 

accepted thickness. Wide range of shapes is availabl 

provide for all conditions and details of construction 
The accompanying floor plans and details, submit 

by the American Iron and Steel Institute, show 

typical constructions of several steel companies 
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FIRST PRIZE AWARD — Americ 
ideal post-war home for the average fami 

as conceived by Lt. Charles D. Wile 
Model above, (rear view) plan and persp 
tive sketch of front (below) indicate hand) 
of following features: QUIET ZONE for i 

ing, always in order, used for rest and ca 
DOMESTIC CENTER 

with space for cooking, heating, laund 
sewing and child tending. ACTIVITY CE 
where the family can make a mess and le 

it; playroom, party room, study room; 1 

heart of the household given its place. M 

CHANICAL CORE in the center groups ¢ 
plumbing and heating, is lighted by cle 

story. Cooking space can be hidden by 
ling built-in screen. FLEXIBLE SPACE 

sleeping, which can be changed as to si 
and number of rooms by moving closet cd 

inets. SUNKEN TERRACE provides outdo 

privacy and protection from weather; G 
AGE and STORAGE grouped as one ut 

versation. organi 
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© determine the consensus of 
architects and designers on post- 
war planning, U. S. Plywood spon- 

sored a competition for small house 

design. The problem was to develop 

America’s ideal post-war small home 
for the average family. Awards have 

been made from several hundred en- 

tries received from 48 states, active 

war theaters, and several allied na 

tions. 
(hese contemporary planners ar 

firm in their belief that existing sys 
tems of construction can be adopted 

America 
ge fam 
>». Wile 

1 persp 
» handii 

E for 

and ce 
organi 

laund: 

Y CE 
and le 

room; | 

lace. M 

groups @ty include factory-built service and 

by cle structural units fitting into conven 
en by tional building practice; that was 
PACE @ shown in the bulk of entries received 
us to si Scores of submitted plans used a 

‘loset caf module or standard system. However, 
s outdes there was enough variation to indicate 

ver; GAM that standardization of parts does not 
one ui mean monotony or elimination of in- 

dividual tastes. Use of such machine 

rocessed parts was undertaken to 

eliminate waste and lower cost, ac- 

cording to the majority of entries. 
rhe three prize winners are shown 
these pages. Although there may 

be some ground for differences of 

opinion as to esthetic qualities, there 
nevertheless are a number of new 

planning ideas incorporated. For in- 

Stance the winner of the Ist prize, 
Charles D. Wiley, states that in his 

conception of a plywood house: 

It is not based on a principle of 
rooms but is based on the principles 
Of areas and functions. Even though 

there has been some trend in the di- 

rection of separating the home into 

ditferent areas this design recognizes 

the need for distinct areas for differ- 

(Continued to page 124) 

SECOND PRIZE AWARD 

—the simple plywood house 

above submitted by Lt. (j.g.) Rus- 

sell M. Amdal offers a functional 
layout; in plan, two bedrooms 

and living-dining room area are 

at the rear. To the front of the 
house is a court area for super- 
vised play, garage, kitchen and 

outside dining area. Mechanical 
core contains heating. plumbing. 

ee er THIRD PRIZE AWARD— 
the compact, rectangular arrange 

ment by Eduardo Catalano of 
Buenos Aires, is planned for low 

cost with a large living-dining 

area and two bedrooms, bath. 
kitchen, hobby room grouped in a 
surrounding “L” shaped layout. La Se ese 
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Atlanta’s Model 

W. H. Aiken, successful negro build- 

er, creates homes with F.H.A. aid 

Builders eyeing the post-war markets 
of homes for negro citizens can learn 
from the experience of this Atlanta 
builder. Five room apartments at 

$39.50 per month, five and six room 
homes cosiing from $26.59 to $30 

monthly to own, are included in his 

attractive project. 

BED Room 
10- 3"x 10'-3" 

PORCH 
18-O°X7-0* 

Bevo Room 
10-3°x12-9 FLOOR PLAN on 

rental duplexes al- 

lows for 2 good-sized 

bedrooms, disap 
pearing stairway to 
attic storage space; 

elevation, at right. is 
clean-cut, attractive. 
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ROW OF 5S-room duplexes rented to war workers in Fairview Terrace. 
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Negro Housing Project Points the Way 

negroes are going to be in large 

demand after the war. Thou- 
sands, perhaps hundreds of thou- 

sands, of negro citizens have ear- 

marked their war-time savings for 

substantial down payments on homes 
of their own, and a stake in the 
ground of democracy. Under these 

circumstances, the new Fairview 
Terrace development in Atlanta, Ga., 

is of particular interest. 
Fairview, built by one of Atlanta’s 

leading negro contractors, W. H. 
Aiken, and financed by F.H.A.-in- 

sured mortgages, comprises 306 fam- 
ily units, and a mortgage investment 
of more than $1 % million. The ini- 

tial impetus was lent to the project 

Prregroes are. financed homes for when Miss Mattie Weaver, a school 

teacher, was forced to vacate her 
quarters in a public housing project 

because her salary was too high. 
With no decent housing available at 

a price she could afford, she took her 
problems to F.H.A. State Director R. 

E. Matheson. 

Matheson’s office was aware of the 
problem—and aware, too, that not a 

single loan insured by the Atlanta 

office on a home occupied by a negro 

family had been foreclosed. Con- 
ferences were held with Director 

Matheson, Builder Aiken, and offi- 

cials of the Atlanta Federal Savings 

and Loan Association, of whose $2% 

million mortgage loan investment 50 

per cent was staked on negro dwell- 

wm 8 

Brick Chimney ——— 

FRONT ELEVATION 

ings, many of them built by Mr. 

Aiken. A site was selected, priori- 

ties granted, and building got under 

way. 

The development is planned as a 
permanent community even though 

under war-time conditions it has 
been necessary to limit occupancy to 

war workers. It is in a zoned area, 
with a city-fixed street plan, and on 

high, well-drained ground. F.H.A. 
land planning consultants assisted in 
laying out a general design, adapted 

to the street pattern, which includes 

two small recreational areas, as well 

as the customary utilities. All homes 

are supplied with modern equip- 
ment. 

There are 50 duplex houses rented 

Shingle Root 
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LEFT: 6-room single. 

family house built 

for sale. Below: 5. 
room house built for 

sale. This mode] 

features fireplace, 
French doors to ex- 

pand living room, 
and disappearing 
stairway to storage 

space above. 

in the project at $39.50 a month, 
per unit; and 206 single-family 

dwelling units sold at prices run- 
ning from $3900 to $4400. These 
carry F.H.A.-insured mortgages from 

$3,510 to $3,960 which call for 
monthly payments of $26.59 to $30 a 

month. Many of the families now 

occupying these homes came from 

substandard neighborhoods and 
houses, but the monthly payments in 

Fairview Terrace are well within 

their means. Their pride in home ac- 

quisition is well evidenced by the 

care taken of their new quarters. 

Fairview Terrace is regarded in 

Atlanta as a long step forward in the 
improvement of housing conditions 

for negroes. To quote Mr. Aiken, 
whose interest, experience and in- 
telligent planning played a major 

part in the project’s success: “Under 

the old setup, colored people were 

forced to pay 5 per cent brokerage 

fee during each 5 years, plus attor- 
ney’s fees and other incurred ex- 

penses. First mortgages up to 65 or 

70 per cent of their value carried an 

interest rate of 8 per cent. Second 

mortgage interest ran as high as 15 

to 18 per cent.” 
Under the F.H.A. plan, the home 

buyer pays off a single mortgage at 

a 5 per cent total charge by monthly 

payments over a 25-year period. 
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American Builder, May 1945. 

A Practical Progress 

Chart for Builders 

How Charles H. Reis, leading New Jersey 

home builder, ‘keeps score’’ on his office 

wall and avoids confusion in the field. 

HETHER you're running three jobs at once or 

three hundred, we'll guarantee that the tried and 
proved method of Charles H. Reis—his “Master 

Construction Control” form—has plenty in it you can 

use. This prominent and successful home _ builder, 
whose six thousand houses constructed in northern 

New Jersey have ranged in price from $3990 to $25,000, 
has used a chart similar to the one on this page for 

more than one hundred and twenty simultaneous build- 

ing jobs. (See story on following pages.) Its success 
in actual operation has made it, he declares, a “must” 

in all post-war operations of his firm. 

The basic idea is to have one central spot where 
everyone connected with any phase of Reis’s building 

operations can see the exact status of each individual 

job. Memoranda, miscellaneous slips and individual 

records, usually kept by foremen, bookkeepers, super- 

intendants and others, in formal records or “under their 
hats,’ are thus eliminated. Instead, the entire organ- 

ization is absolutely dependent upon and guided by this 

master schedule. It is the job of the man responsible 
ior any operation to record the completion of that oper- 
ation at the end of the dav. Neglect in so doing is im- 

mediately discernible; and the blame for any slip-ups 

can be properly and promptly placed. 

How the Record Is Set Up 

This central “score card” is a large sheet of white 
Sanitas set up along a prominent wall in Reis’s office. 

He lines it horizontally and vertically into rectangular 

boxes with room left along the first left-hand column 

ior his table of operations. This latter is headed up 
by Job Number, Street (or Lot) Number, Purchaser's 

Name, each with a line of its own, and followed by a 

(Continued to page 138) 

BELOW: Charles R. Cullen, Reis’ superintendent (left), and Builder 
Reis, Architect Leeks, and Sales Manager Connolly looking over 
post-war plans. RIGHT: Part of the master control sheet that hangs 

on Reis’ office wall; other jobs are listed on balance of sheet. 
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MASTER CONSTRUCTION CONTROL 

1° | | |° | Im gs¢pog , 4 200, 

JOB NUMBER : 7 ee “T 

STREET NUMBER , 5 Fenway 

PURCHASER |. | John Ryan | P= 4 1 ae 

CONTRACT) SIGNED | 2/15/40 

DELIVERY DATE 5/1/40 

TYPE OF HOUSE | 6 Rm! Deluxe 

FHA COMMITMENT (OPERATIVE) 040650 | 

CONSTRUCTION OK RECRIVED | 2/15/40 
FHA MORTGAGE COMPANY lst Natl. Bre 

FHA BUYER'S APPLICATION FILED 2/26/40 

FHA BUYER'S OK RECEIVED s/iksuo = G 

BUILDING PERMIT 3/14/40 

PLOT STAKED wf 3714/40 _ 
EXCAVATED 3/15/40 

FOOTING BTAKED 3/16/40 ‘ 

SLAB 18 si7/s4o OE 
FOUNDATION UP 3/19/40 ‘al 

SEWER CONNECTION IN_ wig & 

1ST FHA INSPECTION 3/21/40 £7 

BACKF ILLED 3/21/40 

GAS CONNECTION IN 3/21/40 

LUMBER LIST IN 3/21/40 

LUMBER ORDERED 3/23/40 

HEATING UNIT IN 3/22/40 

ROUGH ELECTRICAL 3/26/40 

ROUGH PLUMBING 3/26/40 

pucTs 3/27/40 

FRAMED 3/26/40 

2ND FHA INSPECTION | "3/28/40 

20D FLOOR FLOORING 3/28/4© 

INSULATION 3/29/40 

STAIRS 3/28/40 

LATHED _ 3/29/40 

BROWN PLASTER 3/31/40 

WHITE PLASTER 4/5/40 

SHINGLES OR SIDING 3/28/40 

BRICK OR STONE VENEER 474740 

_PIREPLACE 474740 

TRIM & FLOOR ORDERED 4/5/40 

TRIMMED 4/10/40 

GAS RANGE ORDERED 8/5/40 

WEATHERSTRIPPED 4/11/40 

DECORATING & PAINTING 4/20/40 ’ 

FLOORS SCRAPED 4/22/40 

LINOLEUM 4/23/40 

GRADING, SEEDING & WALKS 4/26/40 

FINAL FHA INSPECTION 4/28/40 

TITLE CLOSED 5/1/40 

MORTGAGE PROCEERSAMT, RECEIVED ghgog, 



é“ E are going in for better-class homes post-war. 
This is particularly true for our Englewood 
Country Club project where we shall build about 

300 houses, and have room, also, for a high-type garden 

apartment. 
“We feel that the market is starved for homes in the 

general price range of $12,000 to $20,000 and that we 

have the best spot in northern New Jersey to satisfy the 

demand. With our network of roads leading quickly 

to industrial and business areas in New Jersey, as well 
as quick access to New York City by means of the 

88 

PICTURES of happy people living in his pre 

Builder Reis Aim 

NEW JERSEY builder sets sights on 

the $5,000-and-over income group 

to sell in a $12,000 to $20,000 

range; 300 homes ready to go. 

George Washington Bridge, our geographical location 

is ideal.” 

That’s the way Charles H. Reis, New Jersey builder 
of more than 6,000 homes ranging from $4,000 to $20.- 

000 in price, headlined his post-war plans to one of 

American Builder's editors. Elaborating, he pointed 

out that most likely there would not be too great com- 
petition in the field of well-built quality homes; also 

that prospective home owners in this bracket are cog- 
nizant of and eager to take advantage of substantial in- 

come tax savings realized in allowable interest and real- 

BELOW: Floor plan of typical home for post-war market Reis expects to sell—two-car, four-bedroom, three-and-a-half bath size. 
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for Better Class Market after the War 

ty tax deducations when paid toward home ownership 

rather than as rent. 
Reis has been building in New Jersey since 1923. Per- 

haps his best-known project is Clarendon Hills in River 

Edge, where the 684 houses he erected between Septem- 

ber, 1938 and December, 1942 have a present market 

value of over $4 million. He finished off this develop- 

ment in the early days of Title VI and was able to round 

it out with homes of good size built under comparatively 

minor restrictions. Also well known is his Sunshine 

City development in Woodridge, where his organiza- 

tion has built nearly 1,000 smaller houses on what had 

been New Jersey farm land. 

Reis’s group operates as a team. It controls every- 

thing from site acquisition through land improvements 

and actual construction, with as little subcontracting as 

possible. He has his own architectural department in 

peace-time, consisting of three draftsmen who work un- 
der the direction of Stanley A. Leeks, registered archi- 
tect, and has his own sales manager as well as four or 

more salesmen, depending on the size of his project, and 

manner of its operation. Customers buy homes large- 

ly from existing models on Reis’s tract, plus such in- 

dividual changes as they desire. In these cases the 

builder makes the final decision on the cost of the de- 
sired improvements and just what materials and equip 

ment he can afford to use in producing them. 

The Reis organization goes in strong ‘for publicity, 
newspaper advertising, model homes, and road signs. 

They make friends of the people who buy their houses, 

and frequently tip them off in advance in order that they 

may let their friends know what new Reis developments 

are in the offing His office walls abound in pictures, 

such as the one shown here, to indicate that his de- 

velopments are homey places in which to live, where 

voungsters are always welcome and can play in safe- 
ty. 

Reis stresses the use of nationally advertised products 
that have proved their worth, in all houses he builds. 

His organization was the first to use the new Walker 

dishwasher (now General Electric) in this area in 1928, 
and he also was an early entrant in the field of oil-fired 

89 

developments such as the one above (plan below) on office walls help sell homes; Charles H. Reis photographed in his office. 

air conditioning units, and the first large-scale builder 
to use them in northern New Jersey. He listed the fol- 

lowing products among .those used in Reis homes in 

the past: 

HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING—“Super- 

fex” by Perfection Stove Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 

ECOD WIRE LATH—Reynolds Metals Co. 
(Continued to page 140) 
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John Lindop 

Calls for a 

Positive Program 

Against 

Public Housing 

A PLAN for government assistance for 

purchase of private homes by low-in- 

come families, by John Cummings Lin- 

dop, prominent Chicago home builder 

6éPPV Ll: time is long past due for the private home build- 
ing industry to change its tactics in its battle against 

public housing,” John Cummings Lindop, president 
of the Chicago Metropolitan Home Builders Association 

and a director of the N.A.H.B., declared when he gave 
this proposal for a positive program of action against pub- 

lic housing to American Builder for exclusive publication. 

l.indop emphasized, however, that he is not presenting 

this plan for home financing in his official capacity with 
either of the associations with which he is identified, but 

that he will nevertheless urge upon the national associa- 

tion that it adopt this plan as a practical working program 
to cut off the “cancerous” growth of public housing. 

“As we come into the post-war period, we see hand- 
writing on the wall which spells a great expansion of 

public housing. This is the net result of our present 

tactics of nothing but opposition to public housing,” 

Lindop continued. 

“It seems that the administration has established (or 
been sold) this basic fact—that it is a matter of govern- 

ment responsibility that everybody be provided proper 

housing in which to live. If in the future this is to be 

accepted as a fact on which government policy is to be 

based, then let’s accept it too and show how the lower 
income families can be served better by a privately exe- 

cuted program than by the present formula which the 

public housers use. 
“Here is a specific proposal for a positive program of 

home building for lower income families which is far 
more acceptable to those who receive the benefits as well 

as for those who pay the cost of it. It calls for the build- 
ing of individual homes for the lower income group and it 

vives government assistance to families to help them 

acquire their own homes in place of the cash and local 

tax subsidy by which the monthly payments of rents are 

lowered in public housing projects. 
Phe plan advanced by Lindop provides for the follow- 

INTERIORS of small homes shown at top of opposite page illustrate 
the kind of homes which Lindop says will make low-income fam- 
ilies better citizens than regimenting them in public housing, Pur- 
chased on F.H.A. plan, without subsidy, for $32.50 per month. 
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ing changes in the present financing procedure. 

l. AS per cent down payment on all houses costing up 
» $7 O00. 

An interest rate of 4 per cent. 

Amortization extended over 40 years. 

!. A Federal government subsidy to families with an 

nual incomes of less than $1800. This subsidy is to be 

equal to one half the amount of the interest and amortiza- 

tion. It is not to be a permanent subsidy but subject to 
‘ancellation at the end of any five year period when the 

family’s income tax return that it is then able 

carry the monthly costs without subsidy. 

5. Low rate group life insurance equal to one third the 

unount of the mortgage on the life of the mortgagor is 

ompulsory. 
A compulsory maintenance charge of 1% per cent 

er annum collected with the regular monthly payment. 

7. Necessary household equipment included in the sin- 

cle mortgage, such as range, refrigerator and washing 
machine, if not already owned by home purchaser. 

’. The prepayment of any part or all of the mortgage 
t any time without penalty, or increased payments ac- 

epted to apply against a time when no payments can 
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| Stoop | First FLOOR PLAN Front ELEVATION 

ATTRACTIVELY grouped in land-planned subdivision, these homes were built by Merrill Construction Company, near Buffalo, N. Y. 
Floor plans below do not show second bedroom which was included in purchase price. 

be made due to illness or unemployment. Mortgage bank- 

ers will see the reasonableness of this proposal. 

An Actual Example 

The following example shows how the plan would work on a 
$5,000 home purchased by a family earning less than $1,800 a 
year and therefore qualified for a subsidy: 

Initial Cost 

Down payment (5 per cent) .. 250.00 
Closing Charges ........... 75.00 

325.00 
Monthly Cost 

To amortization and interest (4 per cent) 19.87 
To life insurance ($2,000) ....... 1.50 
To few end DemeG WOUNESS 2. noc ccc ccccccscccns 1.00 
To maintenance reserve 

(142 per cent annually of full value) .. 6.25 
To taxes (2'2 per cent of full value) er 

Total monthly payment, without subsidy . 38.54 
Less subsidy ('2 amortization and interest) 9.94 

Total monthly payment, after subsidy 28.60 

(Continued to page 124) 
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NEW Federal Recreation Building 

Q? {merica 

- This USO Buildings 

| ia — 

ODA STORAGE UNTAINE 11° OX 6" 0” 
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at Olympia, 

Naramore, Bain, Brady & Johansoy__,,;;), 

Architect and Engineers; Dolph Jone = 
Mf 

& Son, General Contractor; Federg | ; 

1 tw 
Works Agency, Sponsor. a 

Tl 

ESTRUCTION by fire of the original USQ cont 
building at Olympia, Wash., has _ broug| T 

about the construction and recent dedicaty \re 
of a new Federal Recreation Building there. Esp 1* 

cially designed for USO Club purposes, mar l 

believe it will serve as a model- for many su ne 
community centers of recreation, both for an 

duration and in the post-war period when new | cove 

terest is expected to develop in all forms of Cor r 

munity betterment <eld. 

This new Olympia club building is a straig effe: 
fo. ward modern solution of the problem Oot si ] ach 

rounding maximum space satisfactorily at min tiie 
mum expense, all on one floor and_ providi l 
attractively for the commonly wanted club a the 

community recreational services The city of t 
Olympia, assisted by the Federal Security Agen on ¢ 

provided the building, its actual construction | A 4 

ing under the supervision of the Federal Wor dow 

\gency; Mr. L. O. Bradford, construction eng I 
neet | he design was created by the Seattle arch T 

tectural firm of Naramore, Bain. Brady & Joha oxts 
' on The general contractor was Dolph Jones | 

Son, of Tacoma ante 
The construction features include 1; 
Ixisting rough wood floors were fireproot 

Washington, housing the city’s USO Club; floor plan shows facilities. 
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NSets a Pattern for Community Centers 
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with a 114” reintorced concrete slab and covered 
with asphalt tile 

Roof was constructed with a two-inch accoust! 

cal and insulative Sonotherm and over this was 
1 two-inch reinforced conrete slab covered with a 

15-year built-up root 

The ceilings m most of the rooms have 4 x 12 

ind 4 x 14 inch exposed joists spaced on 32-inch 
centers to effect beam construction 

The social hall or auditorium and the lounge 
ire protected with fire walls from grade to roof 

Chese walls are filled with gypsum blocks 

lhe lobby (lounge) walls are finished in knotty 
ne; all structural fir exposed and the maple solid 

panel doors are finished in a white color stain and 
covered with flat varnish 

here are two large skylights above the loung: 

seldom seen in this type of a plan, but here very 
effective in lighting the lounge and the work space 

back of the snack bar, with flush lighting ove1 
e snack bar for night use 

(he auditorium has a Sonotherm ceiling witl 

the same material extending down to the botton 

{ the roof trusses. The long windows are splayed 
each side for accoustical and decorative effects 

\ concealed radiator is placed below each win 

dow and a grilled window sill permits circulation 
The exterior walls are constructed of wood 

’ 
] i 

tudding, covered with l-inch gypsum board on 
exterior and %-inch gypsum board on the in 

1O}1 The exterior walls are covered with cement 
sbestos sheets 2’ x 8’ x 3/16” thick laid up like 

ling and painted 

MAIN entrance, above, is into 

commodious lounge through this 
glazed vestibule: view of the 
high-ceilinged social hall, 48 by 
72 feet. with stage; left, lounge 
with fireplace and refreshment 

counter seen in the background. 



THESE IDEAS for a 
town furniture 

submitted by 

Skidmore, Owings, 
and Merril, 
corner location (above) 

small 

store, 

utilize a 

to afford almost full 
length window treat 
ment on a triangular 

basis. A bit more util 

itarian in treatment, 
this design groups the 

store into three prin 
cipal areas for proper 

display purposes as 
shown in the interior 

(right) and in the floor 

plan appearing below. 
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$1,000,000,( We to 

OWNERS favor open-fror 

styling, new lighting, taste#’ '>) 
ase ot 1 

fully appointed interiorg,,, .;,.,, 

s,s Ri 1 
air conditioned comforg ‘"'' 

( () 

anning 
ar com] 
Most 

ore Tr 

vle and 
mst poy 

w ligh 
refer flr 

andisin 
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ETAIL store owners alreat 

planning their new establisl 
ments. They are well aware ¢ 

the sound investment that an inviti 

offered in pre-war year 
fully cognizant of the f 

that a modern, well constructed, a 

tastefully appointed interior will ha 

exterior 
they are 

an immeasurably increased custon 

appeal, especiall whet can | 

viewed from the outside throug 
modern open front desig Accor 

ing to report of the National Ret 

Dry Goods, Druggists, and Groe 
\ssociation, department stores alot 

will spend a billion dollar 
; ‘ 

ization atter the war 

Shown Ol these pages il twot 
ical small stores proposed for | 

War; the ire trom a selection 
signer O1vutst ind ng 1 ifects 
+1 Pitt o 2) + ( { € y riate ria m - 

ly PARTI Sim: t UT rniture sf on 
, atment page as 7 aert ~ d } 

, Dre ic not 
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it spla ot small ; les taste { NAN mati ATCC 
4 Se 1 the Towel! like etrect create 

l 
Priorg i) structural glass 

bv Boot ¢ Recent survey 
nfior 

confirms the trends shown 
r (){ the chosen reta 

ned, 79.4 per cent indica 
anning improvements to 

ar competition 
Most OT those conside Tring 

front prefer simple. moder 

andisins 

hese re tailers decisiot 

alreag 
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iware ¢ 
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2 PARTICULARLY attractive 

4 atment of a small general 
en re is noted in this design sub 

ted by Silvman and Levy 
—% e cesigon is for a two-story 

ta iiding with the front of both 

ors entirely open 

yle and chose glass and metal as the 
} } ost popular materials. In planning 

lightine svstems 40.4 per cent 

‘fer fluorescent lights. Actual met 
y 

g experience was the basis 

Shoe Re 

ilers ques 
ted they re 
meet post 

mptore Modernization Market Is Forecast 

I RR SR GARETT 

a new 

S 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

First FLoor PLAN 

TT ™ P| Gland Metal Rail ing 

PLGi in Aluminum = 
Frame a 4 

Extruded | —_ > Reflecting Surface 
i - ’ 
uminum ~ me VA Fluorescent Lighting 

Aluminum T 
Setting Bar-—— = Gl U\{Lumimating Gi. Panel 

DeTtaic OF Window HEAD 

FLOOR PLAN KEY: 1. show windows 

2. women's hosiery and gloves; 3. men's 

haberdashery: 4. women's accessories: 

5. notions; 6. electrical equipment; 7. men's 
sportswear and work clothes: 8. sports 
equipment; $. radio and records; 10. audi 

|} tion booth: 11. stock and deliveries: 
| 12. women’s sportswear: 13. women’s mil 
| linery: 14. women’s coats, suits and dress 

es: 15. fitting rooms; 16. stock room 



Miami in January, Bangor in June-All 

HAT do prospects for post-war homes expect in quoting her high praise of the benefits her family was . - 

air conditioning’ From a study of recent surveys, enjoying whe repeated that she was highly delighted but f thie 

apparently they expect to be stay-at-homes and _ that she would not put it in a letter to be used to encourage (yr. 
enjoy the cool, dry freshness of mountain peaks in the others to buy air conditioning, according to the story told. 

humid days of summer, the sweet, clean warmth of by the speaker. When asked why, she pointed to th ‘tally 

Florida or California inside while bhzzards blast against drapes over a window which looked very clean thoughf., | 
their homes in winter. (ver two-thirds of them say they had been up tor o three years, and said simply {4 
this is what they want. “Year ‘round air conditioning You see, we are in the dr leaning business.”’ | 

means that you give an annual round-trip ticket to Despite its potential dangers to the cleaning business, 
Florida for the winter and the same to Bangor, Maine, il ear air conditioning will no doubt move forwar “ 

for the summer with each new home you sell,” the ipace in both new and old homes in the post-war era 
merchandise director of one of the largest manufa everal companies had made progress in the year, 
turers of all year air conditioning equipment told th: vefore the war. These companies are planning now on. 

home builders of Chicago in a speech on the subject tremendous programs of expansion as soon as the 

recently. Yes, he flashed the two tickets for all to see needs ot war produc tior slacken 
A woman in a southern city before the war had a \ir conditioning equipment, with the great progress 

summer cooling unit added to her forced warm ais made during the war, wv then be ready to ride the 

heating system. An officer of the company which manu- assembly line of true mass production and bring this 

factured the unit asked her for a testimonial letter element ot better living to an ever expanding marke 
through constantly dropping price In the meantime 

the industry laS already reached the point where 4 ) 

large percentage of new post-war ymes w ye abl . 

to enjoy this “fourth dimension of living’”—at leas § 
those which will sell from $10,000 upwards—and ther 
arall he ] nt yf | ¢ ; 

Problems to be Considered 
Let us look at some of the practical aspects whi 

1ust be nsidered when all vear air nditioning 1s 

planned for use in a home su is the one istrate 
at the c thes Fes Th - rn Na yrepat 

by Charles and Arthur Schreiber, the Chicago architects 

and builders who won first-prize for the suburban home 
n N.A.H.B.’s 1945 Design Competition 

In designing the combination year-round heating an 

cooling system to be installed in a new home about to! 
built, the first thing to be determined is the heat loss « 

. ¢ SE ee aa 
COOLED, dehumidified air for summer passes over same course the walls of the nouse. * 
as warm air for heating. Same fan operates both cycles. Differ- and the type of double glazing t e used to avoid he ¥ 

~ 
ence: In summer furnace is off and air is cooled and dehumidi- loss will have a great effect on the size of the unit to! 
fied as it passes over cooling coils (B) and on to plenum chamber. installed. Air conditioning engineers 10 studied tf! 

96 
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KITCHEN. Solving the Problem 

th SOLUTION of the winter heating problem 
by the correct location of adequate warm 
air supply grills and cold air returns aute 

LIVING 

mMOOnM. 
Ax 23 ‘ matically assures a correct installation 

COYER bE MIRROON tor the circulation of cooled. dehumidified 
: Pas’ Bannan & s I q’ = 4 ic air in the summer cooling season. 

aw AT ; s ' Living room returns in this plan should 

3 —~ -_= 
be located close to wide window areas 

{ to draw cold air off before it runs far into 
the room. Another near the outside door 
quickly captures cold air there. Fresh 
outside air is mixed in returns to keep 
circulated air constantly vitalized. 

An exhaust fan should be used to 
ELODrR fFOLAN. draw off cooking heat and odors. No 

return should be taken from kitchen and 
none from garage so as to keep un 
pleasant odors from entering other rooms 
through circulation system 

ie 

e-All Year Air Conditioning 

lan strongly recommended the use of air blanket typ« should be concentrated on the heating cycle trom the stand- 
HY Wait insulating glass. The most commonly known window point of reducing cold wall stratification. Treatment of 

ted but: this type is Thermopane large areas of glass surfaces which would offer cold wall 
Of equal importance is adequate insulation of all living — stratihcation should be put under return air control there 

reas ti ce heated and cooled These two points are by absorbing these losses as close as possibl« to the ex 

itally important because properly insulated glass areas posed area. On the supply side the proper sizing, ait 

nd wall and ceiline insulation will fix the size ard cost velocities, ana location ot outiets serving a given area 
simply { the heating and cooling equipment to be used must be caretully treated in relation to the return outlets 

“ourage 
TY tok 
to the 

though 

ucts 0 ¢ al nditioning system are carrie in order to set up a controlled air flow with the minimum 
USINESS Bh, .. h uninsulated areas of the house, they should be 1 

TWarehvered with insulation to prevent heat loss in winter an In kitchen areas the mechanical exhaust feature is of 

rar CTe.B. the cooled air in summer. In the house we are importance to modern living in offering a positive control 
> years, 2, this might occur if the ducts are run over the on the cooking odors. By setting up an exhaust system, 
page ist floor ceiling through the unused second floor area bac low kitchen air into other areas can be retarded 
as f } +} 

desict an air handling svstem for the dua by t us proper design and size of kitchen exhaust 
all aii he majority of though Continued to page 136 

nw ss T gre 

ide the 

ng this 
marke 

ia . o oo 

—— ts See Wider U: f Air Condit. wee Xperts Lee zaer Use O On GITIONING 

n Me ie America Of the tuture will De air-con- Ventagon Building. lhey set torth their views 

— litioned. That is the opinion of men who should recently in a round-table discussion held undet 
ow. They do not believe it will all come at the auspices of the Technical Committee of the 

‘ce: they feel the extent to which its benefits New York Chapter, American Institute of Archi 

‘crue to lower-cost homes will depend on the tects, in which many builders took part 

4A ther 

3 whi healt] the country; they emphasiz« Reminding his audience that results are what 
ming * t roduction and advance will be evolu ‘ount, Leopold pointed out that the aim of “well 

istrate +r than revolutionary. But it is conditioned space” is to make occupants oblivious 
pow mn the wa to atmospheric conditions, rather than conscious 

itects 
experts to whom we refer are John E )t “comtortably warm” or “comfortably cool” sen- in home 

Minneapolis-Honeywel!l Regulator sations. The aim is rather to produce conditions 
mpat ©. Buensod, of Buensod-Stacy Air in which people can work or play free of the dis- 

— tioning Company and W. S. Galazzi, of the comtorts “caused by temperature, humidity, ex- 
ut 108 rporation ; and Charles S. Leopold, Phila- cessive air motion, noise, odor and dirt.” The 

. hia, leading engineer and consultant in the many people who now work in plants or offices 
are : 
ry whose installations include that in the famed ‘Continued to page 130) 



Freedom of Motion 

for Modern Living 

LENTY of room to move around—that’s what 

this planning offers with its large living and 

dining quarters. It was entered in the N.A.H.B. 

competition by L. M. Gunderson, Shaker 

Heights, Ohio. Its two bathrooms guarantee that 
there will be no “morning” line forming in the 

hall. 
The whole family can breakfast at one time 

without jamming the kitchen. The full bath 

downstairs does double duty as daytime lavatory 

and powder room for evening guests. All in all 
a home that opens the way to a free and open 

livability. 
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MERICANS have had 

M their vision lifted to 
expect more in the 

comforts and luxuries of 

ife in the post-war years 
han they have ever ex- 

ected before. 
This does not mean that 

hey will demand miracles. 

ut it does mean that they 
vill not accept new homes 

vhich fail to show genu- 

inely advanced planning. 
This house very well il- 

ustrates many of the fea- 
ures which will have to 

e “musts” in the finer 

omes of the post-war 

riod if they are also to be 

alable homes. 
Entered in N.A.H.B.’s 

lesign competition by 

teve Pennington of Okla- 

ioma City, this modern 
anch home is intended for 

family of four. It fol- 

ows the growing trend 
and provides two baths as 

he accepted minimum for 

p higher priced home with 

hree bedrooms. 

\nother of the “‘musts” 
ttractively served is 
reakfast space in the 

‘itchen in addition to the 

egular dining room. The 
uxury of an outdoor eat- 

ng space on the screened 
orch, step-savingly close 

0 the food-preparation 
enter, is an added feature. 

LivING Room 
25-O°X14-0" 

Lifting Livability to A New Plane of Progress 

{3-G@°X11-O 

BASEMENT 
PLAN 

Bed Room 



Ten Glued-up Arches Support Mammoth Roof 

a New Boeing Cafeteria has clear span of 

* 92’ 4” thanks to laminated wood trusses 

~ RECENT spectacular war plant job, using new techniques 

which will doubtless find many uses in post-war building, is the 

new plant cafeteria at Boeing’s in Seattle. It is a brick veneered 

vitreous tiled lined building of permanent type large enough t , 

accommodate 1600 persons at once in its main dining room. Thi 
The vaulted ceiling and roof are supported by 10 flat Gothic are! 

trusses, on 20 foot centers, rising to a center height of 28’ 344" 

Each of the 20 truss sections has a depth of 28 inches at the base Pla 
42 inches at the elbow and 12% inches at the ridge. They were 

a built to shape of 3% inch dressed Douglas fir in the Seattle plant o! 
limber Structures, Inc. using Laucks Construction glue. Thi 

square footage spanned by the ten arches is 112’ x 220’. Each off PERK 

the arches has an individual span of 92’ 4”. Chica 

This type of strong yet graceful wide-span roof support has haf tully he 
much war-time use for airplane hangars, assembly shops, bridgesg ot nor 
etc. It is a decorative arch construction which lends itself admir§average 
ably to such large post-war buildings as auditoriums, passenges§'s borde 

stations, ice arenas, swimming pools and warehouses. le thor 
arrange 

desirabl 
garage 
tive fre 
Large | 

ing ro 
overloo 

On t 
screene 

both fr 

Ing roo 
FEEDING THE FOLKS who make 
the B-17 Flying Fortresses and the 

B-29 Superbombers at the Seattle door d 

main plant of the Boeing Aircraft eneny 

Company: view at right shows . 

new Cafeteria in use. Upper con- the sec 

struction shots reveal how the rooms, 
sleeping 
Space, a 

There ; 

cedar | 

giant arch trusses were erected. 

LOO 
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e bac} Planned for Corner Lot 

This Front Cover Home 

y wert 

lant o' SLEEPING 
e. The Porcn O° 3"Kit | 
‘ach of DERKINS, Wheeler and Will, 

Chicago architects, here success- 
1as had§tully handle a number of problems 

ridges—uot normally found in planning an 
admir-§average six-room design. The lot 

ssengerg's bordered front and side by pub- 
lie thoroughfares; this made an 
arrangement around a front court 

desirable. By placing the built-in 

garage door to the rear, an attrac- 

tive front elevation was obtained. 
Large picture windows in the liv- 
ing room and master bedroom 

pm overlook the enclosed area. 

m On the opposite side a generous 
screened living porch has access 
both from the living room and din- 

ing room; it can be used for out- 

loor dining and relaxation. The 

kitchen has an efficient “U” type 

layout, with good storage area. On 
the second floor the three bed- 

rooms, one of which is called a 
sleeping porch, have ample closet 

space, and are served by two baths. 

There is a good-sized linen closet, 

cedar lined and properly shelved. 

* * <a 

REENED PORCH 
4 « 18 ¢ 

0 www = eee 

First FLoor PLAN 

rad os 

—— Se 

SECOND FLooR PLAN 

“L” TYPE plan 

features group- 

ing around a 

corner courtyard. 
Opening to ga- 
rage at rear is 
reached from 
public alley bor 

dering lot. Good 
circulation is 
possible with 

through hall. 



HANDY NOTEBOOK 
WORK SHEETS 

America
n Builder 

JOB HELPS
 

Prepared
 by 

Dave 
Smith 

Builders’ short cuts. time savers 

and how-to-do-it ideas for use in 

office or on the job. A contjnu- 

ing editorial feature appearing 

monthly. Sheets or notebooks are 

not for sale oF available in any 

other form. 

HOW TO PRO
TECT AGAINS

T SEEPAGE 

AMERK HANDY NOTEBOOK WORK SHEETS 

BASEMENTS 
AN BUII DEK 

ASPHALT 5,5 Z 

@® cEmeENT 
Fitt 

PROJECTS SEEPAGE 

TOWARD DRAIN TILE 
above gives 

The basement wall cross section 

for the construction of dry 

additional pointers 

basements. A cement fill between the footing 

and wall (A) will carry the seepage beyond 

An adequate ared 

the wall and into the tile. 

of rock fill will allow large 

age to be handled. To ma 

does not penetrate. the proper 

asphalt coating should be mopped on the out- 

side of the foundation wall before backfill. Un- 

der severe conditions 4 membrane. 

metal backed, ca 

this point. 

—_— 

amounts of drain- 

ke sure that this 

amount of 

possibly 

n be added for protection at 

}_—__—__ 

How TO BUILD TIGHT 

AN BUILDER HANDY NOTEBOOK WORK SHEETS 

RY BASEMENTS
 

PITCH TOP SOIL 

AWAY FROM BLOG. 

AMERIC 

PUDDLE AND TAMP 

NEXT TO FOUNDATION 

USE INCH WATERPIPE 

TAMP PRILLEO WITH AIR 

HOLES TO VENT POCKETS 

| , aaa SN 

Ja" seo 

In the drawing above there 

helpful ideas to assure dry 

BASEMENTS 

will be found three 

basements in locali- 

One is always to 

ties lacking good drainage. 

be sure that the grade pitches away from the 

wall to carry away surface water. In con- 
ll, puddle 

nection with this, at the time of backfi 

and tamp the fill next to 

piece of waterpipe. 

When laying the basement floor 

saturated felt membrane over 4 2” 

keep out dampness. This mem 

tend over on to the footing and up the 

HOW TO BUILD BASEMEN
T PIERS 

\MERICAN BUILDER HANDY NOTEBOOK WORK SHEETS 

MENT PIERS 

TOXIC 

TREATED 

posT 

TERMITE 

PIN 

either basementless houses OF 

construction where a wood 

require proper footings if 

up. To prevent rot these should 

excavation level or fioor level, 

the drawing. 

Piers for 

inspection, 

the foundation with a 

a 30-pound 

sand fill will 

brane should ex- 
wall. 

for 

post is desirable 

they are to stand 

project above 

as shown in 

Where the under floor space is 
termite 

not readily accessible for 

shields or treated timber are suggested. A 

steel pin set in the footing will give proper 

anchorage. Sizes of footing should be care- 

fully computed according to load and soil 

conditions. 
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How to Connect Gas 

Heat Without Chimney 

FREQUENTLY on_ jobs 
calling for the installation of 
gas heat, substantial savings 
can be made without building 
a masonry chimney. This is 
particularly true in low cost 
construction or conversion 
where the original structure did 
not have a chimney available 
for a heating plant. 

A special flue for burning 
gas, known as the Type B, has 
been approved by the Fire Un- 
derwriters. A typical applica- 
tion of this is shown in the 
drawing below. Here a gas 
heating unit has been installed 
in a closet and a Transite flue 
has been run up through a par- 
tition then carried through at- 
tic space to vent above the roof. 
Note that air space is left 

: around the flue and suitable 
: metal flashing carries it 

through the roof construction. 

“GPAARTITION 

FOR gas heat with a low flue tem- 

perature, installation as indicated 
above saves the cost of a chimney. 

HOW TO DO IT * HOW TO DOIT * HOW TODOIT * HOW TO DOIT 

within the home and in today’s plan- 
ning provision should be made for 
adequate wiring which will accom- 
modate such additional loads. Home 
financing agencies recognize this and 
give consideration of appraising 
value. Here are some suggestions. 

Circuits No. 1: 

ances, 14 gauge, 
15 ampere protec- 

tion. 2: kitchen, 

laundry, dining 
appliances; 12 

gauge, 20 amp. 3: oj y 
6 or 8 gauge, indi- $ 

vidual equipment. f 

4: spare circuits. 

lights, small appli- =, +, 

SCSCSHSSSSETSSEESSEESeeeEeeeseeeEEeS 

L 

How to Plan For Electrical Needs of Tomorrow 

THE future will bring further improvements in electrical performances 

TTT Iii 

How to Move 

Top-Heavy 

Structures 

OCCASIONALLY 
a job requires mov- 
ing a tall structure 
with weight concen- 
trated at the top. The 
Turner Construction 
Company had such a 
problem in moving a 
sprinkler tank. To do 
this each leg was 
counterweighted 
with large bins filled 
with sand. Tower 
was braced and 
guyed before anchor- 
age was cut loose. 
Jacks put each leg on 
dollies; it traveled 
rails to new location. 

103 

residences, applied 

How to Make Tight Joints in Plywood Exteriors 

JUST before the war, panels of exterior grade plywood were used exten- 
sively for outside finish on commercial and industrial structures as well as 

either horizontally or 
vertically. Several 
methods are shown 
here for handling the 
joints. The simplest 
is a caulked butt SHIPLAP 

type. Others are a 
V-joint, shiplap 
joint, or mould-cov- 
ered joint all proper- 
ly caulked. The prob- 
lem on_ horizontal 

BUTT-JOINT 

joints can be handled 
either with a water 
table mould or 
through flashing, both 
caulked as illustrated. 

PTTTTTTTITITITITITTTLL LLL lie 
4 . . . 

eescescen" 

¢ HOW TO DOIT 
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How to Add Utility to Detached Carage 

A LARGE post-war market for garages is foreseen to take care of wat 
housing requirements and rebuilding of deteriorated structures as well as 
those to be built in connection with new homes. This particular tield of 
fers many opportunities. The garage, however, has become more than car 
storage; planning for additional uses has become popular. One such idea 
is shown here in the 
addition of a play 
room wing It has 
a separate door t 
keep the youngsters 
away from tools and 

“p0 

ar 

1 ihe 
after they  beconx Ch 

is a ed 
older it can be con 
verted to a hobby cs ee 

room = of aa Nal THIS 20 by 20 two ARAGE 
space as sketched egy garage has well t- O'X20 
here by the Craw * * 
cet Tis Cin Be ke lighted multi - use -” 

an attractive addition room as a wing with L . i. 
nstead of aneve sore separate entrance. 
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How to Build 

In Freezing 

Weather é 

WHILE laying 
block foundations, 
\W. C. Doering ran 
into a cold wave in 
Milwaukee. Work 
had to be halted until 
a large tent was used 
to cover the entire 
basement. Salaman 
ders raised the inside 
temperature 40 to 
50 degrees. He used 
it Rex concrete mix 

er outside the tent 
with an inclining 
trench as a passage 
wav to the work. 

How to _— Drip From Cold Water Pipes 

IN planning basement space 
lor use as a finished room 
serving recreation, laundry, 
or other purposes, dripping 
condensation from _ cold 
water pipes has to be elim 
inated. To the several mate- 
rials already being used to 
do this job, a new one is now 
available. Nodrip Tape is 
the name of this tested prod- 
uct which is reportedly ap- 
plied quickly and easily 
without tools or experience 
lt is wrapped around the 
pipe and fittings to form a 
snug jacket as shown in the 
illustration. This cork filled 
material can be left in its 
natural brown color. or 
painted. 
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Details of Mason -NS 

Construction fo 

Better Buildin 

By R. J. Alexander 

N' ) building is any sounder th 
the masonry upon which 

rests. So this month the detg 
plate presents proper design ¢ 
footings, foundations, and wall 
Various materials are includedg 
that wide application is possiblé 

looting sizes are indicated fe 
8, 10, and 12 inch concrete fo 
dations used under normal cond 
tions. A special spread tooting# 
shown for use on new fill, or we 
vround. Footings for 9 and ] 
inch brick or tile walls give size 
for these materials. A post foo 
ing completes this group. 
sizes shown here will not cove 
all conditions found in the field 
However, they are as nea 
standard as possible for averag 
loads found in residential con 
struction. The builder’s own ex 
perience will provide him with 
rule of thumb for varying thi 
practice. 

Wall details indicate method 
laying reinforcing pilasters ¢ 

. basement wall; also shown 1 
the proper method of tying joist 
into such a wall. In one cas 
the masonry units are usé 
through wall to give a 16” squa 
pilaster; in the other the block 
are merely laid as a back up. 

Wall copings are indicated i 
the commonly used material 
shown in both section and ele 
tion. Also the problem of proper 
ly handling openings in exteri¢ 
walls is covered in steel and 
inforced concrete lintels ove 
window and door frames; brid 
ind cast cement window sills. 
The special problem of aré 

walls is covered in a reinforee 
cast cement type and the mo 
common poured concrete ard 
wall; both are anchored at 
sides. It is important that t 
bottom of window areawa 
either have connection to a drat 
or provide deep enough fill # 
hold the maximum amount @ 
raintall experienced in the le 
cality. A few inches extra de 
in heavy, poorly drained soil will 
be a worth-while  protectio® 
against water coming over t 
sill of a window that might & 
left open or not fit air-tight. 

HOW TO DO IT * HOW TODOIT * HOWTODOIT * HOWTODOIT © HOWTODOTI 
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Orderly Planning of Public Works Will 

Aid Reconversion of Private Construction 

U. S. Chamber's proposals to Congress 

would release public works when pri- 

vate work is slack, aid home building 

MV HAT are the reasonable expectations as to construction’s 
part in our postwar economy?” Edward P. Palmer, 

chairman of the Construction and Civic Development Com 
mittee of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, asked the House 
Subcommittee on Public Works and Constructien when he 
presented this report. “It appears that permanently, that is 
to say after the urgent work necessarily postponed during the 
war has been done, we should not count upon the industry to 
provide more than 10 to 15 per cent of the total national in- 
come and employment. Traditionally this means public work 
at 3-1/3 to 5 per cent of the total national income and em- 
ployment, Obviously we must look beyond construction for 
the great bulk of post-war employment. 

‘What I will now present to you are the recommendations 
of the National Chamber’s Construction and Civic Develop- 
ment Department Committee with respect to the handling of 
public works, and their relation to the rest of construction,” 

American Builder, May 1945 merice 

Palmer said. The recommendations follow under seven head. 
ings along with supporting arguments of the committee 

1. Responsibilities of Federal, State, and Lec 
Governments—Traditionally we have financed our publig 
works through the tax power of that government agen 
administering the completed project. But, as a result of y, 
rious stresses and pressures, local government jurisdictior 
have tended to look more to state governments for assistang 
in financing their public works. States and localities havg 
tended to look more to the federal government for aid. 

We have drifted so far in these directions that it is timg 
to take our bearings. We should improve our procedures fog 
determining what public works we need and can afford. | 
that connection we need to establish rules defining which 
government level should finance each of the various classes of 
public works essential to an active economy. 

It is suggested, therefore, that we accept this basic prin 
ciple: The federal government will finance only those public 
works which lie within its jurisdiction or fields of direct te- 
sponsibility. All other public works will be financed by stat 
and local governments. 

(Continued to page 132) 

CATALOGS AND 

HOW-TO-DO-IT INFORMATION 

129—RADIANT HEATING THOROUGHLY EXPLAINED—Just off 
the press is a 52 page book by A. M. Byers Co., Pitts- 
burgh, that is a working manual on the subject. The 
book records 23 typical installations including 10 houses 
in various price brackets. Also there are 12 pages de- 
voted to answering questions on the subject of radiant 
heating that have been most frequently asked during 
the past seven years at lectures on the subject and letters 
received by the Byers Company. In short, here are 
most of the answers regarcing radiant heating. 

130—VERSATILITY OF POWER TOOLS—is the backbone of 
a new leaflet by the Red Star Products Inc., of Cleveland. 
A pivoted arm—or versatile elbow—saw permits a wide 
number of miter cuts—up to 80 degrees left and right 
Other remarkable features of the saw, as well as drill 
and circular routing, are explained in the leaflet. 

131—RADIATION-CONVECTION-CONDUCTION—These are the 
three types of heating explained in a booklet by Kohler 
of Kohler, Wis., entitled “Radiant Heating for the Mod 
ern Home.” As we all know, the heating of post-war 
houses is an important item all along the line from 
builder to home buver, so the more information on the 
subject the better. 

132—X MARKS THE SPOT—So says Pryne & Company, 
Los Angeles, Cal., in a booklet describing how to elim- 
inate unwanted air at the source. This is done by a 
special fan which embodies both the suction and blower 
principles, and carries out stale air with ease. Good to 
know about. 

133—-CUSTOM BUILT KITCHENS—to fit the needs of the in- 
dividual home is the theme of a booklet published by 
St. Charles Mfg. Co. of St. Charles, Ill. Their complete 
line of kitchen cabinets is covered in the folder, plus 
many accessories that help make an efficient running 
kitchen. Suggested layouts are pictured showing cabinet 
combinations for different shaped kitchens. 

134—THE RIGHT SIZE SAW—for every kind of work is oi. 
fered by De Walt Products Corp. of Lancaster, Pa., i 
their newest folder. Each model is illustrated wit! 
specifications and all of the operations handled by thes 
versatile saws are covered, emphasizing time’ saved tr 
the woodworking shop. 

135—HOW TO PICK THE RIGHT PAINT—is the keynote of Be 
three folders prepared by Pratt & Lambert, Inc., Buffalo 
N.Y. These folders present painting specifications fo: 
three types of homes—High Grade—Medium Price at 
Low Cost. The specifications set forth the kind of ma 
terial to be used; number of coats to be applied on t! 
various surfaces throughout the entire house; colors t 
be used in each room; the character of workmanshi 
and responsibility of the contractor. 

136—HOW TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM FIREPLACE EFFICIENCY—i: 
“pega sce ix ste leg vaio eardiges Even ° 

subject of mailing piece covering fireplace dampers pub 
lished by Donley Brothers Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Fou much 
types of dampers are illustrated, with model number Yo 
for varying sizes of fireplace openings. These include ever 
Chain Control—Rotary Control—Poker Control an y 
Flat Dampers. Fireplace construction principles are alsof 0. . 
given in this six page folder. vuara 
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SERVICE COUPON—CLIP and MAIL to CHICAGO f by roc 
For 5 

Readers Service Department, (May, 1945) Ba greg 

American Builder, Un 
105 W. Adams St., Chicago 3, Ill. =e 
Please send me additional information on the following product — P 
items, or the catalogs, listed in this department: 

Numbers 
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OCCUPATION® 
*Please note that occupation must be stated if full service Is to be giver 
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Beneath the Surface... 

Even when you look close, there’s 

much more than meets the eye. 

Your reputation is staked on 

every roof you build. Up there, 

too... with your promises and 

guarantees ... rests your custom- 

ers confidence in you. 

Keep those guarantees secure... 

by roofing with Flintkote shingles. 

tor beneath their surfaces there’s 

4 great deal more... 

Unseen, but very much present 

are physical advantages that give 

ir: 

a great deal more! 

your customers an extra bonus of 

service. And also unseen, are other 

intangible elements that cut costs, 

safeguard the investment of the 

purchaser, and the reputation of 

the builder. 

They are Flintkote’s matchless 

skill and special knowledge of as- 

phalt and asbestos products... 

decades of research and craftsman- 

ship in the manufacture of build- 

ing materials...the constant sam- 

ple testing that tells in advance 

0 EE a 

my ES ae Coot (V0 Wlore 

THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY - 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y. 

Atlanta « Boston + Chicago Heights « Detroit + East Rutherford « Los Angeles + New Orleans *« Waco + Washington 

how Flintkote products will per- 

form in service...and an un- 

changing adherence to the ideal 

of quality. 

Such ingredients bear no price 

tag, appear on no specification 

sheet. 

That is what we mean when we 

say that beneath the surface there’s 

a great deal more. 

PG 

BUILDING 

MATERIALS 
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“We've cot the 

answer When 

the heat’s 

turned on!” 

You know... we know... that the 

heat of post-war competition is 

going to be something! Now is none 

too soon to set your sights on solid 

selling points for the homes you are 

going to build. We predict that the man 

who plans homes equipped with Spencer 

Heaters is going to have a happy time of it. 

Broad statement? Not when you consider that into the 

building of the new Spencer Heater line will go over a 

half-century of heater experience combined with the 

ingenuity and engineering knowledge of The 

Aviation Corporation . . . skills developed and proved 

during the war years. New economy and utility .. . 

combined with Spencer dependability, will bring you a 

heater that you’ll want to include in the specifications 

for the post-war homes you’re planning. We'll be 

pleased to furnish you with more information. 

SPENCER HEATER 

Division—The Aviation Corporation. Williamsport, Pa. 
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will be better-built with 

STANLEY 

HARDWARE 

One of America’s greatest construction revivals 
will be the modernization of independent stores. 
But attractive appearance is only part of the pic- 
ture. Sensing that successful competition will 

depend on better service and lower operating costs, 
merchants are making efficiency and durability the 
keynote of every plan. And that’s where Stanley 

Hardware comes in! ' 

The entire modern store-—from “Magic Door” 

front entrance to rear stockroom bin and closet — 
will be fitted out attractively, efficiently and dur- 

ably if you install Stanley Hardware. The satis- 

faction and good will gained with each completed 
job will lead to others. You get the preference — 
and the profit. The Stanley Works, New Britain, 

Connecticut. 
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Ideal indoor aaa year round 7 

Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning has proved its efficiency |icea! : 
erfect 

in more than 400 installations during the past four years ‘Serve 

began, 

limina 

During the past four years, more than Even during the hottest, most humid ents | 

400 homeowners and businessmen through- | summer weather, these buildings have been ir cor 

out the United States have enjoyed anew kept refreshingly cool and comfortable by romple 

experience in living and working comfort. _ the draft-free circulation of cleaned, cooled }/ear-r« 

In their homes and commercial estab- _ air, from which sticky, enervating humid- humid 

lishments, located inevery part ofthe ity has been removed. And in winter Rnd in 

country, they’ve reveled in an ideal _they’ve been kept warm and comfortable— tulates 

indoor climate . . . maintained at just and clean—by the circulation of filtered tween 

the proper temperature and humidity warm air to which just the right amount of [-the | 

for maximum living and working com- humidity has been added. at the 

fort . . . the whole year round! The new equipment that provided this The 

ees 

Servel Ud Yeu Gas 
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COMFORTABLY LLL WINTER / 

id... for your post-war homes 

CNCYy jideal indoor climate the year round was 

erfected by Servel, maker of the Silent 

servel Gas Refrigerator, just before the war 

began, after more than ten years of pre- 

liminary research and engineering. It repre- 

humid ents an entirely new concept in all-year 

re been [ir conditioning. One simple, central unit — 

ble by yompletely self-contained —does the whole 

cooled #ear-round job. It cleans, cools and de- 

humid- #umidifies the air in summer, cleans, warms 

winter #nd humidifies it in winter, cleans and cir- 

table— [ulates it at prevailing temperatures be- 

filtered ween seasons. One simple central control 

punt of (the Selectrol—regulates all six functions 

at the touch of a finger. 

The Servel All- Year Gas Air Conditioner, 

ears 

ed this 

as\Ai
r Co

ndit
ione

r 

already tested, proved, and approved by 

every one who has tried it, will be available 

for your post-war homes just as soon as 

materials and facilities are released from 

war work. Because it offers just the type of 

all-year air conditioning that prospective 

post-war homeowners and builders are say- 

ing they will want, it will pay you to find 

out more about it now. 

You can get complete technical data from 

your local Gas Company. Or we'll be glad to 

furnish it direct, together with any informa- 

tion you might like to have about the more 

than four hundred installations already in 

successful operation. Just write Servel, Inc., 

1505 Morton Street, Evansville 20, Ind. 

SUMMER COOLING 

IN ONE SIMPLE UNIT 

MADE BY THE MAKER OF 

THE SERVEL GAS REFRIGERATOR 

WINTER HEATING 
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Every unfinished basement has profite With the housing shortage, owners Remodel old restaurants, dining | Wi 
able jobs for the carpenter-builder want every foot of space in profitable rooms, small stores, into streamlined, | ‘tra 
... utility rooms, vegetable storage use. Finished attics mean more rooms attractive places; build tourist cabins, | ere 
rooms, extra closets, etc. to rent or enjoy. week-end hideaways, etc. sul 
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..- With J-M Insulating Board! 

YX JITH wartime restrictions on many types 

of construction, and with the increasing 

scarcity of lumber, consider what you can do 

with Johns-Manville Insulating Board. 

This low-cost, versatile building material, 

with its attractive “pre-finished” surface, is easy 

to work, can be quickly installed. And with 

plenty of jobs to be had, J-M Insulating Board 

enables youto keep busy on work thatis profitable. 

Take a look at some of the possibilities. In 

the panel below are just a few of many kinds of 

Insulating Board projects that you can do now. 

How J-M Insulating Board Can Help You 

Quicker and surer profits can be yours with J-M 

Insulating Board because... 

@ The large, economical sheets (4 feet wide and 
from 6 to 12 feet long) are quick-covering, light 
in weight and easy to handle. 

-OFFICES 

ning With J-M Insulating Board you can 
ined, transform outdated offices into mod- 
bins, ern, desirable, good-looking office 

suites. A big market! 

Ae 

i aad 8 te 

@ They are structurally strong, made of interlaced 
wood fibers .. . can easily be sawed to any desired 

shape . . .and can be speedily beveled, grooved, 
or scored for decorative effects. 

@ J-M Insulating Board insulates as it builds . . . 

provides effective protection against heat and cold. 

@ An exclusive Johns-Manville finishing process 
gives the material a “‘factory-finished”’ Glaze- 

coat surface that is amazingly smoother . . . more 
attractive. 

Your dealer will be glad to give you prices and 

samples. He also has literature containing many 
other practical ideas for profitable jobs, using J-M 

Insulating Board as well as J-M Weathertite 

Sheathing, J-M Insulating Lath, and pre-cut In- 

sulating Bevel Panels and Planks. 

Johns-Manville, 22 East 40th Street, New 
See your dealer now or write today to 5 

York 16, New York. ; Al 

cams cleanly 
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PUT A 

HOMELITE 

ON THE JOB 

AND GET IT DONE 

MUCH FASTER 

American Builder, May 1945. 

Small enough for one man to 

carry, a 2000 watt Homelite Gaso- 

line-Engine-Driven Generator pro- 

duces enough electric power to 

operate time-saving tools in the 

hands of several men. K 

Capable of producing more horsepower per 

pound than other portable generators, a 

Homelite gives you longer and better service 

with less trouble and maintenance. Self-lubricat- 

ing, air-cooled, and equipped with over-size 

ball bearings, the Homelite built-in two-cycle 

gasoline engine stands up dependably under 

all types of tough working conditions. 

Just one of many uses for a Homelite. Send for our 
new booklet showing all the time-saving uses of 
Homelite Portable Generators, Pumps, and Blowers. 

HOMELITE CORPORATION 

Dr table 
rome PORT CHESTER, NEW YORK 

S © GENERATORS « BLOWERS 
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ANY REMODELING 

BUDGET can include this 

practical, low-cost 

BATHE-RITE SHOWER 

CABINET 

When You Estimate home remodeling or rebuilding jobs, 

suggest and include the modest cost of a “BATHE-RITE” 

Shower Cabinet. EVERYONE appecciaes the healthful 

advantages of shower bathing — and a “BATHE-RITE” 

Shower Cabinet installed in the bathroom, utility room, or 

basement answers the problem of “how and where.” 

BATHE-RITE Shower Cabinets are prefabricated and re- 

quire no special wall or floor preparation. Installation is 

simplicity itself. 

Quality, Strength, and Durability are inbuilt characteris 

tics of the ““BATHE-RITE” Shower Cabinet. You may 

recommend it to your clients with the fullest confidence 

Ask your plumber for details, or write direct for 1945 

catalog. 

MILWAUKEE STAMPING COMPANY 

800-S South 72nd Street * Milwaukee 14, Wisconsin 

Bathe-Rite moves 

Available now: in 30” x 30” and 32” x 32” sizes. 
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LOVESETS... TOMORROW 

{merican Builder, May 1945 

PUBLING 

AND POST-WAR HOMES 

Qe Trend-Investigating Editor Patricia Guinan takes time 
.© investigate “Lovesets,” newest trousseau word referring to china, 
glassware, linens and silver bought an sets of two for complete har 
mony. Here she’s discussing the matter with Carole Siupell, owner 
of Madison Avenue’s famous Gift Shop. Read Mrs. Guinan’s article 
on this new table setting concept in House Beautiful for May 

f 
% 

3. Hearing All Sides of the story is House Beautiful’s 
business. So after she addressed the annual meeting of Ponderosa 
Pine Woodwork recently in Minneapolis, Editor-in-Chief Elizabeth 
Gordon traded opinions on likely developments in Post-War Housing 
with President E. L. Shevlin, (middle). General Manager Robert M. 
Bodkin, (extreme right) and Vice-President E. J. Curtis, (extreme left). 

(pos 

YOU KNOW IT’S RIGHT WHEN } 

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL 

. ay 

%, Post-War Comfort at home is a fetish with House 
Beautiful. So Editor Florence Paine looks into automatic fueling, 
vital part of the picture. Here she is getting all of the important 
angles of the activities going on in the stoker field from C. T. Burg, 
General Sales Manager of the Iron Fireman Manufacturing Com- 
pany, outstanding leader in the business. 

4, Trend Checking is the watchword throughoit the 
entire House Beautiful organization. Here’s Publisher R. A. Hoefer 
weighing the pro’s and con's of Post-War Storage in the home with 
Mr. F. J. Vogt, President of Knape & Vogt Manufacturing Co., manu 
facturers of K-veniences, closet fixtures and A. Harold Miles, Eastern 
Representative. 

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL is the magazine that in- 

terprets your market for you! It’s FIRST in the 

home field ... the must magazine for those who 

make it their business to know their business. 
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Orders are now being accepted for 

future delivery. Write or wire for 

catalog and prices. 

GERITY-ADRIAN 

] ADRIAN, MICHIGAN 

CORP. 



With RADIO CONTROL you simply push 
a button on the instrument board of 
your car to open or close garage doors! 

Use the time-proved, dependable 

Barber-Colman RADIO CONTROL 

for garage doors... 

We designed, built, and installed Radio Control for 

garage doors in 1926 — nearly 20 years ago! Between 

then and 1936 we redesigned the units several times, 

simplifying the equipment and improving its depend- 

ability of operation. For the last 9 years (except for the 

war period) we have been offering a successful system 

which has proved its reliability in hundreds of satisfac- 

tory installations. With indications of a growing de- 

mand for this outstanding convenience in post-war 

homes, we urge you to investigate the distinctive fea- 

tures of the BARBER-COLMAN Radio Control. Your 

Barber-Colman representative has complete informa- 

tion or, if you prefer, we will be glad to send you our 

descriptive literature. Be ready to specify BARBER- 

COLMAN time-proved, dependable RADIO CON- 

TROL for garage doors! 

FACTORY-TRAINED SALES and SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY 

ch of EBS Se Sg . ROCKFORD, ILL. 
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Cortright 

(Continued from page 73) 

two million units for a estimated eight 
million people in congested war areas. 
As of March lst more than 53,000 units 
were under construction and another 
60,000 have been authorized and were 
ready to be placed under construction. 
Private financing will take care of 
41,000 of these and the remaining 19,000 
will be built with public funds. 

On the H-2 side of the ledger only 
| 25,000 units have been authorized in 111 
communities since early last fall. This is 

| only a fraction of the total N.H.A. pro- 
'gramming to meet the urgent need in 
hundreds of communities. Refusal to 
approve the programs by the Area Pro- 
duction Urgency Committees has re- 
duced a program of at least 10,000 units 
per month to a trickle. As we have said 
many times in the past, it is most impor- 
tant for Local Builders’ Associations to 
keep in close touch with the A.P.U.C 
committees in their cities. Labor condi 
tions can change rapidly and there has 
been a substantial improvement in a 
number of places. Whenever this hap- 

|pens the H-2 program will be recon- 
sidered and approval secured. 

N.H.A.'s report discloses complete 
failure in housing veterans. Only 2,700 
priorities for constructing homes for 
former service people have been issued! 
Since more than 1,750,000 veterans have 
been discharged and as the present rate 
of release approximates 60,000 per 
month it is obvious that this demand is 
not being met. A number of factors 
contribute to this condition, but the 
phrasing of the housing title of the Vet- 
erans Bill of Rights requiring “reason- 
able normal value” is largely at tault 
Since reproduction cost and present mar 
ket value have increased and will prob 
ably stay at this level for sometime, the 

|issue is now clearly one for the Con 
Either current values must be 

recognized or the purpose of the act 
| will not be accomplished. Since the in- 
ception of the H-3 program, more than 
a year ago, 15,000 priorities have been 
granted to relieve cases of individual 
hardship. 

gress. 

H-2 program bogs down on F.H.A 
litle Il evaluating process. Even the 
modest program above referred to is 
encountering serious difficulties because 
of an increased construction cost. Re- 
fusal to recognize existing market levels 
is forcing financing in many areas into 
the hands of banks and savings and loan 

| institutions. F.H.A.’s pos tion is that the 
|economic soundness requirement of the 
|act requires a long-range view. They 
| recognize that the stabilized cost factor 
must be modified by taking current costs 
and straining out those which they be- 
lieve are purely temporary. An example 
of this would be premium payments for 
equipment or materials because of extr 
haulage charges or non-competitive sup 
ply. Increased labor rates are recognized 
but none of the other costs “which will 

(Continued to page 120) 
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Kitchens like this 

EO SUS FI Se ase Ti ne alll 

Walls and ceilings of Nairn Wall 
“on si he’ Linoleum provide a crack-proof, 

i permanent finish that will last as 
long as the house itself. 

@ One look at the colorful beauty and the Doors of matching or contrasting 
; Nairn Linoleum “tie in” with the 

up-to-the-minute appearance of 

Linoleum brings to a room . . . and prospects the rest of the room. They are easy 
. to keep spotless. 

any practical advantages that Nairn 

are sold for keeps. Make your post-war 

houses sell on sight by including the many 

sought for” features that Nairn Linoleum offers. Nairn, the 

ighest quality linoleum, known for half a century for its 

beauty and lasting qualities, adds durability and serviceability 

to rooms .. . hastens completion . . . 

permits immediate occupancy. Fully For modern floors and walls 

guaranteed when installed in accordance N Al e N L | N 0 L f U M 

with manutacturer’s specifications. 

Congoleum-Nairn Inc., Kearny, N. J. 

a 

a 
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Counter tops and work surfaces of 
Nairn Linoleum are colorful and 
stain resistant ...easy to keep clean. 

TE aa NS a EB ew - ok = 

Cabinet fronts of Nairn Wall Lino- 
leum retain their color and beauty 

. never need redoing. 

Quiet, resilient floors of Nairn Lino- 
leum are satin-smooth, require a mini- 
mum of upkeep. They may be readily 
styled with contrasting strips, borders, 
insets, to give unique effects. 

SATISFACTION | 
| GUARANTEED 

or 
YOUR MONEY BACK / 

easy to maintain, colorful, permanent, resilient. 
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THE FIGURES} ’ 

wuz WRONG! |. 

the printed Proof 

is on the Tape 

“Snttty weeds — \ mutripliicrte 

* 
7x12 784 

the PRINTING calculator | 7 1 2v 

@ A garage too small for the auto! 

The Remington Rand Printing Calcu- Aas o%ai 

lator prevents such expensive figuring 9 

errors and also saves time by simultan- + 

eously working, printing and proving all 2* 

your problems on a tape. GA dition 

It is the ONLY machine that:  ammmmmeantele” 

Divides automatically and prints > > ; 

Multiplies and prints 

Subtracts and prints 62258 

Adds and prints. spb 

6000 
It prints every figure you need, as shown 

by the simple problems on the tape. It 

saves time and costs in figuring estimates, 

bills, payrolls and all kinds of figure work. 

Let it save for YOU. Phone your nearest 

Remington Rand office for a demonstration 

today, or write to us at Buffalo 5, N. Y., for 

the free booklet TOPS. 

Deliveries according to W PB regulations 
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(Continued from page 118) 
evaporate quickly when a_ reasonable 
balance of the supply and demand has 
been achieved.’ All of this adds up to 
an impasse in many cases and seriously 
retards the resumption of activity. 

| Revised F.H.A. underwriting man- 
| ual nearing completion—In about six 
| weeks this handbook explaining the sys- 
tem of operation in matters of cost evalu- 
ation, architectural design, mortgage 
credit, minimum construction require- 
ments, land planning, etc., will be off the 
press 

Bill for insurance company hous- 
ing in Pennsylvania is nearing passage 
Legislation sponsored by life insurance 
companies permitting the investment uj 
to 10 per cent of assets in constructior 
of large housing projects has been in 
troduced in a number of states. In Penn 
sylvania the resistance has been particu 
larly powerful and it now appears that 
imendments limiting the activities t 
slum clearance will be accepted. It is 
apparent from statements made by legis 
lative officials that the bill was offere: 
under the guise of “opening the road fc 
slum clearance.” Actually the insurancé 
companies aim at the $12 to $15 pe: 
room per month market in direct con 
petition with private builders. If the) 
proposed to confine their activities t 
land within the city limits and to hous- 
ing a slightly lower income group thar 
this, builders in those States would not 
resist but would support such enabling 
legislation 

A construction division wil! probably 
be created in Commerce Department 
Responding to proposals made by the 
Construction and Civic Development 
Department Committee of the National 
Chamber, Secretary Henry Wallace has 
indicated that he will probably establish 
a construction division. The primary 
purpose will be to assemble in one place 
basic data regarding construction activ- 
ity in both private and public works. The 
division will also cooperate with the con- 
struction industry in “promoting mar- 
kets with a view to obtaining as nearly 
stabilized activity in this important seg- 
ment of the economy as possible.” 

Residential and farm building 
should have number one priority accord 

(Continued to page 122) 

ESTIMATING 

That CLICKS 
A course of instruction for home study has been pre 
pared by a General Contractor with more than @ 
years experience. It teaches by a self correcting 
method, with special instruction If needed, a System 
of Estimating used by thousands of successful er 
timators and general contractors for more than % 
years. 

This is strictly a course in cost estimating using ful! 
scale drawings, and specifications. The Instructior 
covers each successive step that must be taken te 
prepare an estimate, complete In every detail, for 
bidding on lump sum contracts. Sold on a monty 
back guarantee basis. For particulars address: 

TAMBLYN SYSTEM, 
Dept. AB, 210 Johnson Building, Denver 2, Cole 

Amer 

BUY 

HOIS] 
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Take a well-built home equipped with a home. That’s where GAR WOOD comes 

finicky heating unit .. . frequent break- in. Actual surveys have proven that 

downs .. . chilly rooms . . . overheated Tempered-Aire provides excellent heat- 

rooms. The result? Unhappy owners. A ing performance with savings in fuel con- 

comparable home equipped with the sumption ranging as much as 50°% below 

proper heating unit will draw praise for the average for the community. Gar 

the architect and acknowledgment that Wood will offer a complete new line of 

“the builder knows his stuff”. Good oil or gas-fired Tempered-Aire and Boiler 

heating equipment is a vital part of any Burner Units for homes of all sizes. Get 

in the habit of recommending Gar Wood 

Heating Equipment for your homes. 

Ask the Gar Wood Dealer in your com- 

munity to notify you when the new post- 

war models are available. 

BUY MORE BONDS 

and keep them. 

GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES, inc., HEATING DIVISION 

er 2, Cole 
en 

7924 RIOPELLE STREET DETROIT 11, MICHIGAN 

HOISTS and BODIES . . . WINCHES and CRANES . . . TANKS . . . ROAD MACHINERY . . . MOTOR BOATS 



STANLEY TOOLS 

Anvil Tools 

Awls 

Bars — Ripping 

Bit Braces 

Boring Tools 

Breast Drills 

Chisels — Cold 

Chisels — Wood 

Hammers 

Hand Drills 

Knife 

Levels 

Marking Gauges 

Mitre Boxes ‘ 

Planes 

Punches 

Rules 

Saw Sets 

Scrapers 

Screw Drivers 

Sledges 

Soldering Irons (Electric) 

Spoke Shaves 

Squares 

Vises 

Precision and strength, built into all 

Stanley Tools, are emphasized in the 

mitre box. Without numerous com- 

plicated parts, it performs every re- 

quired mitre operation with speed and 

accuracy. It features: one-piece swivel 

and upright—saw guides with roller 

bearings — quadrant marked in degrees 

and numbered for odd and even-sided 

figures—length stop for duplicate 

work. These qualities, vital in wartime, 

will continue to be preferred —to your 

benefit. 

As the working of wood, metal and 

plastics turns from military to civilian 

production, Stanley aims to provide 

more tools as well as refinements of 

design not possible under urgent war- 

time mass production. 

STANLEY TOOLS 

133 Elm St., New Britain, Conn. 

ST
AN
LE
Y 

J. 

THE TOOL BOX OF THE WORLD 
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(Continued from page 120) 
| ing to Secretary Wallace. In converting 
the economy from war to peace, Wallace 
believes the prompt resumption of con- 
struction should have first place. The 
expansion should take place, he feels, on 
a “sustained yield” basis—that is that 
business concerns in this field not only 
should expand their market progressive- 
ly, but should do so as far as practicable 
with a view to modifying extreme fluctu- 
ations of construction activity. He ex- 
pressed the belief that such a construc- 
tion division working in cooperation 
with the industry could be extremely 
useful. 

* - * 

Post-War Building 

Needs Trained Men 

(Continued from page 79) 

sociation with apprentices in allied 
trades helps tremendously to round 
out his education in his own. 

The accompanying pictures tell the 
story of the transition of an old barn 
into a gymnasium, at present a center 
of activity on the campus. Available 
now for indoor sports, entertainments 
and meetings, the present floor area is 
70’ x 76’, with a “clear” area of 46’ x 
76’. Ceiling lines are 17’-6” at the side 
walls, and 22’-6” at the center. Inter- 
ior work, from the beams down, in- 
cluded many new joists, double 
flooring, painting and decorating, etc., 
and was completed in six and a half 
five-day weeks, with an average of 20 

| boys working seven hours a day. One 
of the problems overcome was the re- 
moval of knee braces, commonly 
found in large barns. To do this, 

| additional members were placed in 
and to the old trusses without dis- 
turbing them, thereby using them and 
creating an enlarged height laterally, 
as well as a high, wide ceiling line. 

The writer feels that immediate 
postwar co-operation will be a must 
among trade schools, educational sys- 
tems and builders and contractors, in 
order that a sufficient number of well- 
trained, skilled craftsmen will be avail- 
able by the time, or shortly after, 
materials for building begin to flow 
freely in quantity again. The factor 
of sufficient and efficient manpower 
will be one of the building industry’s 
weightiest problems, and it is up to 

| the industry to set about solving it. 

ESTIMATING 

ASSURANCE 

Examine a copy of the “‘Bullding Labor Catcula- 
tor’, and see if you would part with It for a 
hundred dollars if you couldn't get another. 
Not a book for occasional reference, but one you 
will use daily in the office and on the job. It 
contains over 100 tables crammed full of reliable 
information giving the labor hours and material 
quantities needed to do almost any piece of bulld- 
ing work. 
Thousands of estimators and contractors have 
bought this book after giving it a trial. You may 
test your copy for ten days, and if you are not 
fully satisfied for any reason, your money plus 
the postage to return it will be refunded at once. 
The price is $10.00 with order. We pay postage. 

TAMBLYN SYSTEM 
Dept. AC 

Johnson Bldg. Denver 2, Colorado 
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As you design new structures or plan the remodeling of 

old ones consider the many ways architectural metals can 

serve your needs. 

Not only do architectural metals lend themselves admir- 

ably for decorative purposes but they also offer unlimited 

possibilities for practical, utilitarian applications. 

You may be after a particular effect in an entrance, stair- 

way, balustrade or grille—or it may be the need for extra 

strength or protection in some building device, service or 

construction equipment. In either case, for beauty or utility, 

architectural metals serve you best. 

Architectural metals, both ferrous and non-ferrous, will be 

available for immediate use again when building restric- 

tions are lifted. Include them in your plans now. Write 

today for Directory of Leading Architectural Metal Fabri- 

cators. Address Dept. AB-S. 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 

ORNAMENTAL METAL 

MANUFACTURERS 

209 CEDAR AVENUE TAKOMA PARK WASHINGTON 12, B.C. 
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Positive Ventilation 

without Down-Dratt! 

Ends annoyance and danger of 
pilot lights blown out by down-drafts. 

No matter which way the wind blows, the revolutionary, 

aerodynamically correct design of the Breidert Air-X- 

Hauster enables it to provide safe, sure ventilation. No 

moving parts... “back-draft” eliminated where no in- 

terior negative pressure exists! ¢ Unlike conventional 

P ventilators, the Breidert has 
\ = =) y \ been thoroughly tested (by 

Smith, Emery & Co., Pacific 

Coast branch, Pittsburgh Test- 

“tot ing Laboratories) with wind 

Old Breidert blowing at al/ angles, and its 

Method Method capacities certified. 

> =m 

THE ANSWER TO GAS HEATER PROBLEMS... The Breidert 
does not have the defects of conventional types of caps and 
accessories. It eliminates the necessity for down-draft diverters, 
with accompanying dangers of explosion in case unburned gas 
accumulates or is blown into the room. 

Breidert Air-X-Hausters 

for Roofs and Chimney Tops 

There is a Breidert 
Air-X-Hauster for 
practically every 
home, commercial 
and industrial venti- 
lating problem. 
Thousands are suc- 
cessfully in use in all 
parts of the country. TYPE A TYPE B CHIMNEY TOPS 

WRITE FOR FREE ENGINEERING DATA BOOK... contains 
specifications and installation data, certified capacity ratings, 
etc. Address Dept. AB 

G.C.BREIDERT CO. 
634 South Spring Street, Los Angeles 14, California 

REPRESENTATIVES LOCATED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE U.S 
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Ideal Small Homes for Post-War 

(Continued from page 83) 

ent members of the family. 
“Sleeping rooms are ordinarily all of a fixed size but th 

need for the rooms varies. Partitions between the rooms ar 
cabinets 4 feet long and 2 feet wide, three of which make y 
the wall. These are movable and, therefore, can be placed ir 
a position where the separation or wall is desired.” 

Another favorite idea is the use of a mechanical core t 
include all plumbing and heating, cooking, refrigeration, an 
laundry facilities. Such a unit planned from presently avail 
able equipment or later offered as a single unit would off. 
recognized economies. 

Other definite design trends acknowledged as features t 
continue and become more important in post-war homes in 
clude greater use of built-in features, simpler exteriors, glas: 
panels and larger windows, complete insulation and mor 
efficient heating, improved lighting, and more compact, mor 
efficient kitchens. On the other hand many gadgets and trick 
devices predicted by proponents of the miracle home hay 
been eliminated by these planners. On the whole the ma 
terial represents a step in planning that fits midway betweer 

Americe 

pre-war conception and dreamer idea of what the post-wef BE 
home will be. 

* * * 

A Positive Program Against Public Housing 

(Continued from page 91) 

“Based on the F.H.A. practice of approving a month} 
payment of up to 25 per cent of a buyer’s income, the 

required income for the purchase of a $5,000 home under 

this plan would be $1372.80 a year. 
“In areas where taxes are lower than the nationa 

average of 2% per cent, as given in the example above 
families earning even less than this figure could qualif) 

under this plan for home ownership.” 

Detends Soundness 

In outlining this plan in the eight numbered paragraph: 

above, brevity was employed by the editors for a quick 
reading of the highlights. Below, the soundness of this 
proposal and an elaboration of the benefits which wil 

accrue to the home owner, to the government and to th 
localities in which such homes are built, as against the 

disadvantages and higher cost of public housing, are pre 
sented by Lindop: 

“This plan further contemplates that the families re 

ceiving assistance in the purchase gf their own home: 

will some day improve their economic condition and be 
able to assume the entire cost of carrying their obligatior 

and thus relieve the government of paying any part oi 
their cost. A check-up every five years of the family’s 
income is proposed for this purpose. 

“This is easily handled under our present income tax 
structure. Every five years a family receiving assistance 

will file with F.H.A. a copy of its income tax statement 

and if it shows a sufficiently high income to make further 

assistance unnecessary, the assistance will then be with 

drawn. 

“The reserve for maintenance is considered necessary 
because of the longer amortization and the need for 

replacing, during the life of the mortgage, the larger 

amount of mechanical equipment which it is contemplateé 

future homes will contain as a necessary part of our ever- 

improving standard of living. It is proposed that the 

mortgagee make inspections of the homes every five 

years and approve expenditures from the funds ‘in the 

maintenance reserve for this use. 
“Insurance dn thé life of the family’s bread winner, 

equal to one-third the amount of the mortgage, is pre 
posed as a compulsory feature of this plan. It can & 

underwritten by a group of insurance companies, permit 
ting the premiums to be based on a low group rate. 

(Continued to page 126) 
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qualif for a new home after the war, this couple, like 

thousands, are planning . . . selecting .. . and 

deciding on the materials for their new home. 

graph} When that great day comes in 194X, we of Bilt- 
a quick 
of this Well will be ready because we, too, have planned. 

‘il . 
rh For more than three-fourths of a century, Bilt- 
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pe @ Cuts oll hard, brittle non metallic materials i _ ae @ Speeds 
ss ere 

“P work on the job 
@ Saves hours on both si 

and difficult ©Pperations —n EEP a Felker DI- 
MET Rimlock in 

your tool kit and 

you're always pre- 

pared for sawing any 

hard, brittle, non- 

metallic material. 

One wheel does all 

jobs! Quickly and ac- 
curately cuts TILE, CONCRETE, HARD BRICK, SLATE, 

HEAVY GLASS, MARBLE, GRANITE, PORCELAIN, 

CEMENT-ASBESTOS MATERIALS (SHEET, PIPE, WALL- 

BOARD), ETC. Takes deep cuts up to diameter of sup- 

porting collar in one pass. Can be used on ordinary 

machines such as masonry and circular saws, portable 

electric equipment, Felker DI-MET cutting machines, etc. 

Smooth accurate cuts eliminate material breakage 

losses and waste; all-metal con- 

struction overcomes operator 

danger; wheels can’t shatter! 

s liminates 

Operator safety of 

THIS FOLDER GIVES YOU NEW IDEAS for 

speeding your production program—illus- 

trates many valuable applications for Felker 
DI-MET Rimlocks that save hours and cut 

costs on every job. Write for your free copy 

today! 

FELKER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

1118 BORDER AVENUE, TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 

MANUFACTURERS OF FELKER DI-MET DIAMOND ABRASIVE WHEELS 



COMET SAWS 

Demands for exceptional performance in 

sustained, high speed cutting have swept 

Comet Radial Power Saws to top favor 

with builders and contractors across the 

nation. These rugged, powerful saws 

make all cuts and are manufactured in 

various models to cover all requirements. 

Ask your dealer about Comet Saws, or 

write direct. 

ANOTHER BOND IS ANOTHER 

BLOW TO THE ENEMY 

CONSOLIDATED MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., LTD. 

2029-33 Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles 21, California 
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(Continued from page 124) 

“If the head of the family dies, the insurance will be 

used to pay the monthly payments until the funds ar 

exhausted. This will give the widow possession of the 
home for several years instead of forcing her to sell im- 

mediately. During these years she will have time to solve 
her problems by remarrying, finding employment 9 

taking someone into her home to help pay her costs. 

“Prepayment of any outstanding unpaid part of the 
mortgage indebtedness without penalty is proposed as g 

part of this plan to encourage the buyer to wipe out o 

reduce his debt at any time that he is fortunate enough 
to be able to do it. He may, for example, have some 

money left to him or may win a sweepstakes. If this 
occurs, his prepayment will not permit him to take ad 
vantage of the subsidy but will be independent of it. 

“If the government adopts this type of assistance 

home buyers of low incomes instead of continuing with 

the present type of federal subsidy to public housing, i 
will be encouraging the best element among these families 
to improve their conditions. It will make them carn 

their heads high and regard themselves as home owners 

This always inspires a man to higher goals and will make 
him doubly anxious to reach the point where he car 

assume his full obligation in his community and pay his 

full share at the earliest possible time, without subsidy.” 

The local taxing body, city, village or township, will 
welcome such a plan over any further expansion of publi 

housing, because these homes will pay their full local 
taxes while public housing pays only a fraction of its local 
taxload, Lindop claims. 

* * * 

W.P.B. Sets Up "C.P.0.° Plan— 

(Continued from page 71) 

3. A general refilling of the “pipelines’—the hardware — 
plumbing, heating and general building equipment normally 
carried in the stocks of building material dealers. The ain§ [n ou 
of this is to have such equipment ready for installation andj builde 
use when, at a later date, lumber and other shortages tape: 
off sufficiently to allow for a return to home-building an 
other construction approaching peacetime proportions. 

From War to Peace 

In general, W.P.B. will continue to work within the some 
what elastic framework it has used during the war days. | 
conversion, as in war-time, it will have the responsibilit 
of distributing the available materials of the country in the 
manner best suited to the nation’s needs. It will aim at a 
orderly conversion from war to peace, with no inflationar)| Home 
scramble for scarce materials but rather a just distribution of to thi 
them, geared to the country’s economic needs. And when the . . ° ° ef - r( 
supply situation warrants, it will lift all controls at the firs yout 
possible moment. hardy 

+ - a At 

Mandt Made President of Jaeger Machine} '°" )' 

0 G. MANDT, for the past 17 years vice president and gen} “OF 
¢ eral manager of The Jaeger Machine Company, Colum advic 

bus, Ohio, was made president of that organization recently: If 
Gebhard Jaeger, former president, was elected chairman of 207 
the board and R. McLean named first vice president, in charg} 4.54 
of sales. - 

Entering the construction industry in 1906 as a manufacg “Uan 
turer of tilting concrete mixers, The Jaeger Machine Com- 
pany has expanded to become the largest manufacturer ©! 
contractors pumps, various types of mixers, truck mixers an 
road spreading and finishing machines, Mandt said. 

During the war it has engaged in the large scale produc: 
tion of invasion ship winches, air compressors, and materia 
loaders and cranes for war needs. These latter lines, whic! 
were introduced to oyer 700 of Jaeger’s distributors, highwa} 
officials and contractors at an exhibit held in the company’ 
plant in January, will be continued for civilian use after the 
war 
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The answer, naturally, is ‘‘mever."" Hardware is a permanent con- 
ction item of the home and should be considered as such. Every moving 

part of your home depends on hardware It is a parce of every day living in 
irdware — 
1ormall) 
he ainf In our current advertising to the prospective home | 

tion andi builder we say | 

es tape “Make sure then for the home you are planning 
ing an that hardware is given the consideration it deserves. 
ns. Make sure first that your architect or contractor 

allows enough of the contract price for hardware 
— at least 2% is good building practice. Bring this 

age matter up to him before specifications are written. 
lays. he Within a week after you award tract fan sae you award your contract, 
nsibilit select enough hardware—and durable, quality hard- 
a pe pe ware of the style you want.” 

ationar 

comp °} to this permanent construction item. They will expect. 

the fr-f You to advise them on how much will assure adequate 

hardware. 

At least 2% of the contract price set up definitely 

tchine} {0r hardware will mean satisfaction when the home is 

and gen completed and will protect your reputation for sound 

Colum} @dvice. 
recently If McKinney hardware is also recommended, that 

rman 0} 2° will be certain to provide the right quality and 

n charg yood design as well as the required 

nanufac} Quantity of hardware for the home. 

re Com - 
turer 0! Write for a copy of McKinney's new 

kers all booklet, ‘Details and Data on Hinges.” 
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We are asking 

PROSPECTIVE HOME BUILDERS 

an unusual question 

HOW OFTEN 

HARDWARE— 

Home builders rely on you to give proper consideration 

COMPANY 
PENNSYLVANIA 

fon) MANUFACTURING 
Pitrrseuegcnu 

| 
| 
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Another profitable TEMLOK opportunity: 

FINISHING INTERIORS 

of COTTAGES and CABINS 

MANY SUMMER CABINS and cottages have unfin- 

ished interiors. The owners would like to improve 

them, inexpensively and within current restric- 

tions. You can supply the answer, with Arm- 

strong’s Temlok Insulation Board. 
Temlok, on walls and ceilings, makes vacation 

homes cooler in summer, keeps them warmer for 

winter use, too. It brightens their appearance and 

adds to their market value. Yet Temlok is low in 

cost. The big boards—4’ wide and 8’ to 12’ long— 

are light and easy to handle. They saw cleanly, 

nail securely, go up fast. Temlok has an attrac- 
tive golden buff color that needs no finishing, but 

Temlok can easily be painted if desired. 
Selling these cottage and cabin jobs now will 

pay you two ways. The immediate jobs will be 

profitable, and they will also give you live leads 

for bigger remodeling jobs when restrictions per- 

mit. For full details, samples, and literature, write 

today to Armstrong Cork Company, Building 

Materials Division, 1605 Ross St., Lancaster, Pa. 

ARMSTRONG’S TEMLOK 

Pah) Pa CL OY 

SHEATHING*LATH+BOARD AY DELUXE INTERIOR FINISH 
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Kwik-Mix convertible 10-S Dandie... side or end 

discharge . . . change can be made in the field 

to suit pouring conditions. Special features are: 

easily accessible drum drive shaft . . . flow-line 

discharge chute . . . simplified skip-flow shaker .. - 

enclosed reduction gear assembly in oil... mul- 

tiple “V"’ belt drive. 

Other sizes are 7-S 

and 14-S Kwik-Mix 

Dandies. 

Kwik-Mix 3'/2-S Concrete 
Mixers .. . side or end dis- 

charge ... tilting or non- 

tilting ... anti-friction bear- 

ings . . . spring mounting 

... high speed trailing... 

welded construction. 

KWIK-MIX 

PLASTER— 

MORTAR 

MIXERS 

Kwik-Mix Non-Tilting 6-P Plaster or Mortar Mixer 

... fast discharge, 7 seconds... light weight, only 

850 pounds...air cooled engine... V-belt and 

worm drive ... low shoveling height. Also 4 wheel 

10-P tilting model. 

KWIK-MIX COMPANY 

KOEHRING 

PORT WASHINGTON * 

SUBSIDIARY 

WISCONSIN 
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Dresser Industries Takes Over 

Payne Furnace and Supply Co. 

(HANGE of name of the 30-year-old Payne Furnace & Sup- 
ply Co., Inc., of Beverly Hills, Calif., is announced in con- 

nection with the recent acquisition of assets by Dresser 
Industries, Inc., in a joint announcement issued recently by 
H. N. Mallon, president of Dresser and E. L. Payne, pres. 

| ident of the Payne Company. 
“Payneheat” will operate as a separate unit of the Dresser 

| Industries, it was stated, continuing to manufacture the well- 
known, long-established Payne models; and no changes in 
management or general policies are anticipated. It was als 
revealed that, when men and materials become available, the 
Company plans to expand its line of products and services. 

* * * 

Letters to the Editor— 

(Continued from page 7) 
1 am writing you, not only as a member of a building 

material and construction firm, but as a director in a 
Savings & Loan Association. It has been our experience 
in this section of the country that the average useful life 
of a single family dwelling is approximately 25 years. In the 
20 years that I have been associated with savings and loa 
work, I know of only one case where the original borrower 
paid a long term loan to maturity. In all other cases, proper- 

| ties are exchanged or transferred and in some other instances, 
| It was necessary to rewrite the loan and change the status 
of the property very often from owner-occupied to tenant- 
occupancy. 

The F.H.A. is only 10 years old. There has been n 
experience to prove the actual benefit of the Mortgage 
Insurance Fund. During all of the period of F.H.A.’s exist- 
ence, there has been an increase on the value of homes 
Sometime during the next 10 years, we will really be giver 
an opportunity to prove that this will be adequate protection 

Your proposed 5 per cent down-payment is a very low 
margin and, as a rule, residential values have much greatet 
fluctuation. 

I have taken F.H.A. Case No. 03-007136. This loan was 
made for $3100.00. The borrower has just completed his 
48th payment on the loan, in the four years, this has only 
been reduced to $2805.30; in other words, during this four 
years of the 25-year loan, he has not accumulated a 10 per 
cent additional equity in his home. If this had been writte: 
on a 40-year amortization, the payment to the principal would 
be so small that it would take the borrower approximately 
15 years to begin to accumulate any equity in his home. I: 
this loan for $3100.00, the 48th payment has been divided as 
follows: 

Interest . $10.55 
Principal . 6.69 
Mortgage Ins. 1.15 
Hazard Ins. .. 3.00 
State & County Taxes 2.36 
Life Insurance 3.00 

TOTAL $26.75 

The only possible way to reduce his monthly payment in 
extending this to a 40-year loan would be in a slight reduc 
tion of the principal payment 

We are already experiencing a difficulty with our 25-year 
loans. Many of the borrowers are discouraged over the 
slow reduction in the balance due. 

The money used for home loans in communities such as 
ours is secured from local investors. A reasonable rate 
for this money requires a dividend of approximately 3 pet 
cent. The enclosed operating statement will show that we 
have been very conservative in operating this small Associ 

' ation, and, still, we are unable to keep the operation within a 
1 per cent margin. In addition to this, it is necessary and 
wise that an association accumulate reserve to be able t 

| absorb losses in the next six to eight years when real estate 
| prices again go down. 

We have always encouraged home ownership, but it is 
our belief that a 40-year loan will discourage, rather tha! 

| encourage the prospect to secure a home.—WIILLIAM R 
| STUCK. Stuck Brothers, Jonesboro, Ark 
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OF FRAMINGHAM 

OFFERS TWO NEW FOLDERS 

FOR POST WAR BUILDERS 

50th Anniversary 
1895-1945 

Describing... 

BROWNSKIN —for Sheathing 

Its S-T-R-E-T-C-H it apart from ordinary 
sheathing papers, as does its special treatment 
against deterioration, passage of water or moisture 
As long as a building lasts, so will BROWNSKIN 

sets 

BROWNSKIN VAPORSEAL —for Vaporsealing 

Protects all kinds of insulation. Use on the warm 
side of insulation, leaving cold side free to breathe. 
Thus ideal dry conditions will be maintained. 

ECONOMY BROWNSKIN — Protects Flooring 

One side is crinkled BROWNSKIN, the other 
flat kraft. Between flooring, the BROWNSKIN side 
goes down. Also unexcelled as a protector of finished 
floor surfaces in rooms where men are working. Here 
the BROWNSKIN side goes up 

ECONOMY BROWNSKIN REINFORCED 

An extra-strong, all-purpose waterproof paper 
for temporary partitions, coverings, and the protec- 
tion of all types of floors during construction 

COPPERSKIN — Protects Hidden Places 

Electro sheet copper, bonded to BROWNSKIN 
by asphalt. Use in concealed places to protect insula- 
tion, for drip pans, and to flash windows, doors 
and all exterior openings 

In writing for samples and literature 

CIER GORPORATION 

CORROSION PREVENTIVE AND WATERPROOF PAPERS 

FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 

| 
| 

| 

| 
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HEAVY SA
W 

WITHA 

( A US. PAT. OFF. 

ij MODEL 120 

2 

POWERFUL 

MODELS 

Available for 110-volt 
A.C: or D.C.; 220-volt 

A.C. or D.C. 

MODEL 120— 
12” blade, 442” cutting 

capacity 

MODEL 80— 
8” blade, 22” capacity 

*% This 12” MallSaw is built for extensive sawing of 
heavy lumber and timber. High speed, heavy duty 
motor withstands hard, continuous usage—has power 
to spare. 

*% Light weight—perfectly balanced—easily adjusted for 
depth or bevel cuts. Takes waste motion, fatigue and 
backaches out of heavy cutting jobs. 

*% Extra speed reduces sawing time—accurate cuts 
assure square board ends and better fitting parts— 
multiple cutting of like members speeds construc- 
tion. 

*% Can be used for cross-cutting, ripping and bevel cuts 
to 45 degrees. Also operates an abrasive wheel for 
cutting non-ferrous metal, cutting and scoring tile, 
stone and concrete. 

Ask your Dealer for Mall Planes, MallSaws, 
MallDrills and Mall Concrete Vibrators or write 

direct for literature and prices. 

oe | 

MALL TOOL COMPANY 

7737 South Chicago Ave., Chicago 19, Ill. 

PORTABLE 

POWER TOOLS RIG. US PAT OFF. 



Here's the true 

interlocking roof 

| To lift a properly nailed, average width 

| No. |, 16-inch Certigrade Cedar Shingle 

from a roof requires a pull of 85 pounds 

—a force much greater than a hurricane 

can exert. 

Here’s real 

storm 

resistance 

The standard application of overlapping one 

shingle over another—three shingles deep— 

creates ap unique “bridging” effect giving 

greater resistance to wind, hail and snow 

loads. Write for your free Blue Prints of 

various shingle applications. Address .. . 

RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU 

5508 White Building, Seattle 1, Wash., U.S.A. 

or Vancouver, B. C., Canada 

eed Cela 

| air circulating and filtering system, there is no reason 

_ opinion of Galazzi of the York Corporation. 

' cent. There will be too, he feels, a reduction in power 
| requirements due to improvements in evaporator and 

SHINGLES 
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Experts See Wider Use— 

(Continued from page 97 ) 

air-conditioned for comfort and efficiency will, in his M 
opinion, accelerate the demand post-war for expanded 

use of air conditioning in the home. Pointing ou 
that satisfactory units for home use would now be 

available but for war restrictions, he suggested that 
possible increased production and lowered field engi 

neering costs might result in a lower relative cost for 

air conditioning in a small home than in a large one. 
He recommended close scrutiny of the advisability 

for complete air conditioning in suburban areas where 
adequate insulation and exhaust fans give satisfactory 

results, but stressed the benefits to be felt in urban 

areas where not only heat but dirt and noise could be 
eliminated with benefit. 

Buensod warned of the necessity on the part of hom« 

owners to secure competent advice, through thei 

architects or qualified engineers, in much the same 
manner that heating problems are studied and solved. 

He suggested the availability of many sources of basic 

data, notably the Guide of the American Society of 
Heating and Ventilating Engineers, the Data Book 
of the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers 

and Engineering Standards, Part IV, of the Heating 
Piping and Air Conditioning Contractors National 
\ssociation. 

Window Unit Will Be Lighter { 

While new home construction can have incorporated . 

in it, inexpensively, a combination heating, cooling 

why the benefits of air conditioning can not be applied also 
to existing houses at reasonable cost. This is the 

Pointing to the 250 pound weight of the pre-war 
“portable” window unit, he explained that light weight 

metals will reduce this post-war by more than 50 per 

condenser design; a reduction in cost to maintain be- 
cause of better mechanical designs, which will also 

increase life and reliability. Noise level, too, will be 
lowered by means of acoustical treatment and. most 

important of all, cost will be lowered by reason of 

hetter designing, reduction of styles and sizes of units. 

as well as stepped-up production. He predicted a great 

demand for the window type of unit. 

War-spurred research and discoveries in the field of 
electronics will vitally change the controls of future 

systems, according to Minneapolis-Honeywell’s Haines 
While admitting that today Electronic Control Equip- 
ment might cost twice as much as equivalent electric iM $36, 

or pneumatic equipment, he declared that the cost 1s f¢ soun 
heing constantly reduced and will soon reach a point Jpossib 
where the difference, if any, will be more than com 

pensated for by the improved results to be obtained 

Those results, he pointed out, will include ease o! 
maintenance and repair, since whole “sub-assemblies’ § soon 

-tiny in themselves—can be replaced, as is now don 
with aircraft control equipment, bv a service man wh 

need not be an expert in electronics. The present “mass” fY 'YP¢ 
of the thermostatic element will be reduced, while the fer bef 

exposed area will be increased, thus increasing the 

flow of heat units to or from the element and the air. 
Use of electronic equipment, due to amplification of ll be li 

minute changes in the electronic tubes, can reduce Pation , 
differentials, as from the present plus or minus one 
degree or two or three, to a point of 1/20th of a degree : 
if desired. The practical minimum, he believes, will OM: 
probably be ™% degree. 
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50 oe RECISION -BUILT HOMES 50 per 

power REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 
yr and 

in be- nid 
rr The founders of the newly-formed Precision- 

vill be | Built Homes Corporation comprise the 

most largest single group in the country, de- 

son Of voted exclusively to the promotion of 
nits , : ; 

| perc. busing construction. The new corporation will con- 

. nue the research and study—undertaken 9 years ago 

ield of } Homasote Company. The aim of this research is to 

luture Foduce a home having the utmost m permanence 

pe d sound dollar value. $8,000,000 of private homes 
“quip ° 
rhe ric Pd $36,000,000 of Government housing have proved 

cost is f¢ soundness of this construction system—whereby it 

| point }possible to apply mass production methods to con- 

Per tational construction without in any way sacrificing 
ained. f .) .). , 
oe ibility of design. 

sp § soon as war-time restrictions permit, this method 
V n 4 ° ° ° 
A pes ill enable you to give your client a home of any size, 

‘mass" i type, anywhere—with greater dollar value than 

ile the Fer before. 

ng the - ; ae ~ 
as Precision-Built Homes, the interior walls and ceilings 

‘ion of Fl be lined with Homasote—the oldest and strongest in- 

reduce ation and building board on the market. 
us one 

degree oa 
rs, will 

OMASOTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J. 
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PROTECTION 

SAVE FOR you! 

» TIME AND LABOR 
Just nail SISALKRAFT over the sheaoth- 
ing and you have effective protection 
ogainst drafts and weather. No batten 
strips are needed. 

PROTECT WOOD FRAME = ~—— ~~ 

FROM MOISTURE 
pee As a moisture barrier behind the, 

plaster, SISALKRAFT combines low 
cost, fast application with a de- 

j pendable unbroken seal that pre- 
| vents moisture-laden air from get- 
| ting into the frame work. 

PROTECT MATERIALS 
All materials stored in the open 
are safely protected when covered 
with SISALKRAFT. Avoid waste 
— protect with SISALKRAFT. 

PROTECT BRICK COURSES 
At_ night, cover brick with SISAL- 
KRAFT to prevent fresh laid mortar 
from washing away in the rain or 
freezing during a cold night. Thus, 
bricklayers con start right to work 
in the morning without taking time 
for patching. 

PROTECT AND CURE 

CONCRETE 
; "= | ~ Cover newly poured concrete with 

j / SISALKRAFT” te hold the moisture 
in and protect the surface from 
debris, dirt and weather. 

HIS waterproof, tear-resistant, sisal-reen- 

forced building paper costs less to use 

and install because of its toughness and plia- 

bility! Handling does not tear it! Exposure 

does not spoil it! SISALKRAFT, world famed 

for its high quality, is an added feature in 

homes built to sell. 

Ask your local lum- 
ber dealer for sam- 
ples of SISALKRAFT, 

Ke \ 
~e* 

of 
FIBREEN 

x 6%? OARS o 
SISALKRAFT 

SISAL-X, SISALTAPE AND 
COPPER-ARMORED SISALKRAFT 
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Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc. 
Snckanett, 

Write for Stock Lise— 

your guide to over 10,000 

different kinds, shapes 

and sizes of steel for quick 

shipment from ten plants. 

RYERSO 

IV TAT 

ISIS 

Residence, Queens ATLET IA EE Re? ae 

wrestdale Homes, Builde» 

Stoel 

Stock 

Plants at Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, 
Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston, Philadelphia, Jersey City. 

| 

| 
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Orderly Planning of Public Works— 
(Continued from page 106) 

2. Achieving State and Local Government Fiscal 
Independence—The states and their local governments 
are in a better position today than they have been in several 
years to resume the time-honored practice of financing their 
own public works. 

Congress should, therefore, take steps now to revise our tax 
structure so as to insure that the policies of the federal gov. 
ernment do not unduly hamper the ability of the states and 
local governments to achieve fiscal independence. 

3. Improving Public Works Appropriation and 
Other Procedures—Committees of Congress within thei 
staff resources are making painstaking study of proposed ap 
propriations for federal public works. 

Congressional scrutiny of separate proposals for federa 
works should be broadened to tnclud 

| careful consideration of the overall relations between pro 
posed federal expenditures for public works and total ex 
penditures and revenues. 

It is important that there should be a central place in tl 
executive branch of government for consideration of th 
overall relationships of proposed federal expenditures fo: 
public works before their submission to Congress. 

Finally, the example of the Public Roads Administratior 
in its insistence upon the determination of needs and cost 
through traffic and engineering surveys before it will approv: 
the expenditure of federal highway funds, should be mor 
widely followed by other federal agencies. 

4. Wr yromires Economy in Public Works Construc: 
tion— (Competitive contracts should continue as the accept 
basic procedure for securing economy in public constructio 
and should be mdre widely used. 

The federal government should set an example to th 
states and localities by the more general adoption oft the 
contract method of public construction 

5. Advance Planning of Needed Public Works— 
There was recent authorization by Congress in the War Mi 

(Continued to page 134) 
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Steel Windows for 

Attractive Small Homes 

Oy iromelacti me) aneclcemaleleiome) aneclonatiattcom 
that is already here on a practical cost 

basis is the steel casement window. 

With HOPE’S Residence Casements 

the builder of small homes. can plan to 

attract Customers with the extra con- 
venience, durability and weather-tight- 

ness of steel windows at costs no greater 
than well-made weather-stripped con- 

ventional wood sash. 

The advantages of HOPE’S Windows 

catch the eye of the home buyer in- 
stantly and are re- emphasized when the 

house is viewed from the interior 

Maxon Arch hitect 

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N. Y. 

BACK THE ATTACK BUY WAR BONDS 
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BARNEY THE BUILDER says 
Fiscal . 
nments 
several [ 

B their You never saw a pipe so 

pur tax 

gx} | EASY TO CONNECT 
res and 

ant | EASY TO INSTALL 
in thei: 
sed apf ‘\ 

federal ome 
include | ie 
on prom 

tal ex Orancesure’s Taperweld joints are speedily made 
without cement or joining compound. The long, light- 
weight pipe lengths are easily handled, quickly laid. » in th 

he - Orangeburg can be sawed to any length—can be con- 

~ | nected to other types of pipe—is readily adapted to 
tration§ Meet practically any requirements. 

id cost All this adds up to a pipe that means more 
approve profitable business for you. Orangeburg Pipe enjoys 

e mor wide consumer acceptance from coast to coast. Capi- 

talize on the fast-growing demand for this modern, 

nstr uct lifetime pipe for house-to-sewer or septic tank connec- 
aa -s tions, conductor or irrigation lines, industrial waste 
a drainage. Sell the PERFORATED type with easily as- 
to th Sembled snap couplings for septic tank filter beds, foun- 

of the dation footing drains, farmland drainage...Get complete 
information now! Mail the coupon today! 

” A Other important ORANGEBURG features: 

No other saw is 

So Easy to Use 

© Rest growth ond infiltration prevented. SPEEDMATIC Electric Handsaws are compact, light 

* Can be installed in wet trench — tight joints readily made and powerful ... they cut fast and clean .. . but it's 
under water if necessary. 

* Sewer lines ready for testing or use at once. 
* Does not break or crack easily; non-metallic — lasts a lifetime. 
¢ Non-rigid; withstands soil settlement. 
¢ Advertised in leading home and farm magazines. © Blade starts cut at 7000 rpm, cutting without apparent 
e Performance proved by fifty- year record of underground effort—practically feeds itself. 

service. 

Speedmatic’s balance, and ease of handling, that diminish 

operator-fatigue and make record days’ performance 

11% more usable power with helical gear drive. 

Quickly set for depth or angular cutting. 

Balanced for one-hand operation in any position. 
2¢5 

Extra wide shoe assures a steadier, truer cut—less 
ure guiding effort. 

CcOst <v ‘ = : ’ a ry ® Safe, non-clog hinged guard. 

— \ ® Quality-built for long, hard service 

at «> © 714”, 8”, 10%” and 12” blades. 

Porter-Cable's new A-3_ portable 
power sander is equipped with a 
more powerful and cooler-running 
motor. It is balanced for uniform 
surfacing, and exerts no perceptible 
twist or strain on operator's wrist 

ents 
in tO 

con 
ight- a 
pote The Root-Proof Pipe 

con- 
WITH 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF NON- 
METALLIC CONDUIT AND PIPE, ORANGEBURG SERVES THE POWER 
AND LIGHT, TELEPHONE, GENERAL CONSTRUCTION, CHEMICAL, 
PETROLEUM, PLUMBING AND BUILDING SUPPLY FIELDS WITH 
ELECTRICAL FIBRE CONDUIT .. . ELECTRICAL UNDERFLOOR DUCT 
SYSTEMS . . . AND FIBRE PIPE FOR NON-PRESSURE USES. 

low S 

r in- 

n the 
Write for bulletins on Porter-Cable 
power saws and sanders 

PORTER-CABLE 

MACHINE CO. 

1721-5 N. Salina St., Syracuse 8, N. Y. 

| | | | \ 

gener
a 

AB-5-45) 
THE FIBRE CONDUIT COMPANY ( 

ORANGEBURG, N. Y. 
PIPE 

Please send catalog on ORANGEBURG 

Name 

Address 

~~ ei ee 
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Cuts Butt Mortises on Right 

and Left Hand Doors 

at the Same Time 

In the circle is shown the 
double mortise, cut in one 
operation with the Carter 
¥ H.P. Hinge Butt Router. 
A templet, of plywood, for 
restricting movement of the 
Router to the required lim- 
its is readily made up. 

A saving in time and money can be made by 

routing butt mortises in right and left hand 

doors at one time with a Carter Hinge Butt 

Router and Templet as illustrated. One left 

and one right hand door are clamped together. 

A templet is made slightly wider than the 

combined thickness of the doors, and the same 

length as the doors, with two or three open- 

ings located in correct position for the butts. 

These openings permit entry and movement 

of the Router to remove the wood to the re- 

quired dimensions of the hinges. 

Because of its high speed (18,000 r.p.m.) 

and easily varied depth adjustment, the Carter 

Router quickly cuts perfect mortises, smooth 

and uniformly accurate in length, width and 

depth. Write today for complete information 

on money-making Carter Equipment. Stanley 

Electric Tools, Dept. C, 133 Elm Street, New 

Britain, Connecticut. 

CARTER => TOOLS 

American Builder, May 1945 

(Continued from page 132) 
bilization and Reconversion Act of federal loans or advance: 
to local and state governments of finance surveys and prepa 
ration of plans and specifications for needed public works 
The purpose is to insure that this work will be ready to let 
by contract promptly as soon as the materials and labor 
become available. 

These authorized federal advances for blueprinting state 
and local public works should be made the basis, as is con 
templated by the Federal Works Administrator, of a coop 
erative undertaking with the states to prepare a shelf of use 
ful public works for the transition period. 

6. Measuring Construction Activity—Jhe problen 
of getting a reasonably stabilized construction activity in an 
expanding economy reaches far beyond public works. Two 
thirds or more of the construction volume in an active period 
is private work. It will not be possible to develop and to 
agree upon practical activities looking to stabilization of 
construction unless we have currently available basic data 
regarding construction activity, both private and public. 

The federal government should assemble this information 
in one place, without duplicating the functions now performed 
by other government agencies or seeking to monopolize the 
gathering of information now reported by private agencies 
and by trade assoctations. 
An immediate use of construction market data is to 

enable the diverse elements which make up the construction 
industry, from producer of raw materials, manufacturer and 
distributor to designer, contractor, builder, and financing 
agency, to plan wisely and aggressively to provide needed 
civilian construction as fast as war production is curtailed 

7. Revising Federal Tax Policies to Stimulate 
Private Construction— Revision of the federal tax struc 
ture should incorporate provisions which take account of 

private construction as a great potential force in obtaining 
economic expansion and stability. ; 

The heart of the problem of private construction, as of the 
other capital goods industries, is found in deterrents to in 

(Continued to page 136) 

It is the Chemical Age 

One of the wonders that have come out of the test 
tube is better wood . and better wood means 
better homes. Wood repellent to decay and ter- 
mites and resistant to warping, shrinking, splitting, 
checking and grain raising. Treated lumber is the 
something new the public demands for better homes 
Use it for new 
placement. 
WOODTOX (wood preservative and moisture repellent) controls 
decay, stain, mold, mildew, termites, lyctus beetles and wood borers 

[ splitting, warping, shrinking, checking and 
Adds 

homes, for remodeling, for re 

. plus control of 
grain raising. Gives a finer base for varnish or paint finish 
only insignificantly to cost of construction 

For the Termite Infested Building 
TERRATOX is a proven termite control. Applied 
to either wood or soil its effect lasts over many 
years. The building contractor, with his knowledge 
of construction and the help of TERRATOX, is 
the man best prepared to do a thorough job of 
termite control. 
SEND FOR BULLETINS .. . sent to architects, building contractors 
and lumber yards, fully describing WOODTOX and its ease of ap- 
plication . . . and TERRATOX, giving a full and easily understood 
explanation of all the “Whys” and “Hows” of termite control. 

WOOD TREATING CHEMICALS CO. 
5137 Southwest Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo. 

Sales Agent for MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO 
Santophen 20, Santobrite and Permasans 

Ameri 
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For Wiring Mod 

The Line Is com 

ernization 

plete 

*“eene 

Homes today need modern 
wiring—new homes, existing 
homes. All the wiring materials 
needed for this wiring can be 
found in the G-E line. The line 
includes conduits, wires and 
cables, boxes and fittings and 
wiring devices. These materials 
are designed to be used to- 
gether and are easy to install. 
They have high quality and 
can be depended upon to give 
long service. Specify them for 
new wiring systems and for 
wiring modernization. Their 
use is added proof of the out- 
standing quality of your jobs. 

For further information see 
the nearest G-E Merchandise 
Distributor or write to Section 
CDW559-80, Appliance and 
Merchandise Department, Gen- 
eral Electric Co., Bridgeport, 
Connecticut. 

#4) i ee ee ee 
‘a may oreeerr me 

. Saw . 
ee 

—_— 

WIRING IS 

ESSENTIAL 

£ A. 1. Avs 
thapter = {ring Cc ments i wi 4 

mprove jmporta® * os s ich ™ equate wiri’ ’ 
jlities - 4 : 

ro) * electrical f* _ installarirend plumbing an for po heatio 
equate 

BUY WAR BONDS AND HOLD THEM 
Heer the G-E radio programs: “The G-E All-Girl Orchestra,’ Sundoy 
10 p.m. EWT, NBC; “The World Today” news, Mon. through Fri. 6:45 p.m. 
EWT, CBS; “The G-E Houseporty,”” Mon. through Fri. 4:00 p.m. EWT, CBS. «5 
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A 

BOXING LESSON 

SOMEWHERE in Belgium. For 

overseas shipments of sup- 

plies as shown below, manu- 

facturers of boxes and crates 

quickly learned that Western 

Pines have “what it takes.” 

As a result of this “boxing les- 

son,” they almost unanimously 

specify these fine, sturdy woods. 

Even all-out production of Western 

Pines is not sufficient to supply all 

the demands and needs of the Army 

and Navy. That’s why our Government 

had to temporarily discontinue the 

sale of Western Pines for general use. 

a 

WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION 

Yeon Building, Portland 4, Oregon 

“idaho White Pine ‘Ponderosa Pine ‘Sugar Pine 

aa ARE THE WESTERN PINES ae ee 
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SIX STEPS OF PROTECTION IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

(2nd of a Series) 

eoeeee (Gentlemen... 

these standards 

will endure!” 

There was nothing dramatic or spectacular about that 

meeting of the NDMA Advisory Committee in 1937. But 

the standards which the committee set up were designed 

to benefit generations of architects, builders and home 

owners. For these standards established, for the’ first time, 

minimum specifications for the toxic preservative treating 

of building woodwork ... treatments which supplement 

the natural lasting qualities of wood products such as win- 

dows, doors, frames, screens and storm sash. 

Ever since this country was founded, wood—warm, 

lasting, durable wood—has been a chosen building mate- 

rial. Today, the toxic preservative standards set up by the 

NDMA—based on the recommendations of leading tech- 

nological authorities—provide public assurance that wood 

will continue to demonstrate its long life, its enduring 

value, in the homes of America. 

The NDMA Seal of Approval—available by license to all man- 
ufacturers and distributors who conform to the toxic preservative 
standards of the NDMA~—represents these six steps of protection: 

1. An efficient test for measuring ef- 
fectiveness of toxic preservatives 

Minimum standards governing 
the toxic preservative treating of 
woodwork products 

2. 

A seal identifying products treated 
in conformity with NDMA Toxic 
Preservative Standards 

Mill inspection of treating equip- 
ment and practices 

Laboratory check-tests of preserva- 
tive solutions 

Educational effort in the public 
interest 

NATIONAL DOOR MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION 
McCORMICK BUILDING - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

TOXIC—PRESERVATION 

APPROVED 

NATL. DOOR MFRS. ASSN. 

LICENSE 
eee0e NO. 

American Builder, May 1945 

(Continued from page 134) 

vestment. One of the important obstacles to a freer flow of 
savings into productive enterprise and investment in homes 
is likely to be found in the tax laws. 

Provisions for the carry-forward of net operating losses 
and other suitable recognition of the principle of averaging 
incomes over a period of years, say at least five years forward, 
can make an important practical contribution to effecting 
more reasonable stability in construction activity. 

After the war substantial reduction of the burden of tax- 
ation will be more conducive to employment and economic 
development than any elaborate system of partial or complete 
exemptions or other unusual incentive devices. We must 
face the fact, however, that if high rates by reason of absolute 
government necessities are to continue in the post-war 
period, some expedients may be necessary, as, for instance, 
preferential treatment of new capital investments. 

*x* *« * 

Miami in January, Bangor in June 

(Continued from page 97) 

By obtaining the consideration enumerated above on the 

heating cycle it will automatically revert into a beneficial 

system on the cooling cycle. Certain areas served by the 

heating cycle will not be required by this cooling cycle 
and can be dampered off thereby giving slightly larger 
quantity of air into the areas to be conditioned which will 

not be objectionable. 

In the initial installation a fresh air intake to be used 
for off season ventilation would have advantages and 

would enable a residential owner to add one more refine- 
ment to his year-round system. 

By careful study and planning, the above points should 
bring to the prospective home owner the benefits which 

he should have from both cycles plus a proportionate sav- 
ings in equipment and operating cost. 

ILDERS 

BO ECIALTI
ES 

sP 

<= ROOF BRACKETS 

_— One model for both wood and composi- 
tion shingling. Safe ... durable... 

—— to use. Fastens with ordi- 
nary six or eight-penny nails. 

LADDER 

BRACKETS 

Adjustable. Attached 
to ladder rail. Takes 
two 6” or one 10” 
plank. 

FOLDING 

SCAFFOLD 

BRACKETS 
Fold to transport. Save 
time . . . save space. 
Easily installed When restrictions are lifted full 

4 scale production of improved 
— Speed Wagner Builders Specialties 

5 will be resumed immediately. 

WAGNER MFG. CO. 2:2'; 48555 ows 

Amer 

; 
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BETTER CONCRETE AT NO EXTRA COST 

, ATLAS DURAPLASTIC 

Atues Duraplastic, the air-entraining portland cement originated 

and developed by Universal Atlas, represents one of the most signifi- 

cant advances in cement and concrete in many years. It has long since 

passed the experimental stage. It has been used with gratifying success 

since 1939 for over 214 million sq. yds. of paving and a variety of other 

jobs including houses, sidewalks, tanks, buildings, retaining walls, 

block and pipe. Experience on these jobs shows that Atlas Duraplastic 

cement makes concrete more plastic and more workable, increases 

durability and produces concrete that spreads, screeds and finishes 

more easily. Its use requires no additional materials on the job., 

Send for free booklet describing development and uses of Duraplastic 

cement and concrete. Write to Technical Service Bureau, Universal 

Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary) , 

Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y. 

OFFICES: New York, Chicago, Albany, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, 
Duluth, Cleveland, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines, Birmingham, Waco. 

AIR-ENTRAINING PORTLAND CEMENT 

MAKES CONCRETE MORE WORKABLE, 

MORE UNIFORM AND MORE DURABLE 

‘ Ohio 
Millersours: 

se stepS> “ use * 
Courtho 

QUICK FACTS 
About Atlas Duraplastic 

Air-Entraining Portiand Cement 

1. Complies with ASTM specifications. 

2. Sells at same price as regular port- 
land cement, requires no additional 
materials, and makes better concrete 
at no extra cost. 
3. Provides the proper amount of en- 
trained air by intergrinding with the 
cement the precise amount of air- 
entraining material needed for satis- 
factory field performance. 

4. Requires less mixing water for a 
given slump. 

5. Makes concrete more workable, 
more plastic, more cohesive, more 
uniform and more durable through- 
out. 
6. Minimizessegregationand bleeding. 

7. Produces concrete that spreads, 
screeds and finishes more easily. 
8. Fortifies the concrete against the 
effects of freezing and thawing 
weather. 

9. Renders paving concrete highly 
resistant to scaling due to action of 
de-icing salts. 

10. Tends to reduce manipulation 
scale. 
11. Called DURAPLASTIC because it 
makes concrete more durable and 
more plastic. omnes 

ATLAS DURAPLASTIC~- 

The Air-Entraining Portland Cement That Makes Concrete More Durable and More Plastic 
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TYPE AC 
CIRCUIT BREAKER 

= @ Loan 

Here is your opportunity to give a BIG extra in protection, 
efficiency and appearance at little extra cost. 

Two to sixteen poles. Thermal trip on overload and mag- 

netic trip on short circuit provide double protection. Nothing 
to replace when circuits are broken. Capacities of 15 to 
50 amperes for 120 volt AC single or 120-208 volt AC 
double pole service. 

Write today for free 
Bulletin No. 63 giving 
cuinplete information 

and prices. 

} ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 

FRANK ADAM ELECTRIC CO.) 
mal 51.001 ST.LOUIS, M0.U.S. A /gue 

Built-in telephone facilities 

add real value to the homes 

you build. Yet it costs little 

during construction to install 

telephone conduit with conve- 

niently located outlets. Now is 

the time to plan for the day 

when home owners can again 

have all the telephones they 

want—by providing for con- 

cealed wires to rooms where 

telephones will be most use- 

ful. Your telephone company 

will be glad to help you mark 

your plans. 

BELL ae 

TELEPHONE ‘eo 

SYSTEM ‘s 

American Builder, May 1945. 

Practical Progress Chart for Builders 
(Continued from page 87) 

listing of all the operations involved, from Contract 
Signed through Title Closed, Mortgage Proceeds Amount 
Received and Mortgage Proceeds in Escrow. 
On this chart, opposite the proper line and beneath the 

correct job number, it is the function of bookkeeper, fore- 
man, superintendent, salesman or Reis himself, to enter 
the date an operation is completed; and it is the further 
responsibility of each person working on a job to examine 
the chart daily, and not to proceed with an operation un- 
til those which should have preceded it have been duly 
done and entered. For example, excavation cannot start 
until the F.H.A. commitment has been received (if, as is 
true in most cases, maximum mortgage insurance is de 
sired); again, for example, the contractor will not back 
fill (operation 20) until he assures himself that operation 
19, first F.H.A. Inspection, has been made, approval re 
ceived, and entry made on the chart. Failure to perform 
such operations in their proper order can result, as many 
builders have found to their financial sorrow, in the cost 
ly necessity of doing a job over again, as where backfill 
was done before a first F.H.A. inspection; or in reduc 
tion of the amount of insurable mortgage, as occurs 
when a foundation is dug before the F.H.A. commitment 
has been received. 

Reis is the first to point out that his exact list of oper 
ations will not be of use to every builder; some may need 
to be added, some may be eliminated. But he highly 
recommends the preparation of such a wall chart, gaited 
to a builder’s project, and strict training of every member 
of the builder’s organization in its use. 

“It is the best way we have found,” he says, “to check 
at a glance the status of each transaction, so far as cus 
tomer, contracts, deliveries, F.H.A. requirements and 
course of construction are concerned. All these opera 
tions are so interrelated that they must be jointly super 
vised, and our way of doing it is to keep this clear, up-to 
date record of progress on the wall before us.” 

a 
ie PORE Pigg Fe. 
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Ab1-484 
a“ \ Styled to Sell ... prorit PACKED 

Abi-048 A high quality matched set in Bright Zinc finish. Avail- 
able in a ‘‘Profit Packed’’ deal or sold as individual 
items. Deal comes complete with attractive display 
board. Here is an eye-catching big profit line that will 

abi-241 attract and easily sell itself to your customers. Matched 
sets, distinctively designed for quick sales. 

COUNTER DISPLAY BOARD Pur this attractive display on your counter 
and watch it go to work. Sells hardware on sight. Display board 
includes a sample of each item illustrated above. 

PACKAGED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE To speed up handling and 
delivery, and to prevent loss of parts, each item is individually packed 
in an attractive, heavy envelope. Catalog number, 

IN 

illustration of product and installation data are printed 

NATIONAL LOCK - Chaphlitiads 

on the face of each envelope for quick and easy 
identification. 

ROCKFORD. 

Your “All From One Source”’ Hardware Manufacturer 

Builders Hardware Division e 

~ H
e ei

 

OF KIT
CHEN 

DESIGN
S 

This striking new booklet—planned by Virginia Hart, eminent 
kitchen consultant—will be of great value to you. Many illustra- 
tions of unusual, yet practical kitchens— with floor plans and unit 
specifications—show how easily and effectively Kitchen Maid 
Standard Unit Cabinetry can be combined to give all the beauty, 
convenience, and efficiency demanded by modern housewives. 

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY. Before planning another kitchen, ask 
your local Kitchen Maid dealer for a copy of this valuable new 
booklet, or write The Kitchen Maid Corp., 555 Snowden Street, 
Andrews, Indiana. 

FOUNDER OF MODERN KITCHEN UNITS 

— ae a... ee 
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VICTOR 8 

Here is the perfect 

answer to more 

room —it makes 

attic space access- 

ible without sacri- 

ficing space below. 

Just like adding an 

extra room or two. 

Safe and simple— 

easy to operate 

and install — for 

new or old homes 

— ceiling heights 

7’ 4” to 90". 

Shipped K. D., 

with complete in- 

structions. 

SOLD THROUGH BUILDING 

SUPPLY DEALERS 

WASTE ROOM 

USABLE 

eles 

Sliding Window Units . . Basement Sash Units 
Front Entrances . . Deluxe Kitchen Units . . Uni- rol Overhead 
Garage Doors . . Unipak Wood Casements . . Farlo Unique 
Frames . . Farlo-Vent Ventilators . . Sash . . Doors . . Frames 

Screens .. Cabinet Work . . Stair Parts 

FARLEY & LOETSCHER MFG. CO. 
he DUBUQUE, 

70 YEARS 
OF SERVICE IOWA 

‘ 
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CEILING VENTILATION is 

important to Home Builders... 

“OVER-THE-SPOT” ceiling ventilation will soon 

again be in big demand. Owners of low as well as 

higher priced homes will want freedom from re-cir- 
culation of greasy cooking vapors and other un- 

wanted air. 

Blo-Fan, installed directly over the source of foul air, 

is twice as effective as a sidewall fan across the 

room. Blo-Fan combines the principles of both fan 

and blower — it has volume plus power. 

Dress up your postwar homes with Blo-Fans — in 
kitchens, bathrooms, gamerooms, laundries. 

Send Today for FREE Booklet 

PRYNE & CO., INC. 
1245 E. 33rd St. + LOS ANGELES, 54 

BRANCHES (TO BE RE-ESTABLISHED AFTER THE WAR) 
SAN FRANCISCO ~- SEATTLE « CHICAGO + NEW YORK 

Bhoyan 

“SPOT” VENTILATORS 

BACKED BY 20 YEARS OF 
VENTILATION KNOW-HOW 

Why 

You can & 

GUARANTEE NO SMOKE 

With a fire burning, a fireplace chimney will draw from 10,000 to 
15,000 cu. ft. of airvout ofa house in an hour. Tightly constructed 
homes of the future won't let that much air in, except down the 
chimney. Result—downdraft—annoying smoke! 
You avoid this when you use Bennett Fresh-Aire Fireplace Units 
Chey draw fresh replacement air from outdoors, warm it, and 
distribute it into the room. They enable you to guarantee smoke- 
less operation, extra warmth, and increased comfort 
Selling value? Ten times the little added cost (if any 
BENNETT-IRELAND © 545 MARKET ST., NORWICH, N.Y. 
Producers of BENNETT 

FIREPLACES 

flewsereen. 

The SAFETY FIREPLACE CURTAIN 

—and Fireplace Construction 
Supplies. .. We shall produce 
whe nmyou can build 

| Brooklyn, N.Y. 

: American Builder, May 1945 

Reis Aims for Better Class Market 

(Continued from page 89) 

PLUMBING FIXTURES—Standard Sanitary Man 

| ufacturing Co., and Kohler of Kohler. 

LINOLEUM--Congoleum-Nairn “Sealex” 

on bathroom floor and walls and kitchen. 
WINDOWS AND OTHER BUILDING REQUIRE. 

MENTS—tTruscon Steel Co. 
WALLPAPER—"Thibaut” and “Artcratt.” 
GLASS BLOCKS—Libby-Owens and Pittsburgh Plate 

Glass Co. 
COPPER 

Co. 
PLASTER AND WALL BOARDS—USS. Gypsum Co 
HARDW ARE—" Dexter” by’ National Brass Co. and 

McKinney Mfg. Co. 
GAS RANGES—"Welbilt”—American 

tion approval. 
KITCHEN CABINETS—Boro Wood 

Long Island, N.Y. 
INSULATION—Mineral Wool by Johns- Manville and 

U. S. Gypsum Co. 
ASBESTOS SIDE WALL SHINGLES, ROOFING 

MATERIAL—Flintkote, Keystone, Ruberoid, and Keas 
bey- Mattison. 
ELECTRICAL WIRING—General Electric Co 

PAINTS—Dutch Boy white lead. 

VARNISHES—Pratt & Lambert. 
HOT WATER HEATERS—Ruud Manutacturing Co 

VARIOUS PRODUCTS—Johns- Manville. 
MEDICINE CABINETS—United Metal 

linoleun 

PLPES AND FITTINGS—Mueller Brass 

Gas Associa 

Products Co. 

30x Co 

FIREPLACE MANTELS AND EQUIPMENT— 
| Morgan Millwork Co. 

CEMENT—Lehigh Valley Portland Cement Co. 

(Continued to page 142) 
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AWAY ‘SCAFFOLDING 

s 7 s 

eixclwill reduce Home Construction Time 
eas 

The speed with which Safway Scaffolding is erected to conform 

) to the contour of any surface and the broad working platforms 

t provides on many levels will enable you to save considerable 
time and expense in the construction:'of homes and apartments 

ing Coq. . : , 
“2 Free—For complete details on how to adapt Safway Scaffolding 

to your work, write for our new illustrated 32-page Bulletin No 
AB-545 

War Commitments Govern Delivery 
Distributors In Principal Citie: 

MANUFACTURERS OF TUBULAR STEEL SCAFFOLDING AND EQUIPMENT 
STATE 5 west TREET AT 6380 MILWAUKEE 33) ow OnSIN 

14) 

" Butld Your Houses with Hie, 

EXTRA SALES APPEAL... | 

Circulates Heat... 

Helps Cut Fuel Bills 

Extra sales appeal for the 

house, extra convenience and economy for 
the buyer, and lower construction costs. 
That’s what you get when you install 

Heatilator Fireplaces in the houses you build. 

They circulate heat, help to cut fuel bills. No 
damper or smoke dome to install. No throat 

or firebox to form. Less masonry to lay. 

Heatilator Fireplaces go up faster, with less 

trouble. Eliminate the usual causes of smok- 

ing. Available as soon as building starts. 

HEATILATOR, INC., 515 E. Brighton Ave., Syracuse 5, N. ¥ 

HOW 

CAN YOU BRING 

YOUR Fuel Gills 

DOWN 

? 

? 

AND ce THEM DOWN FOR YEARS 

That’s no mere $64 question... it’s a question that 
can run into serious money if you have a big heating 
job to do. And the answer...whether your problem is 
big or little . . . put in Johnson Oil Burner equipment. 

If that sounds too simple, remember that for 42 years 
trained engineers have been perfecting Johnson Burn- 
ers ... making them capture and use more heat from 
every gallon of oil . .. making them safer, quieter and 
more fully automatic. Ask your heating engineer . . . 
He knows. 

There’s a Johnson Burner for every job . . . house or 
hotel ... hot air, hot water or steam. Some types and 
sizes are available even now. Let us know what you 
need 

.. Johmaon Gl Burners... 

S. T. JOHNSON CO. 
940 Arlington Ave., Oakland 8, Calif. 
401 No. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. 

A modernized laundry with a Tile-Tex floor. 

s* fe-/ay ''” 

MODERNIZATION WORK 

Today's restrictions on construction still make it possible 
to use Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile in rumpus rooms, laundries, 
kitchens, and hallways where the cost of the installation 
does not exceed two hundred dollars. 

You can use Tile-Tex in many of the small remodeling jobs 
which are so plentiful today. Home owners everywhere are 
interested in modernizing within today’s limitations. Send 
today for ‘Floors That Endure’’ and the name of the near- 
est approved Tile-Tex contractor. 

The Tile-Tex Company ‘irs “"°""* 



HOW THIS ( GEARED MOTOR 

PERMITS DEEPER CUTS! 

In most radial saws, the blades are connected directly to the 
rotor shaft of the motor. In the Walker-Turner Radial Saw, how- 

ever, the blade is attached to a drive shaft of a geared motor, 
close to the circumference of the housing. This permits deeper 
cuts with the same size blades. You make substantial savings 

in cutter costs while 

getting greater rim cut- 
ting force because of the 

smaller saw radius. 
Write today for detailed 
literature. 

WALKER-TURNER CO., 
Plainfield, New Jersey 

walker. 
urne 
company, inc PLAINFIELD, M2, 

MACHINE TOOLS 
ORILL PRESSES — HAND AND POWER FEED © RADIAL DRILLS 

METAL-CUTTING BAND SAWS © POLISHING LATHES © FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINES 
RADIAL CUT-OFF MACHINES FOR METAL © MOTORS © BELT & DISC SURFACESS 

INSIDE MEASURING 

the Quick, Easy Way! 

J Y }.] 
é . ; 

Va x . — 

You don't have to be a mental genius or 
even a mathematician to make an inside 
measurement with a Master ‘Streamline.’ 

Just slide the tape into position, lightly 

touch the lever lock and presto, your 

reading is there right on the rule — no adding or subtract- 
ing. And, what is more, your reading will be absolutely 

accurate for even in machine shops, where accuracy is not 

taken lightly, the “Streamline” has become an essential tool. 

But inside measuring is only part of the story for 

“Streamline” has many other uses. It can be used as a 
caliper height gauge and scriber — in fact it is handy for 
mere ae TL oeesen oe osc, MASTER RULE MFG. CO., INC., DEPT. Ds 
uring or layout work. 815 East 136th Street, New York 54, N. Y. 

Please send me: 
(CD STREAMLINE 6 tt. size ($2.00 ea.) 
(C0 STREAMLINE 8 ft. size ($2.25 ea.) 
0D 8 ft. replaceable blade (70c ea.) 
0 6 ft. replaceable blade (65 ea.) 
Name. 

Address_ 

City State 
TRADE MARK beccccccccnn cccccceceeecosese 
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Reis Aims for Better Class Market 

(Continued from page 140) 

NAILS—Ame rican Steel & Wire Co. 
FIREPLACE DAMPERS, ASH PI 

ley Co. 
RANGE HEAT REGULATORS—Robertshaw Co. 

DISAPPEARING STAIRS—Bessler Co. 

TILE—Paradee Tile Co. of N.J 
LUSTRA GLASS—American Window Glass Co. 
STEEL DOOR FRAMES—Superior Fireproof Door 

& Sash Co., N. Y. C. 
HEAT REGULATORS—Minneapolis- Honeywell Co 

GAS HEATING FURNACES—Bryant and Janitrol. 
ELECTRICAL FIXTURES—Lightolier Co. 

As for post-war substitutes, Reis says they must make 
their own way by proving their worth and their attrac 
tiveness from a cost angle. He definitely does mot intend 
to go in for experimentation but will stick to “proved” 
products. Among possible new features, he is flirting 
with the idea of concrete floors with wall to wall carpet 
ing, though his mind is not yet made up on this point 

He feels that people have been oversold on the idea ot 
the “miracles” they may expect in a new home. He ex 
pects to give them built-in furniture to some degree, par 
ticularly complete built-in corner units—seats, bookcases, 
credenzas, etc. Large glass and window areas will bx 
featured, along with indirect lighting and the elimination 
of floor lamps and cords. His plans call for air condi 
tioning systems with refrigerating and freezing units in 
cluded, as well as a cool room for the storage of produce 

“Architectural plans post-war,” he believes, “will not 
be quite so much to the ‘left’ as anticipated, but will 
take on pre-war general lines and then progress with the 
scientifically developed ideas made possible by war re 
search, uses and necessity. lrefabrication will largely 
be on site and will follow assembly-line methods as close- 
ly as possible.” 

DOORS—Do 

Get set for post-war building construction 

—make every bid count! 

Put this handy Dingman pocketbook to work, in making 
accurate estimates for building construction, in saving 
time and error in the job of determining profitable 
competitive prices. Based on the most practical ex 
perience, it is full of helpful pointers for new or ex 
perie nced estimators, shows how to determine quantitie 
of labor and amounts of material to produce a unit 0 
completed work in practically every branch of building 
construction 

Third Edition 

ESTIMATING BUILDING COSTS 

By Charles F. Dingman 
Architectural Engineer 

401 pages, 4 x 6%, 27 illustrations, $3.00 
This practical guidebook of estimating trains the estimator to analyze every 
construction job into its component parts, to apply cost data, adjusted to living 
conditions, to the several operations necessary, and to calculate a price 
that will approach the actual cost of doing the work as closely as is humanly 
possible. 
ESTIMATING BUILDING COSTS tells how to make an estimate on 4 

wood, brick, or concrete building construction. Covers every operation from 
excavating to roofing and waterproofing —with valuable material on such im 
portant details as fireproof construction, shingling, steel sash, or cement gun 
work, Included also are a number of useful data tables, but its primary purpose 
is to give the step-by-step methods that will train the reader to become a 
thoroughly competent estimator. Helps you to make sure that no element 
of the work is overlooked; explains the special factors to watch in dealing with 
each type of work. 

pues SEND THIS McGRAW-HILL COUPON «===; 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y¥. 18 
Send me Dingman's ESTIMATING BUILDING COSTS for 10 days’ examina- 
tion on approval. tn 10 days | will send $3.00, plus few cents postage, or 
return book postpaid. (Postage paid on cash orders.) 
Name 
Address 
City and State 
Company 
Position .. AB 5-45 

(Books sent on approval in U.S. only) 
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TS 
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Saves “Time and Won, a Majestic 

0 For Builders and Contractors if Building? Necessities 

You Can 

Proudly Say 

oor “IT y 4 

Co MAJESTIC 

ol CIRCULATOR 

FIREPLACE” 

“on 
Because... ac 

itend 1. Heat circulates with 
ved” furnace-like efficiency, 
vec 
i adding cozy room-wide 
ting a warmth to the fireplace’s cheery open blaze. 
rpet “ The cool air drawn in at floor level is heated 
oint LEVEL-TRANSIT as it flows past the patented Radiant Blades 
a ot and out the warm air grilles at mantel level, 
: on Patented Ball Bearing Race assures perfect adjustment under heating the entire room. 

it severest conditions... 25 power telescope . . . light, easy to operate. 2. Saves on installation costs by simplifying 
. Has many features of higher-priced models. masonry work, but allows any type or style 
ety “opin? - ’ — of mantel to be used. 
I be FREE ye Cea Pa $118.00 3. Guaranteed not to smoke. Scientifically de- 
ation ooKLet With Stadia Wires......... pS 5.00 extra signed so that you can be certain every fire 

yndi per tare Extension Leg Tripod........ 10.00 extra place will operate perfectly. 
s in on Cempass.............. ————— = Your building plans should include the Majes- 

luce niiding WRITE today for full information and Free Book- tic Circulater Fireplace. Write for complete 
| not Lots” let. Expert repairing on all makes of instruments. details. 

‘ill TH COMPANY 

Bae DAVID WHITE CO.‘ epg ao r_re 994 Erie St., Huntington, Indiana 

rgely 311 W. COURT STREET new 

lose- MILWAUKEE 12, WIS. | 

tion 
Z ee Standard Blowers Propeller Fans Floor Furnaces 

r Coolers 

pin 

ais! 

] ! 

industrial buildings. These appli- 

ances include the best features of 
modern design and construction ... 

e every produced in assembly-line plants. 
oO livin 

cana UTILITY Evaporative Air Coolers SS 
and Blowers are now available under 

a fo M WPB allocation and priority. Gas-fired 

> = The UTILITY Trade Mark is your Heating Equipment will again be man- 
Purpose assurance of proven, dependable equip- Ufactured when war regulations permit. 

element ment for air cooling, ventilating and heat- For complete information, write for cat- 
oo Unit Heaters ing... in residential, commercial and logs and illustrated Te. 

ns UTILITY , oF 
Formerly <a Fan 2 Conps 

4851 S$. Alameda Street 

Los Angeles 11, California 

a2 The UTILITY Factory 

. Five Acres of Plant Floor Space 



Here it is. the NEW 1945 edition/ 

Forty pages of complete informa- 

tion, graphically presented, on 

Kinnear upward acting doors for 
every purpose. It 

Kinnear Doors are so widely pre- 

ferred. Kinnear Rolling Doors 

flexible, 
locking steel-slat curtain and 

space-saving 

shows why 

feature a sturdy, inter- 

coiling upward 

type 

doors and other closures are also 

presented. Send for your FREE 
copy of this useful door book to- 
day! Write to The Kinnear Mfg. 

Co. Factories: 1560-80 Fields Ave.. 

Columbus 16, Ohio and 1742 

Yosemite Ave., San Francisco 24, 
Calif. 

Offices and agents in 
principal cities 

INNEAR 
ROLLING DOORS 

action. Kinnear sectional 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO 

Adam Electric Co., Frank . 138 
Allied Chemical & Dye Corp. SE eee 43 
Aluminum Window Corporation, The 54 
American Floor Surfacing Machine Co. 4 35 
American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp. 58 
American Saw Mill Machinery Co. . eae 15 
American Telephone & Telegraph pee 
Andersen Corporation .. ‘ ..38-39 
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Ceco Steel Products Corp. ¥ 64 
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Certain-teed Products Corp. 55 
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Clark Electric Co., James F. 144 
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Congoleum-Nairin, Inc 119 
Consolidated Machinery & Supply Co., Ltd. 126 
Construction Machinery Co . 140 
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Crawford Door Company 25 
Crofoot Co., J. B. 145 

Defoe Shipbuilding Company 36 
Detroit Steel Prediacts Company .... 3 
Douglas Fir Plywood Association 146 
Dresser Industries 46-47 

Edison General Electric Appliance Co., Inc. 26 
Eljer Co. .. Fr eal 33 
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Felker Manufacturing Company ... 125 
Fibre Conduit Company, The.... head a 
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PORTABLE 

ELECTRIC TOOLS 

JAS. CLARK, JR. ELECTRIC COMPANY 

626 Bergman St., Louisville 3, Ky. 
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Rod Devi 

LIL 3 wre 

Leaders 
Points are now packaged Since 1872 
in 5¢ and 10¢ size handy 
packages which permit 
dispensing of a few at a 
time, preventing wasteful 
loss caused by “‘loose”’ 
containers. Triangle 
Points come in 6 
standard sizes and 
can be purchased in 
“e pound to 100 Ib. 
quantities. 

VW rep DEVIL TOOLS. 
Irvington 11, N. J., U.S.A. 

GLASS CUTTERS *+© POINT DRIVERS 
PAINT CONDITIONERS « 

* PUTTY KNIVES «+ WOOD SCRAPERS 
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 

145 

JAEGER 3'/25 MIX& 

iad and on 

Your Job! 

Get double the mixing 
action with Jaeger 
patented "V" Bottom 
Drum — get trailing 
speed with Timken 
Bearings, spring shock 
absorbers—get longer 
life, lowest upkeep 
cost of any mixer you 
ever owned. 

THE JAEGER MACHINE COMPANY 
521 Dublin Avenue om Columbus, Ohio 

Tilters, Non- 
Tilts, 344S to 
56S Sizes. 

we USE A ro foo 
No. 760 Streamlined STAPLING DEVICES | 

5° TACKER! 
1000 The Crofoot Screen Tacker with patented Reversible claws, is 

Staples —_———— mening “ar re- 
FREE sereeng. 

clent. urable ’ this tacker is 
| . built for a spe- cific job and does it to perfection, and it’s backed by an uncon- 

ditional guarantee. 

Write today for a 
5-day free trial. 

J.B. CROFOOT CO. 
217 Evergreen Avenue 

a rabbeted screen frames Mt. Prospect, Ill. 
We ship postpaid if C. O. D. or when check is sent with order. 

Wire stretching claws. 
Reversed for use with 

SPOT CORD 

REG- U.S. PAT. OFF 

— the most durable material for hanging windows 

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS 

BOSTON 10, MASS. 

yw need these tools for insulation board jobs. 
Made of hard maple, light weight. Sharp, strong 

blades cut thru toughest insulation boards, leaving 
clean, smooth edge. $350 
Three tools, five blades, : 

Sent postage paid 
attachments, all for... anywhere in U.S.A. 

Extra Bevil-Devil Blades, of selected steel, ground 
to cut insulation board, package of 100 for $4.00, 
postage paid. 

MANUFACTURING 
KIMBALL COMPANY, INC. 

\ 1703 GREENLEAF ROYAL OAK, MICH. 

END DUST AND WEEDS 

On Driveways, Parking Spaces, Tennis Courts 

... with Solvay Calcium Chloride! Harmless, clean, 

odorless. No experience or special equipment neces- 

sary. Solvay Calcium Chloride is colorless, non- 

staining, inexpensive. SEND FOR FREE BOOK. 

Write today to Dept. 34-5, Solvay Sales Corporation, 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

CALCIUM 

SOLVAY ¢3 LORIDE 

_ = = = — —— 

PAINE ANCHORS 

CARRY the LOAD
 

IN MASONRY and CONCRETE 

WOODSCREW ANCHORS 

Lead and Fiber Types 
The best anchoring device for the money. 
Paine Woodscrew Anchors give firm, lasting 
anchorage in Tile, Marble, Concrete, Slate, 
Wood and Wood Furring. Easily and quickly 
set without setting tool. Available on low 
priority in wide variety of sizes. 

Ask Your Hardware Dealer or Write for Catalog 

THE PAINE co. 2959 Carroll Ave. 
Chicago 12, Ill. 

~ = es oe 

Any Way You Look at ‘em... 

STERLINGS EXCEL! 

Examine every detail 
of a Sterling —tray, braces, 

wheel, legs, and handles. You'll 
find that Sterlings are built to 
take hard punishment over a 
long period of years. Right now, 
our entire facilities are devoted 

_to essential war production. But 
we are looking forward to the 
postwar era when we can again 
take care of your requirements. 

Look for this Mark of 
STERLING Quality 

Sterling 

A 4645-%gA 



DOUGLAS 

Large Panels of Douglas Fir 

Plywood offer Many Possibilities 

for Attractive Wall Designs 

Follow these Simple Suggestions in Planning ‘Wall Designs with Large, 
Durable Plywood Panels! 

No. 5 of a Series 

Large, light, durable, kick-proof 
panels of Douglas fir plywood offer 
scores of possibilities for attractive 
and unusual wall designs. The bed- 
room illustrated above shows one 
architect’s application of the sug- 
gested treatment detailed at the right. 
A two-panel treatment is used, with 
panels placed in horizontal arrange- 
ment. 

IN PLANNING, WORK FROM THE 

OPENINGS: 

In planning a plywood wall treat- 
ment, start at the openings with 
vertical joints and divide the plain 
wall spaces in an orderly pattern for 
the most pleasing effect. Vertical 
joints should be used at each side of 
the top of doors and at top and bot- 
tom of windows, as in Figures A, C 
and G. If the width of the wall is 10 
feet or less, however, panels may be 
run horizontally with openings cut 
out, as in Figures B and E. 

FIR 

SUGGESTIONS FOR SPECIAL 
PATTERNS: 

Where special patterns or patterns 
made up of small panels are desired, 
the recommended method is to sheath 
with 5/16” or 3/8” Plyscord placed 
horizontally, then apply the finish 
panels (Plypanel or Plywall) as de- 
signed. For additional technical data, 
see Sweet’s File for Architects or 
write the Douglas Fir Plywood Asso- 
ciation. 

There are three grades of Douglas 
fir plywood panels made especially 
for various phases of wall construc- 
tion. PLYWALL is made especially 
for standard wallboard use; PLY- 
PANEL is a premium panel used for 
quality interior work where both sides 
are to be exposed as in built-ins; 
PLYSCORD is a utility panel made 
for subflooring or sheathing walls and 
roofs, or for interior walls which are 
to be covered with sanded plywood, 
acoustical materials, tile or linoleum. 

PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION 

Tacoma 2, Washington 

American Builder, May 1945 

There are three grades of Douglas fir plywood 
panels made especially for various phases of 
wall construction. PLYWALL is made especi- 
ally for standard wallboard use; PLYPANEL is 
a premium panel used for quality interior 
work; PLYSCORD is a utility panel made for 
wall and roof sheathing. 

Simple Suggestions For An 

Attractive Wall Design 

With Plywood 

CAN PLYWOOD BE SPECIFIED NOW 
FOR POSTWAR USES? 

The increased capacity of the industry will 
make MORE Douglas fir plywood available 
for civilian consumption THAN EVER BEFORE. 
as soon as the needs of the armed services 
lessen or war restrictions are lifted. There 
will be no reconversion delays; the same 
types and grades of Douglas fir plywood that 
are now being made can flow immediately 
into peace-time building and construction. 

It insures 
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| GOOD HARDWARE) 

MAKES 
HOMES 

EASIER 
TO SELI 

Packaged for Convenienceig 

Easy installation of NATIONAL’ Sica 

SCREEN and STORM DOOR SETS i 

assured because sets are individuall 

boxed and all parts thorough! 

checked for size and number. 

_No.90 SCREEN AND STORM DOOR SET 2| = 

——————— 
< 

SE of NATIONAL HARDWARE on screen 

and storm doors is a good home selling 

point, as it indicates that even the 

smallest items rate the best of attention. 

Nine different sets of National Screen and Storm 

Door Hardware are normally available in a 

variety of finishes, so that the right choice can 

be made for each particular job. 

When home building starts again we will have 

available our complete line of Screen and 

Storm Sash Hangers — Screen Hangers — Rim 

Screen Door Latches — Mortise Screen Door 

Latches—Storm Sash Adjusters—Turn Buttons 

—Spring Hinges and Butts. 

Our catalog pages 125 to 138 illustrate and de- 

scribe each of the above mentioned items. 

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY for 

ITEMS NOW AVAILABLE 

NATIONAL 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

Sterling Illinois 


